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86, St. Peter's Grove,
Canterbury.

Class Number 17th Dec., 1934.
L 131682.
Dear Sir,

You may remember me as a pupil
of your College, taking a correspondence
course for the recent Civil Service
Examination. The result of this examina-
tion has now been published and I learn
that I was fortunate enough to secure the
top place out of over 1 ,400 other candidates.
I consider that this result reflects great
credit upon your course and your tutors,
for their interest and their willingness to
help me with my studies.

May I wish you the compliments of
the season and every success in the future.

Yours very gratefully,
C. P. Cayley.

3
LETTERS
Read them then you
will realise what is

happening and why.

A VOCATIONAL TRAINING

FROM THIS COLLEGE IS A

CAREER-A SUCCESSFUL

PROGRESSIVE CAREER

110, Victoria Road, Dundee,
Angus.

16th January, 1935.

MR. J. H. BENNETT,
Bennett College Ltd.,

Sheffield.

Class Number L159929.

Dear Sir,
A short time ago I enrolled as astudent of the Clerk of Works

Architecture, etc., course ; although still
in my twenties, I have, through the
excellent tuition provided in the above
course, been successful in my application
for the position as Clerk of Works with
the Dundee Town Council.

Yours faithfully,
George Moffat.

OPEN LETTER TO PARENTS
Dear Sir or Madam,-When your children first arrived they brought with them a wonderful lot of sunshine. Later you became
proud of the intelligence they displayed, but still later you became anxious as to what would become of them in the future. Perhaps
you were anxious when you visualised them as grown men and women. Even with plenty of money it is not always easy to select
the right career, and a parent is sometimes inclined to ask advice of some relative and in ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
that relative knows nothing at all about the possibilities of employment. Why not let me relieve you of some of your anxieties?
In fact, why not let me be their Father ? We do not profess to act as an employment agency, but the nature of our business com-
pels us to keep an eye upon the class of men and women that are wanted and who wants them. There are some people who
manufacture an article and put it on the market to sell. We do not do that, we work in exactly the opposite direction. We find out
what employers want and we train our students to fill those jobs. We have to be experts in the
matter of employment, progress and prosperity. If you have any anxieties at all as to what your
sons and daughters should be, write to me, or better still, let them write to me personally
Fatherly Advice Department --and tell me their likes and dislikes, and I will give sound, practical
advice as to the possibilities of a vocation and how to succeed in it. Yours sincerely,

CAN YOU
CHANGE MY
EXPRESSION

IF SO, YOU MAY BE
THE ARTIST THAT
COMMERCE IS

WAITING FOR

Just try it for yourself,
trace or draw the out-cpy, line andte

feature.
t he put in

4.4 Cfl

There are hundreds of openings in connection with
Humorous Papers, Advertisement Drawing, Posters,
Calendars, Catalogues, Textile Designs, Book

Illustrations, etc.
6o per cent. of Commercial Art Work is done by
" Free Lance Artists " who do their work at home
and sell it to the highest bidders. Many Commer-
cial Artists draw " retaining fees " from various
sources, others prefer to work full-time employment
or partnership arrangement. We teach you not
only how to draw what is wanted but how to make
buyers want what you draw. Many of our students
who originally took up Commercial Art as a hobby
have since turned it into a full-time paying profes-
sion with studio and staff of assistant artists ; there
is no limit to the possibilities. Let us send full par-
ticulars for a FREE TRIAL and details of our course
for your inspection. You will be under no obliga-
tion whatever.

c94---41-441
IT IS THE PERSONAL

Art Dept. 76.

YOU CAN HAVE A COLLEGE
TRAINING IN ALMOST ANY CAREER
FOR A FEW SHILLINGS MONTHLY
Accountancy Examinations
Advertising and Sales

Management
A.M.I. Fire E. Exam.
Applied Mechanics
Army Certificates
Auctioneers & Estate Agents
Aviation Engineering
Banking
Boilers
Book-keeping, Accountancy

and Modern Business
Methods

B.Sc. (Eng.)
B.Sc. (Estate Management)
Building, Architecture and

Clerk of Works
Cambridge Senior School

Certificate
Civil Engineering
Civil Service
All Commercial Subjects
Commercial Art
Concrete and Structural

Engineering
Draughtsmanship. All

branches
Engineering. AU branches,

subjects and examinations
General Education
G.P.O. Engineering Dept.
Heating and Ventilating
Industrial Chemistry
Insurance

Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining, all subjects
Mining, Electrical

Engineering
Motor Engineering
Motor Trade
Municipal & County Engineers
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Police, Special Course
Preceptors, College of
Pumps and Pumping

Machinery
Radio Service Engineering
Road -Making and

Maintenance
Salesmanship
Sanitation
Secretarial Exams.
Shipbuilding
Shorthand ,Pitman's)
Structural Engineering
Surveying
Teachers of Handicrafts
Telephony & Telegraphy
Transport Inst. Exams.
Weights and Measures

Inspector
Welding
Wireless Telegraphy and

Telephony
Works Managers

If you do not see your own requirements above,
write to us on any subject.

TOUCH WHICH COUNTS IN

HOW TO STUDY
In your spare time when it suits YOU.
You fix your own time, you do not GO
to your studies-the postman brings
THEM TO YOU. There is nothing that
a class -room teacher can show on a black-
board that we cannot show on a white
paper. The lesson on a blackboard will
be cleaned off, but our lessons are
PERMANENT. A class -room teacher
cannot give you a private word of
encouragement, but a Correspondence
Tutor can do so whenever your work
deserves it. On the other hand he can,
where necessary, point out your mistakes
PRIVATELY.

TO STUDENTS
LIVING ABROAD

or on the high seas, a good supply of lessons
is given, so that they may be done in their
order, and despatched to us for examination and
correction. They are then sent back with more
work, and in this way a C0,111:1114014S stream of work
is always in transit from the Student to us and
from us to the Student, therefore distance makes
no difference.

Also ask for our New Book
(Free of Charge)

THE HUMAN
MACHINE

SECRETS OF SUCCESS

POSTAL TUITION

YOUNG MEN
Young men physic-
ally fit and whose
careers are not defin-
itely fixed should join
the Police Force. We
have Special Courses
for Entrance and
Promotion.
1 I per week brings

success. Full
particulars free.
Address : Police Dept. 78

FOUNDED 1900.

Dept. 76, THE BENNETT COLLEGE, SHEFFIELD.

EVERY
DEPARTMENT IS
A COMPLETE
COLLEGE.

EVERY
STUDENT IS
A CLASS TO

HIMSELF.

All applications respecting Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, GEORGE NEWNES Ltd.,
8.11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Telephone: Temple Bar 7780.
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Notes, News and Views
Oxy-Ferrolene

ACHEAP substitute for acetylene for use
in oxy-acetylene steel -cutting blowpipes

was demonstrated in London recently. The
secret of this is a liquid called " Ferrolene,"
which is said to be a volatile petroleum
product. Compressed coal -gas is bubbled
through this liquid. The mixture of coal -
gas and Ferrolene vapour is then fed to a
special oxy-blowpipe. Oxy-Ferrolene will
do the same amount of cutting as oxy-
acetylene at about half the cost. It is said
to give a cleaner cut. The Oxy-Ferrolene
flame also gives no incandescent glare. The
discovery should make the use of the blow-
pipe in cutting thick steel even more
popular than it already is. A Sheffield firm
recently used the process for cutting through
a propeller shaft 36 in. in diameter.
Temperature Changes

TINY changes in temperature caused by
compression and expansion in the air

as sound -waves pass through it are being
measured by Ellis A. Johnson of the Massa-
chusetts Institute of Technology. The
instrument used can measure the " heat "
of sounds too feeble for the ear to detect.
Testing Aviators for Altitude Flights

AT Monyecelio aerodrome in Rome a
special room has been built where

aviators can be examined by doctors before
and after altitude flights to discover the
state of their physical reactions to condi-
tions. In this room, which is of 30 cubic
metres, a special pump run by an engine of
16 h.p. creates a depression which can be
equal to 16,000 metres of height. A cooling
apparatus cools the temperature which can
be lowered to about 70° below zero. The
room is fitted with instruments of all kinds,
and blood tests are made as well as tests of
the organs.
A New French Rail Coach
AN oil -driven streamlined rail coach,
"which arrived in England from France,
recently made a full -speed trial run on the
L. M. S. railway between Willesden (London)
and Tring (Hertfordshire). The new coach is
equipped with rubber tyres and carries two
spare wheels. It can be driven both back-
wards and forwards, and is said to be cap-
able of a speed of ninety-five miles per hour.

The Largest Fish Port in the World
AT Grimsby a short time ago Sir Henry

Betterton opened a £1,700,000 fish dock,
the largest of its kind in the world. It has
a total water area of 35 acres, and brings
the total water area of the port up to
64 acres, making it the best equipped in the
British Isles for landing fish. Twenty-
three new trawlers are already under con-
struction as a result of the new dock. Last
year Grimsby marketed 186,000 tons of fish
-one -quarter of the whole catch landed in
England and Wales.

THE MONTH'S SCIENCE
SIFTINGS

The new Cunarder" Queen Mary " is to
be equipped with twenty-eight all -steel life-
boats, each weighing 16 tons fully loaded.
The boats, which will each accommodate
140 persons, will be propelled by high-
speed Diesel engines.

A strange -looking aircraft, a tailless
two-seater fighting 'plane, built for the
Royal Air Force, was recently demon-
strated at Yeovil. Pilot and observer have
an uninterrupted view all round.

A new British colour -film process was
recently demonstrated in London. The
film shown was a travel -picture of Devon-
shire, in which reds and blues were
rendered with considerable fidelity. The
colour is produced entirely through the
lens, and the problem of focus is elimi-
nated.

The Loudest Sound
THE loudest sound ever heard by man was

the eruption of Krakatoa, a volcano in
the Dutch East Indies, in 1883. So violent
was the explosion that air waves resulting
from it travelled three times successively
round the world.

A New Transparent Synthetic Resin
A NEW synthetic resin known as
"" Leukon " has recently been produced
which is insoluble in water, alcohol, and
aqueous media, and is unaffected by acids or
alkalis up to concentrations of 40 per cent.

in the case of sulphuric acid and of caustic
soda at atmospheric temperatures. It is
also unaffected by many high boiling
organic esters. It is soluble in certain of
its forms in a number of organic solvents,
which include acetone, chlorinated hydro-
carbons and benzene.

Leukon's low thermal conductivity and
attractiveness to touch, especially when
taken in conjunction with its mechanical
and chemical excellence, suggest many
possible uses in the field of medical and
hospital equipment. It should be remem-
bered that Leukon is more resistant to
moisture and can have a higher softening
point than ebonite, while it has the still
further advantage of a wide range in colour
as well as transparency. Closely linked
with the medical field is the possible manu-
facture of Leukon spectacle frames by the
injection moulding technique. This would
give a frame which is kind to the wearer,
tough, strong, light in weight, unlikely to
split, warp, or be affected by moisture or
perspiration.

World's Steam Locomotive Record
THE London and North-Eastern Rail-

way locomotive, Papyrus, which set up
a world's speed record for steam locomo-
tives of 108 m.p.h., was lubricated with
oil produced by the makers of Wakefield
Castrol.

Making Glass Wool
SHREDDING glass into woolly fibres

by centrifugal force is the unique
process developed by a Swedish manu-
facturer of glass wool. Melted glass runs
down upon a disc, which rotates with
great velocity. By action of the centrifugal
force, the glass is disintegrated into a mass
of extremely fine threads. A current of
air is blown downward around the edge of
the rotating disc, carrying the formed
glass wool down upon a cutting and
transporting apparatus, by means of which
the product is continuously carried away
for further working. The fineness of the
glass threads can be controlled within
certain limits by regulating the temperature
of the melted glass and the amount of
glass fed upon the rotating disc per unit
of time.
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A ariei,anrert
THE same love of adventure

which through the ages has
prompted man to explore

the whole habitable surface of
the earth exerts its influence still,
and he is nowadays tempted to
enter realms whose barriers, not
many years ago, were to him
utterly impregnable. He has
recently conquered the air to
an extent previously undreamt
of, but no voyage to the strato-
sphere can compare in interest
to exploration in the depths of
the sea, with its myriad living
things, beautiful or grotesque,
timid or formidable, catalogued
or unknown.

Unlike aviation, deep-sea
diving has been carried on in a
primitive way for centuries. Sir
Robert H. Davis,in a recent series
of lectures before the Royal
Society of Arts, cited Pliny's
" Historia Naturalis " (A.D. 77),
in which are mentioned divers,
employed in warfare, who drew air
in through tubes, one end of which
they held in their mouths, while the
other was supported at the surface
by a float. This practice is com-

'1 I

III
I 1

I '
1'

Mysteries beneath the sea have been examined
chiefly in the interests ofscience. This article explains
some of the methods of overcoming the difficulties

of penetrating into the depths of the ocean.

Sightseers descending to the floor of the Pacific, 100 ft. below the surface,
four miles off shore, and come up without even damping their shoes.

pared to that of an elephant
which can breath through its
uplifted trunk while its body
remains submerged. The lecturer
emphasised the fact that it would
be possible only to use this
system in a very few feet of
water, since, on breathing the
air through an open pipe, the
lungs would be exposed to
atmospheric pressure only, while
the body would be subjected to
increased pressure varying with
the depth of the submerged diver.
This would produce a dangerous
compressive effect on the lungs,
and result not only in great
muscular effort in inhaling, but
also in the production of
hemorrhages in the diver's
air -way.

Modern Diving Dress
Apparently Sir Robert, who is

governing director of Messrs.
Siebe Gorman & Co., Ltd., sub-

marine engineers, regards the
" open " diving dress of Augustus
Siebe, introduced in 1819, as the
foundation upon which modern
divine dress has hrq-n ciPvelorpri.

Captain C. B. Mayo broke all existing U.S. Navy diving records at Seattle when he
descended 400 ft. into the waters of Puget Sound in a demonstration of the Romano
diving bell which marine experts believe will revolutionise existing salvage methods.
The bell is the invention of Gene Romano, a mechanical engineer. The inventor
claims the bell to be especially adapted to raising sunken submarines and deep sea mine -
laying, as well as to commercial diving purposes. It is seen poised at the end of the
derrick which lowers and raises ii from the water. It is a heavy metal pear-shaped
globe capable of withstanding enormous under -water pressure. In the conning -
tower -like top are glass port -holes, under which the occupants of the globe, two in
number, may observe their manipulations of the articulated arms extending out from
it. The dexterity of these is such that a small coin may be picked up with the finger -
like claws at the end. Lines and couplings may be handled by them with ease as well
as acetelyne blow torches. The bell carries a sufficient supply of air, supplemented
with oxygen tubes, to maintain two men (rider water for fifty-four minutes. The bell
is connected with the surface crew by two telephone lines, and a battery of four high -
power lights attached to the mobile arms provides brilliant under -water illumination.
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In this the wearer had to be cir-
cumspect in his movements, since, if he
bent down, he ran considerable risk of
filling his helmet with water. Still, much
good work was done with it, and it was not
long before Siebe introduced his closed
dress and helmet. In this it was made
possible for the diver to be supplied with
compressed air, the appropriate density of
which he could regulate himself by means
of an adjustable spring valve, similar in
operation to the well-known safety valves of
steam engines. Towards the conclusion of
this article further reference will be made
to Sir Robert H. Davis, whose extensive
knowledge of the subject enabled him to
design the submarine escape apparatus
which bears his name.

Salvage Operations
Modern diving dress mainly owes its

being to the desirability of carrying out
salvage operations on sunken shipping. An
illustration accompanying this article shows
diagrammatically the system employed by
the salvage ship Salvor in its efforts to
reclaim from the sea the fortune in gold,
silver. and precious stones which sank with
S.S. Merida when she was rammed by the
Admiral Farragut. In this case the depth it
was necessary to descend was 200 ft.
Captain C. B. Mayo broke all existing U.S.
Navy diving records at Seattle when he
descended 400 ft. in a demonstration of the
" Romano diving bell," also illustrated,
which marine experts believe will revolu-
tionise existing salvage methods. The bell
is the invention of the mechanical engineer,
whose name it bears. The inventor claims
the bell to be especially well -adapted to
raising sunken submarines and to deep-sea
mine -laying, as well as to commercial diving
purposes. It is shown poised at the end
of the derrick, which lowers it and raises it
again from the water. It is a heavy metal
pear-shaped globe, capable of withstanding
enormous under -water pressure. In the
conning -tower -like top are glass port -holes,
from behind which the two occupants may
observe their manipulations of the articu-
lated arms extending out from it. The
dexterity of these is such that a small coin

may be picked up
with the finger -like
claws at the end.
Lines and couplings
may be handled by
them with ease as
well as acetylene
blow -torches. The
bell carries a
sufficient supply of
air, supplemented
with oxygen con-
tainers, to enable
the two occupants
to remain under-
water for approxi-
mately an hour.
The bell is con-
nected with the
surface crew by two
telephone lines, and
a battery of four
high -power lights
attached to the
mobile arms,
provides brilliantunderwater
illumination.

The Record Depth
Another interest-

ing form of diving
device was that in
which Dr. William
Beebe, the marine
biologist, who has
been described as
the " Professor
Piccard of the
Ocean," recently
made a descent
of 2,500 ft.-more
than half a mile-
beneath the sur-
face-the greatestdepth ever
attained by man
under water. Onlythe fact that
his oxygen supply
was running short prevented Dr. Beebe
from going lower into the unknown depths

Diving apparatus of various
sunken freights which are
vessel here shown, the S.S.

The huge specimen of coral shown here was gathered under the direction of f. E. Williamson. who.. under -sea
photography is famous. It measures 16 ft. by 14 ft.. and weighs 4 tons.

kinds owes its inception to the desirability of salvaging
valueless unless they can be reclaimed. The wrecked

Merida,- was laden with gold, silver and precious
stones.

of the sea. As it was, Dr. Beebe made
observations which enabled him to name
five or six hitherto unknown fish, and
collected scientific data of great importance.
He was accompanied by Mr. Otis Barton,
the inventor of the " Bathysphere," as the
apparatus was named. This record descent
under water was made at Bermuda.

Often the devices which enable a number
of persons to descend below the surface of
the sea are erroneously called " diving bells."
Strictly speaking, a diving bell is open at
the bottom, the pressure of air within pre-
venting the water from entering. If an
inverted cup or glass tumbler is immersed
and held under water, the imprisoned air
within seeks to escape vertically upwards
but is unable to do so. As soon, however,
as the cup or tumbler is tilted to any
marked extent from the vertical, the air
will begin to escape from beneath, and will
rise in large bubbles to the surface. This
principle has been used to enable work to
be carried out on shallow ocean beds by
men above whose heads is suspended an
air -tight dome -shaped structure containing
a continually replenished amount of air.
Hence the name " diving bell," since it
resembles in essential shape the familiar
church bell.

For Sightseers
One of the accompanying illustrations

shows a " diving bell," (though not, for
reasons just explained, strictly such) for
deep-sea sightseers, in which they may
descend 100 ft. or more below the surface,
and come up, as it is explained to them,
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" without even damping their shoes." Thus
are they able to peer into some of the
mysteries of deep-sea life. The under-
water chamber is lowered by a crane from
the deck of a steamer. It is weighted with

The closed diving dress introduced by Augustus Siebe
in 1837. In this the diver was enabled for the first
time to control the pressure of the air he breathed to

suit the circumstances of his immersion.

1,500 lb. of ballast necessary to overcome
its buoyancy, and reaches the limit of its
run in about a minute. Each of the passen-
gers aboard is able to look outwards into
the water through thick -glass observation
windows. An electrically -driven air -
purifier is in operation all the Urn& and in
case one of the windows should break under
pressure, steel flaps can be tripped into
place, hermetically sealing the breach
before an appreciable amount of water can
enter. There is sufficient oxygen within the
" bell " to last the occupants from six to
eight hours.

" One-man Submarine "
A deep-sea explorer, aided by his experi-

ence in the construction of submarines.
recently built a diving apparatus that holds
one man in an adjustable case. This
apparatus replaces a vessel requiring a crew
of several men. The suit rather resembles a
knight's armour and the turret -like body
is like the conning tower of a submarine.
This " one-man submarine," as it has been
described, can dive to a depth of more than
800 ft. in ten minutes, the ascent from
this depth only requiring about four
minutes.

Many readers will remember having seen
excellent cinematograph pictures taken
under the sea. The originator of under-
seas photography was J. E. Williamson,
who during six months spent under the
waters surrounding the Bahama Islands in
quest of specimens for the Chicago Field
Museum, took many films, through glass
many inches thick, of the mysterious floor
of tropical seas. His " studio " was
approached along a long flexible metal tube
with a boat as its base. Probably the largest
coral specimen ever taken from the bed of
the sea was gathered by him, and is illu-
strated here. It measures 16 ft. by 14 ft.,
and weighs 4 tons.

Escaping from sunken submarines has
always presented a considerable problem
for many reasons, most of them bound up
with an elementary principle of hydro-
statics, whereby pressure increases accord-
ing to depth reached. The pressure of air
within a submarine must approximate to
the pressure without, before hatches can be
opened, and also some form of air lock must
be incorporated in order that the opening
of a hatch may be unaccompanied by any
considerable entry of water. The Davis
escape apparatus marks a considerable

advance in permitting the members of
crews of disabled submarines to reach the
surface in safe -compact,
means whereby
a sufficiency of
time of release
opened hatch
the surface

ty, supplying in
portable form a
a man may have
oxygen from thefrom the
until he reaches
above.

Replacing a vessel requiring a crew of several men,
this " one-man submarine; as it has been called,
enables research work to be carried out on the bed of

the sea that would otherwise be impossible.

ROYAL AIR FORCE
IT is announced by the Air Ministry that

about 500 vacancies will occur in August,
1935, for well-educated boys to be trained

as aircraft apprentices in the following
skilled trades of the Royal Air Force :
fitter, wireless operator, mechanic and
instrument maker. Full particulars re-
garding entry and conditions of service
may be obtained from the Secretary, Air
Ministry (Apprentices Dept.), Gwydyr
House, Whitehall, London, S.W.1. Appli-
cants must have attained the age of
fifteen years and be under the age of seven-
teen years on August 1st, 1935. A com-
petitive examination will be conducted at
numerous local centres early in June, 1935,
the subjects being English and General
Knowledge, Mathematics and Science.
Applicants possessing an approved first
school certificate with specified credits may
be excused the entrance examination. No
previous trade experienoe is required. The

700 Aircraft Apprentices

and

Boy Entrants wanted

closing date for the receipt of nomina-
tions for the August entry, is Tuesday,
May 7th.

Further Vacancies
About 200 boy entrants will also be

required in September and candidates
sitting at the aircraft apprentice examina-

tion for whom apprenticeships are not
available, may, if of suitable age and
educational attainment, be offered enlist-
ment as boy entrants to be trained in the
trades of armourer, photographer and
wireless operator.

Excellent Opportunities
The Royal Air Force offers excellent

opportunities to well-educated boys of
securing an efficient training and of embark-
ing on an interesting career with many
possibilities of advancement. Aircraft
apprentices and boy entrants are housed,
fed and clothed free of cost and receive
pay. The training is in the hands of well -
qualified technical instructors, and boys
entering as apprentices continue their
general education throughout the appren-
ticeship period under a staff of graduate
teachers.
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The First Inventor
He was a clever old priest, one Dean

Herbert, who lived at the end of the twelfth
century.

By the custom of the time, all corn
growers had to take their grain to the chief
landlord's mill to be ground, which was
expensive, and involved much unnecessary
transport; in a few exceptional cases
tenants were forced to convey the grain as
far as fifteen miles.

Dean Herbert thought out the idea of a
windmill, and employed a carpenter to
build it for him. It worked very well.
But when his landlord, a certain Abbot
Samson, of Bury St. Edmunds, learned of
it, he forthwith destroyed the mill on the
ground that it interfered with the trade of
his own watermill !

It was nearly a hundred years before
windmills became common in England, and
though none of these early structures
exist to -day, we have sketches of them in
old missals, and carvings in churches.

From this we know that the first wind-
mill was a small wooden building, like a
large dog kennel, placed upon a central
peg or post ; hence the name " peg mill."
The disadvantages of this type were very
great, winds changed constantly, and
when this happened the miller had to
turn the whole structure round by pushing

This article deals with numerous difficulties encountered by inventors in the development
of the windmill, and also the ingenious mechanisms employed for grinding corn.

THE discovery of the water -wheel was
the first, and most important, of the
long series of inventions by which

man has harnessed mechanical power to
save himself from daily toil. But the use
of the watermill was obviously restricted
to places where rivers and streams of suffi-
cient size and speed were available-since
tide -mills have only rarely been used.

Thus in low-lying countries like Holland,
though rivers are abundant, their flow is
too sluggish to drive a mill ; and in many of
the drier countries there are no streams at
all, except in winter.

Even in our own well -watered country,
there are considerable areas where the rivers
are too sluggish, too small, or too few, to
drive the mills which were needed in many
centres of population.

That is why we see windmills gracing the
landscape through the vast lowlands of
East Anglia, North-west Lancashire and
Essex ; as well as in hilly districts, such
as the Weald of Kent and Sussex, the
highlands of the Midlands, and many other
districts.

The invention and development of the
windmill makes a very interesting story of
practical mechanical progress, and proves
that the earliest inventors had the same, or
greater difficulties, as have been encoun-

tered in more modern times.
It shows also the fact that the
first forms of this great dis-
covery were crude and ineffi-
cient, and required the work of
many clever brains to bring the

idea to perfection.

(Above) A remarkable eight -
sailed tower mill at Heck-
ington, Lincs., and (right)
the turret -post Mill, near
King's Lynn, Norfolk. This
mill revolves on a central
peg, held in a concrete
turret, and the structure
beneath serves as a store

for grcin and flour.

on a long pole. This not only involved
much heavy labour, but also risk of
damage to the mill if the change were
not made quickly enough.

Danger of High Winds
There was also the constant peril that

the mill might " run away " in high
winds, in which case the sails might be
torn off,. or the mill itself set on fire by
the tremendous friction. At such times
the miller's only chance of saving his pro-
perty was to summon all the help he could,
and keep the stones, or sets of stones,
constantly supplied with grain. He could
then do a month's work in a single day,
and as long as the stones were grinding,
the mill could not " run away."
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A three-quarter smock mill at West Chiltington,
Sussex, so called because the wooden casing goes
over the mill like a smock for three-quarters of

the height of the tower.

But the brains of the inventor soon
discovered improvements. The first was
to the sails, which originally were of tarred
canvas, and so offered exactly the same
resistant surface to a gentle breeze, and a
hundred -mile gale. The slatted sail over-
came this difficulty, as it was constructed
of slats like a venetian blind. When the
wind was moderate the slats were closed
and offered full resistance to the breeze,
but as it increased the slats gradually
opened, and so let the excess power pass
harmlessly by.

Brakes, too, were introduced to check the
speed of the mill, but this was only a partial
safeguard, as in great gales even the friction
of the brakes might fire the mill.

The most important improvement was
automatic gearing, by which the sweeps
of the mill were always kept exactly in the
wind, without any attention from the
miller.

Automatic Gearing
At first this was effected by means of a

flat vane, like the rudder of an aeroplane-
which pointed in the direction of the wind
like a weather -cork. and as the sails were
at the correct angle t3 the vane, they were
moved round as the wind changed. But
this arrangement could only work with
quite small mills (it is still used with the
small circular modern mills) and the larger
mills required a vane unmanageably large.
This difficulty was overcome by a clever
mechanical idea. A small wheel was
furnished with sails, and set at right angles
to the sweeps of the mill. It was so adjusted
that when the main sails of the mill were
correctly set to the wind and revolving, the
adjusting vane was edgeways to the wind,
and was out of action.

If, however, the wind changed,
they started to revolve, and by
means of a chain of gear wheels
brought the mighty sails back into
the wind. But there remained
still another important improve-
ment, which was the idea of a
clever Dutchman. He fixed the
sails of the mill to a

conical cap, so that it alone revolved to carry
the sails into the wind, while the mill itself
stood still.

This enormously reduced the labour-
human or mechanical-required to turn
the mill, and also made it possible to erect
the mill of permanent materials, such as
stone or brick, and far larger than hereto-
fore. It is to this invention we owe the sky-
scrapers of milling, such as the gigantic mill
at Yarmouth, with a brick tower 120 feet
high, and the splendid eight -sailed mill at
Heckington, in Lincolnshire. There are
also some fine examples abroad, notably
the giant mill on a hillock in the centre of
Leyden (Holland), and another at Reykjavik
(Iceland).

Small Mills
All modern mills up to about forty years

ago were built on this principle ; that is,

(Above) A tower
mill which is

hand operated
for changes in
the wind, at
Barbados. The
sails are moved
round by a long
pole. As the
trade winds in
Barbados blow
steadily in the
same direction
for nine months
in the year. it
has not been
necessary to fit
automatic gear-
ing; and (right)
a modem cir-
cular mill at
work in British

West Indies.

brick tower, movable cap, and
automatic gearing, but since then
windmills have gone out of
fashion for grinding corn. There
is a fine windmill at Stretham,
near Ely, which was built in
1880 and is still working. It
claims to be the last of its type
to be erected in this country, but
in various districts there are

(Right) In windmill land. A scene near
Schemerhoom. Holland.

A smock mill at Shipley, Sussex.

many hundreds of these fine old veterans
still busily working.

In more recent years only smaller mills
have been built, but these are in regular
use at home and abroad. They are built
for cheapness, simplicity of construction,
and ease' of erection.

The tower is open ironwork of the lattice
pattern, the sails are circular and slatted,
and there is a vane which keeps the sails
to the wind. The power impulse is con-
veyed by a long rod, working like a pump -
handle. Such mills are light, inexpensive,
and easy to erect, and so are widely used
for pumping water, cutting mangels, and
other light power purposes on small
holdings.

Although one of the earliest forms of
natural power, the windmill is still per-
forming useful work, particularly in districts
where a natural head of water does not
supply an alternative and more satisfactory
form of power. Houses remote from town
electricity undertakings often use a small
windmill for driving the dynamo of small
house -lighting plants. Under the grid
scheme, it is likely that this final connection
with a picturesque and one of the earliest
forms of power will vanish.
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HOME-MADE
RELAYS

An efficient and easily made piece of apparatus that can be
constructed from an ordinary electric bell.

THE object of a relay is to put into
action (by means of a small current) a
current of any magnitude in another

circuit, and, for a very small outlay of
time and money, such a relay may be con-
structed from an old electric bell, which,
if not already possessed, can be purchased
second-hand for a very small cost. As
electric bells vary in size and shape, it is,
of course, impossible in this article to give
exact dimensions of most of the parts of the
relay, but the accompanying diagrams will
indicate to the reader the general lay -out,
and very little ingenuity will be required to
adapt the plan to his own particular bell.

The Electric Bell Used
Fig. 1 shows the most usual type of

electric bell, which has a trembler and a
" make -and -break " C. Remove the gong
S, the hammer T, the wire which connects C
and one terminal A, and the wire which
connects B to the arm E. Do not remove
the " make -and -break " screw from the
base, as this will serve later as an adjust-
ment-although it will no longer be in
electrical contact with the rest of the
apparatus. Connect the end B of the wire
from the coils to the terminal A. The
action of the bell is now that of a " striker."
At this stage a battery should be attached
to P and A, and if the work up to this
point has been carried out efficiently, the
arm E should be seen to move slightly
towards the coils. If this is so, disconnect
the battery.

The Insulator
Next obtain a thin strip of brass about

SECONDARY

2 in. long and in. wide.
Near to one end drill a hole
to allow a metal screw F to
pass through it easily. This
screw is secured in position by a lock nut
on each side of D. Cut out a small insulator
R from a piece of vulcanite or other similar
material and screw it on to the end of F,
being careful that the screw does not pass

SECONDARY

Fig. 3.-A per-
spective sketch
of the finished relay.

the job is much neater if the
wires are run on the under-

side of the baseboard in the usual manner.
The Adjustments Necessary

There are several adjustments to the
relay which will allow it to be set so that

its sensitivity may be great or
small. The old " make - and -
break " screw C, which is usually
fixed with a locking screw, will
enable the beam E to be set at
varying distances from the coils.
The screw F may be set in any
position by the locking nuts, so
that there is a suitable pressure
on 0, and the rods passing
through H and K will allow of
such fine adjustment that the
slightest movement of E will be
sufficient to close the circuit in
the current when the relay is
actuating.
How to use the Relay

To use the relay, connect the
terminals A and P to the in-
coming, or primary, circuit, and
the outgoing, or secondary, cir-
cuit to the terminal M and to
either L or N, as required. When
the circuit in the primary is com-
pleted, the beam E is attracted
towards the coils. This causes D
to move the contact G. If the
secondary circuit is connected to
M and L, the gap between
and H is closed, and the secon-

dary circuit is completed (Fig. 4). The
relay can thus be used for, say, an extension
telephone call -bell. If the secondary circuit
is connected to M and N, while the primary
circuit is complete the contact G will be
pushed away from K, but if the primary
circuit is interrupted the gap between G
and K will be closed, and the secondary
circuit will be completed (Fig. 5), as in a
burglar alarm. So one end of the secondary
circuit is always connected to M, and if
the other end is connected to L the relay
will work in the " on " position, but if the
other end is connected to N the relay will
work in the " off " position.
Quite Simplified

Although the construction of this relay
may at first sight appear to be complicated,
the time taken to carry out the actual work
is very little more than that taken to read
about it, and the cost of the materials is
almost negligible, as almost all of them can
usually be found in the " junk -box " of the
average amateur constructor.

 
L M

Fig. 1.-The most usual type of Fig. 2.-Showing the bell and
electric bell which has a trembler hammer removed and the vari-

and a" make -and -break." ous alterations necessary to
convert the bell into the relay.

Fig. 4.-Details of the secon- Fig. 5.-Sketch showing
dary circuit, showing the corn- method of operation.

plete wiring.

completely through the insulator.
Remove the arm E and fix the brass
strip D to E by means of small screws,
filing the ends of the latter flush with
the surface of E, and then replace E
in its original position.

consists of a piece of brass foil
about TA 0 in. in thickness, well
hammered to make it tough and
elastic. This foil must not be very
thick or it will resist the movement
of the relay and decrease its sensi-
tivity. Cut 0 in the form of a rect-
angle and bend back a strip of it
lengthwise at right angles, so that it
can be fixed in an upright position by
small screws in the baseboard. At
a distance of about it in. on each
side of 0 fix a battery terminal
(No. 65) of the pattern shown in
Fig. 3, and through each pass a piece
of 4 -in. brass rod, the contact end
having been turned or filed to a point.

Final Wiring and Adjustment
Fix to the base three terminals L,

M and N, and connect L to H, M
to 0, using a small waster under the
screw in 0 to make a good contact
with the wire, and N to K. In the
diagrams the wiring is shown on the

the top of the baseboard. If strapping
is used, this is to be preferred, but if
ordinary copper -covered wire is used

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
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Lavishly Illustrated.
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The Townend Ring
THE Townend ring around a motor

increases the speed of the plane,
because it actually pulls the ma-

chine ahead during flight. If the ring
were placed in a slipstream by itself,
it would blow backward ; but when it
is placed around the motor it pulls
ahead. The explanation lies in the
fact that the metal ring is really a
lifting surface with a cross section
similar to an aeroplane's wing. The
front of the ring has a smaller diameter
than the rear, so the effect is that of having
a lifting surface all around the motor,
which is tilted forward. The air currents,
hitting the flat surface of the motor, are
deflected radially and strike the ring at
such an angle that the resulting lift is
forward. The stronger the currents, the
greater the forward lift or pull exerted by
the ring (Fig. 3).

Slipstreams
Contrary to common belief, the slip-

stream or blast, sent back by the propeller,
does not spread out behind the whirling
blades. Instead, it contracts, or funnels -
in, behind the tips, so that the diameter of
the slipstream is less than the diameter of
the propeller. As the blades suck air from
the front, other air rushes in from all sides
to fill the hole. Thus it is drawn in from
an area of greater diameter than the circle
of the blades, and this side air, coming in
at an angle, compresses the other air towards
the centre of the slipstream. Strings tied
to the frame of an electric fan illustrate
this as they fly at an angle to the centre of
the draught (Fig. 2).

Streamlining.
If you have ever shot an orange seed

across a room by squeezing the pointed
end, you have demonstrated why the body
of a gull is better streamlined than that of a
dragon fly. In a stubby, streamlined body,
like a gull's, the bulging forward part
deflects the air currents outward so that
they come back, squeezing together near the

t

otti

Ofunice
SEED fl /TN
SAME BL eiN

rear at two miles a minute outside, there
A/R re.,Q,etwrs is usually a draught blowing forward
/DRESS 7226.e.r/v4--,,e against the wind. The explanation is

//ERE
that the airstream is deflected by the
fat part of the streamlined fuselage,
just behind the nose, so a suction is
formed, similar to that which gives
lift to the top of the wing. Farther
back, these air currents press down

,079,460N /42 W again against the sides of the fuselage.
Thus the suction in front and the pres-
sure behind pump the air forward in an

opposite direction to that in which the
plane is travelling (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1.-Illustrating that a gull's body is better stream-
lined than that of a dragon fly.

rear. In the long "darn-
ing - needle " body of
a dragon fly, the air
currents come together
nearer the head. The
same principle holds
true in aeroplanes.

Draught in an Aero-
plane Cabin Blows
Forward
In the cabin of an

aeroplane, although a
gale rushes past to the

Z2/4mEre,e OF ,f2x0.5-7,E,E,44f /  LESS
THAN OF Acezotz L Eye

The Pressure on the Front Spar of the Wing
During trial runs at top speed, the wings

of a number of early planes broke down-
ward in the air. The cause was a mystery,
until tests revealed that when high-speed
planes fly all out, the pressure on the front
spar of the wings is often downward. At
peak speeds, powerful planes, with lightly
loaded wings, fly with the leading edge of
the wing lower than the trailing edge. Most
wings will lift at a negative angle of from 2
to 6 degrees. In this position, the wing is
struck by the head-on wind on the top
some distance back from the trailing edge.
This pushes down the forward part of the
wing and shifts the partial vacuum area
back toward the rear spar. Consequently,
at great speeds, the pressure on the front
spar is actually down instead of up (Fig. 5).

In Aviation 1 lb. equals 21 oz.
For every pound added to the carrying

capacity of an aeroplane, they must add
5 oz. to the weight of the structure to
make it strong enough and large enough to
carry the extra load. A little bigger wing
is needed to support the extra pounds, a
bigger engine to push the larger wing
through the air, added petrol to feed the
larger motor, bigger fuel tanks to hold the
extra petrol. Consequently, when the
carrying capacity of an aeroplane is
increased 1 lb., the added load it must lift
into the air will be, not 16 oz., but 21 oz.
Inversely, cutting the weight of the machine
1 lb. saves 1 lb. (Fig. 7).

Two and Two equal Six in Aviation
If two streamlined struts, each having

2 -lb. resistance in passing through the air,
are placed near together, their combined
resistance will not be 4 lb. It will some.
times be
6 lb. or
more. The
reason is the
air flow
around one
strut inter-
feres with

Fig. 2.-The slipstream sent back by the
propeller does not spread out behind the
whirling blade. (Right) Strings tied to
an electric fan fly at an angle to the

centre of the draught.
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the air currents passing around the other.
Eddies are formed between the two, thus
increasing the drag. Planes with twin
bodies or closely placed hulls have often
proved inefficient due to such interference
drag. Designers try to keep wings, struts
and fuselages from interfering with each
other as much as possible. In fact, a honey-
comb radiator produces more resistance
than a flat surface of the same area, because
each little tube produces interference.

A Falling Plane would pass a Falling Body
If a stunt man, making a delayed para-

chute leap, jumped from a plane high in the
air, the pilot, diving with the engine cut
off, could drop faster than the jumper. On
both subjects the pull of gravity would be
the same, but the falling man would not
be streamlined, while the plane would be.
Consequently the aeroplane, with less
resistance in proportion to its weight,
would travel faster with the same pull of
gravity.-(Popular Science.)

Airway and Aerodrome Lighting

AY6 POLLS
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In his paper on " Recent Developments far apart. British practice was compared

Iin the Lighting of Airways and Aero- with that abroad, and it was shown that we
themes " at a London meeting of the allow much 'more light for bad weather

condition and incline to lower
/0-4,277,4L ace/o/Pf 4r beam intensities and rapid
f,PoNTC2A-C,46/A/ Slices signal repetition. The advan-
a,v5hoz- 44E, /52#9,4,42,0 tages of beacons giving over

a million candles in the main
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Fig. 3.-The Townend ring around the motor actually pulls the plane
ahead during flight.

Fig. 4.-This diagram shows why the
draught in an aeroplane cabin blows

forward.
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Illuminating Engineering Society on March
12th, Mr. H. N. Green stated that the
design of aviation lighting equipment has
reached a stage when it is more difficult to
state the requirements of lighting than to

beam were questioned and
the performance of such
a beacon in bad visibility
conditions was analysed.
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build apparatus to meet the requirements.
His paper was mainly devoted to a descrip-
tion of recent developments in our know-
ledge of requirements, starting with a brief
review of the visibility of light signals,
covering threshold illumination, the prac-
tical threshold for recognition of a signal,
fovea] and paraveal vision, the effects of
background brightness and of a flashing
character. After explaining the principle
of spacing airway beacons along a route,
the author showed that low -power beacons
close together mark a route less effectively
than high -power beacons placed relatively

A New Type of Beacon
The latest design of beacon installed on

the Croydon-Lympne airway was described
by the author. An interesting feature was
that two beams of light are emitted and
two separate lenses are used to produce each
beam ; the inner lenses controlling the
horizontal divergence, while the outer
lenses give the required vertical distribu-
tion. By this arrangement the resultant
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Fig. 6.-An aeroplane would
fall more quickly than a falling

body.
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beam has the/Celisame horizontalFAST1-ioriEz12ontal divergence
at all angles of elevation, and consequently
the duration of the flash exhibited is the
same for any direction of observation.
An oscillating beacon which exhibits a
definite " on course " signal was also
described. Although Neon light is still used
for aerodrome beacons, the author main-
tained that it has no special fog -penetrating
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Fig. 5.-Showing the direction of pressure on the front spar of a wing when the aeroplane is travelling
at a high speed.
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qualities. It was scattered and absorbed
by the atmosphere in just the same way as
any other red light, and, with visibility
down to a mile or less, a Neon light could
not be seen appreciably further than a
white light of equal intensity.

Blind Flying
Blind flying, in the future, might neces-

sitate the use of a more powerful aerodrome
beacon than the Neon type. A pilot coming
out of the clouds, somewhere in the vicinity

of the aerodrome and with ground visibility
poor, had no idea of the direction in which
to look for the beacon, which must be
picked out from other red signs by its flash
period. It was therefore possible that a
light which was recognisable by virtue of
both intensity and character might in time
become preferable to one which is
recognisable by character alone.

Aerodrome Floodlights for Night Landing
The best and most convenient-and
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Fig. 8. - Planes
with twin bodies on
closely placed hulls
have often proved
inefficient, due to
interference drag,

as shown here.

Fig. 7.-In aviation
one pound equals

twenty-one ounces.
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incidentally the most expensive-is to instal
a number of fixed floodlights at intervals
round the aerodrome boundary. One or
more floodlights could be turned on,
according to the direction of the wind, and
as the whole installation could be remotely
controlled, there need be no delay in
bringing the lighting into action, or following
changes in wind direction. The author
described some interesting floodlighting
developments in Germany and Holland,
dioptric floodlight-with lamps with fila-
ments shaped to increase the maximum
luminous intensity, and reduce the fore-
ground illumination. Figures were given
showing the improvement in floodlighting
performance during recent years. The
latest designs of boundary lights used in
Great Britain and Germany were described,
and the use of sodium tubes in Holland was
referred to. The light distribution of obstruc-
tion and boundary lights was also referred to.

MORE than 2,500,000 miles were
flown by the air -liners of Imperial
Airways during 1934. This figure,

which has just become available, compares
with approximately 2,300,000 miles for
1933. The progress of air transport is
illustrated, strikingly. if one contrasts the
statistics of our present-day air -mails with
those of the first officially sanctioned aero-
plane mail to be flown in England, the
twenty-fifth anniversary of which is to be
celebrated this summer. That pioneer
Hendon -Windsor service of 1911 operated
over a distance of only 20 miles, compared
with the 20,000 miles of route flown over
by Imperial Airways and its associated
companies at the present time. The
'planes in use on that first service were
driven by single engines of 50 h.p., and had
a wing span of not more than 28 or 30 feet.
To -day the big mail -planes are driven by
four engines, developing a total of more
than 2,000 h.p., and have a wing span of
130 ft. As for a comparison of the loads
carried by air, then and now, the mono-
plane which actually inaugurated the
Hendon -Windsor air -mail of 1911 carried
just its pilot, Mr. Gustav Hamel, and a
bag of letters weighing 231 lb., whereas
one of the big four -motored air -liners of
to -day will lift into the air a useful load of
just over three tons.

A Difference in Speed
As for the vital aspect of speed, whereas

the first mail -carrying 'planes flew at from
forty to fifty miles an hour, the four-
engined aircraft of to -day, even when
carrying considerable mail loads, can
attain a speed of 175 miles an hour.

THE AIR -MAIL OF 1911 COM-
PARED WITH THAT OF 1935

A study of the latest air traffic figures
shows an increase of more than 20 per cent.,
recently, in freight dispatched by air from
London to the Continent. And this aug-
ments the general story of progress, as
revealed by current statistics for passengers
and mails. Three of the main air routes to
the Continent - London -Paris, London -
Brussels and London-Germany-are all
showing a substantial air -freight growth as
compared with previous figures.

On the Imperial Airways line to Paris
they have been having exceptionally large
consignments of wireless apparatus recently,
while on the service to Brussels a traffic
feature just lately has been a continued
increase in the quantity of wireless valves
consigned by air. For delicate articles like
these, the advantages of air transport, with
its absence of jolting or vibration, are so
great that the bulk of such goods are now
being sent by air, the valves requiring no
special packing, but travelling quite safely
in ordinary cardboard containers.

The same applies to electrical appliances,
scientific instruments, and fragile goods of
all kinds. Handling is reduced to a mini-
mum ; and though speed naturally costs
money in the air, as on land and sea,
consignors reap a very considerable advan-
tage from the fact that insurance rates for
goods by air are, generally speaking, only
about one-third those for surface trans-
port ; while packing costs are also reduced.

Heavy Consignments
The big air -liners in use to -day, and the

roomy cargo spaces now available, enable
freight consignments of a size and weight
to be dealt with which it would have
been impossible to handle not so long
ago.

On a route to Germany, for example, a
piece of machinery weighing over half a ton
was air -borne recently, while not long ago
a 'plane had among its cargo a small motor
car. Motor cycles, urgently required on
the Continent, are often dispatched by
air, as are spare parts of all kinds for
motor cars-these last-mentioned not only
going over to the Continent, but being
dispatched for thousands of miles along our
Empire routes.

Should they prove too bulky for dispatch
as a single unit, mechanical parts can, as a
rule, be divided up into several separate
consignments for air transit. In this way
such things as urgently required drilling
machinery, pump fittings and engine parts
are carried by the Imperial Airways' ser-
vices to points along the Africa and India
routes, saving many days, and often weeks,
as compared with surface transport.

Increase in Passenger Service
In addition to freight progress, passenger

and mail traffic by air continues to increase
substantially. During the past twelve
months more than 50,000 travellers flew in
and out of Croydon in the aircraft of
Imperial Airways, while the mail loads sent
by air from this country during 1934 were
by far the largest ever recorded, totalling
approximately 6,000,000 letters.
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Fig. 1.-Indicating how the whole of the interior of the spot -light
studio is completely lined with copper sheet to prevent radio -frequency

interference.

LAST month two specific methods for
producing the ordered scanning line
requirements were dealt with in a

general manner, so it is now necessary to
give further details concerning the prac-
tical applications of these principles.
Dealing first of all with the spot -light
method of television, the initial require-
ment is a very intense source of light, and
the most suitable arrangement is to use a
high-powered arc lamp which is being rated
at 150 to 200 amperes consumption. It has
an automatic feed and is mounted on a
rigid iron framework. In front of this, in
the same projector room, is the large
diameter scanning disc housed in a large
braced casing from which the air is pumped
continuously to maintain a reasonable
degree of vacuum. The disc in this way
runs truer, while there is less likelihood of
the small scanning apertures becoming
clogged, ' wholly or partially, with small
dust particles and so spoiling the field of
light. Any dirty hole gives a black hori-
zontal line on the final picture, and this has
to be guarded against in achieving the best
results.

In the Studio
As shown in Fig. 3 of last month's issue

the light from this arc lamp is made to fill
the mask cut out, and in this way, together
with the associated focusing lenses, a tiny
moving beam of light is made to emerge
from the final lens. A thick wall separates
the projector room from the studio proper,
and to allow a free passage for the scanning
beam an aperture is let into the wall, this
being sealed with thick plate glass. This
is seen in Fig. 1, and no background noise
can thus mar the acoustics of the studio,
and be picked up by the microphone seen
near the left-hand photo -electric cell in
Fig. 2.

The subject being televised stands
2 or 3 ft. away from this wall aperture,
and interposed between him and the
dividing wall is a large framework accom-
modating five photo -electric cells. As will
be gathered by referring to Fig. 2, these are
very large, being housed in metal oases with

TELEVISION
MADE EASY
By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, Wh.Sch., B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E.

The second article of the series. This month we deal with
the spot -light method of television.

a wire mesh front, while
associated with these cells are
the " A " or first stage ampli-
fiers. They are arranged in
such a manner that they can
be influenced by the greatest
amount of light reflected from
the rapidly moving scanning
spot as it explores the televised
subject, natural high lights and
depth being imparted to the
human features by carefully
positioning these cells.

Instant by instant during
the continuous scanning pro-
cess the cells " pick-up " the

varying reflected light, and owing to their
inherent photo -electric property the light
changes are made to produce a correspond-
ing voltage change in an electrical circuit
in which these cells form a part. In spite
of the large electrode surfaces the voltage
signals are small in magnitude and require
considerable amplification, but they repre-
sent a faithful replica in voltage amplitude
of the degrees of light and shade con-
stituting the subject being explored. After
the final amplifiers the signals are fed to
a central control before being passed
to the radio transmitter to become a
modulated electro-magnetic carrier wave
in space.

Isolation
Every precaution must be taken in the

studio to ensure that it is free from any
form of high -frequency interference, and
this is carried into effect by completely
lining the whole studio interior with sheet
copper. This is shown in Fig. 1, the thick
sound -proof door being treated in the same
way so that it makes a proper electrical
contact when closed, the screening being
effectively earthed. The walls are then
padded and draped to produce the correct
acoustics, the microphone picking up the
speech, song or music which accompanies
the " turn " being performed.

At the same time as the vision and sound
signals are being generated, the scanning
mechanism has associated with it apparatus
for the purpose of producing both high- and
low -frequency synchronising signals. The
former corresponds to the scanning line
sequence per second (240 x 25 = 6,000
pulses per second in the proposed high
definition service), while the latter is the
picture repetition frequency now stand-
ardised as 25 per second for high definition
work. To give twenty-five pictures per
second (and so eliminate any trace of
flicker in the final received picture, and also
allow artist movement to be reproduced
quite naturally in the observed image) the
disc has to rotate at a speed of 1,500 revolu-

Fig. 2.-Showing the interior of the spot -light studio, with the dividing wall aperture and bank of photo-
electric cells surrounding the subject to be televised.
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tions per minute for a single spiral trace of
scanning holes. It is also possible to have
a double spiral trace of holes, each spiral
having half the total number of holes and
so being separated by twice the angular
distance, and rotate this disc at a speed of
3,000 revolutions per minute. When this is
done, however, two holes would normally

CAMERA
(INTERMITTENT)

FILM SPOOL

picture has been dissected is twice the total
disc apertures, which in the example
quoted is 2 x 120 = 240 lines. The
arrangement of relative motion has in this
way given the scanning conditions required.

At any and every instant of the hole
movement, the amount of film picture light
exposed by the hole passes right through
the disc and " falls " on the active electrode
surface of a single photo -electric cell posi-
tioned accurately for this purpose. Every
elemental area of film picture light and
shade is thus converted by the cell to an
equivalent voltage amplitude in the circuit
of which it forms a part. This continuously
varying signal so generated is amplified and
passed to the control room for subsequent
handling by the radio transmitter in the
same way as the spot -light television signal.

DEVELOPER FIXING & WASHING

appear simultaneously owing to the
double turn spiral, and a geared
chopper has to be included in the
mechanism to mask off the hole
which at that instant should not be
scanning, and so let each hole do, its
work in turn.

Televising Talking Films
Coming now to the tele-cine projector for

producing television signals from standard
talking films, a view of one of the Baird
machines was given in Fig. 8 of last month's
issue. This should be studied in conjunction
with Fig. 3, which shows the bare essentials
in simple pictorial fashion. A bright light
source (in this case an arc lamp) fitted to the
left of the projector machine has its beam
of light focused on to a rectangular gate
through which is driven the film by geared
sprockets. No shutter mechanism is in-
cluded in the equipment so that the result-
ant effect emerging from the second
focusing lens is a series of still pictures
moving downwards across a slot in a
metal mask, one after the other, at a rate
of twenty-five pictures per second.

Instead of " throwing these pictures on
to a screen they are focused on to the top -
rim of a scanning disc, which, for a 240 -line
picture, has a series of 120 minute holes
located on a circular trace with an angular
separation of three degrees. The disc is
revolved at 3.000 revolutions per minute and
each separate hole traces the same arc path
(regarded as a straight horizontal line for all
practical purposes) during the running of
the disc. The width of the projected film
pictures at the top of the disc is such that
only one hole at a time is accommodated
during the scanning process.

Double Motion
As the picture moves downwards at a

constant speed, the disc holes move across
at a constant speed, and although each hole
traces the same path as every other hole,
due to the downward movement of the film
pictures, the line traced across by each hole
is a hole width separated from its immediate
neighbour. One complete film picture
moves down the mask slot in one twenty-
fifth of a second, but during that time the
disc has made two complete revolutions, and
hence the number of lines into which the

RE. CELL

1.
TO RADIO TRANSMITTER

'
.

CONTINUOUS
SCANNING

FILM

COLLECTI NG

TANK

LAMP

Fig. 3.-Showing how the intermediate film process
works.

While the television signals are being
generated, the film passes through the
standard type of talking film head. Here
the sound recorded on the narrow film
track between the sprocket holes and film
edge by either the variable density or
variable amplitude method is converted
to an electrical signal through the medium
of a small projection
lamp and photo-
electrical cell. In addi-
tion, associated with
the picture scanning
mechanism are double
synchronising fre-
quency pulse genera-
tors to give both the
L.F. and H.F. signals
required at the receiv-
ing end, as we shall see
later on in the series.

A Form of Delayed
Television

Since it employs
identical methods of
scanning as that used
by the tele-tine
machine, it is appro-
priate at this juncture
to deal with yet
another method for
producing television
pictures. This is the
Baird intermediate film
apparatus, a simple
pictorial sketch of which is shown in Fig. 3.
Using 17.5 mm. film a special camera takes
pictures of the scene to be televised in a man-
ner similar to an ordinary cinematograph
camera. Both indoor and outdoor scenes can
be photographed, and, as an example of the
latter, reference can be made to Fig. 4,
which shows part of the equipment used
while " shots " are being recorded of horses
exercising in the Crystal Palace grounds.

After leaving the camera (an intermittent
type) the film is fed through a series of
tanks by sprocket wheels and rollers. In
these tanks there are the appropriate photo-
graphic developers and fixing solutions, and
after going through this process the film is
washed. While still wet, the film now
passes down through a " gate," on one side
of which is an arc lamp and on the other
side focusing lenses and an encased
scanning disc, where the projected film
pictures, moving in an uninterrupted path,
are scanned by a circle trace of minute
apertures in exactly the same way as the
tele-tine apparatus just dealt with.

Applications
In addition, a sound -recording tube makes

a variable density sound track down the
film edge to be " taken off " at the other
end of the film journey through the tanks
as a sound signal. Finally, the double
synchronising pulses are also generated as
in the case of the tele-cine machine. The
remarkable feature of the whole apparatus,
however, is that the time which elapses
between the photographing of the scene on
to the film by the camera and its dissection
into a " multi -lined " television image
signal from the finished but wet film nega-
tive is only about half a minute.

This has only been made possible by a
careful study of photographic and develop-
ing technique, but it enables the machine
to be used for a wide variety of purposes.
Accommodated on a lorry it can produce
television pictures of any outdoor event of
sporting or national interest, while indoor
studio plays, sketches and so on all come
within its scope. Not only can the trans-
mission of these signals be effected with a
delay measured in seconds, but the event,
no matter of what nature, is stored in cellu-
loid form for subsequent transmission at
any other time when such a course is deemed
desirable.

These three methods of producing tele-
vision pictures for any public service, and
using mechanical scanning, have been

Fig. 4.-Using the intermediate film high -definition scanner to televise an
open-air scene of horses at jumping practice.

developed to a high degree of efficiency,
but there is yet another important scheme
for performing similar functions and which
eliminates all forms of mechanical scanning.
This is the electronic camera which is now
being investigated and improved to take
its place in the whole arrangements which
ultimately will provide television for all.
This side of the question will be dealt with
next month.
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Two types of escala-
tor in use at a de-

partmental store.

BROADLY
speaking, a
passenger

escalator is a
mechanism which
comprises a con-
tinuous number L
of steps, which
can be made to move in a descending or
ascending direction and which, although
having a step formation on the inclined
portion, gradually changes to flat platforms
as the upper and lower fixed landings are
approached.

Escalators are built at a standard angle
of 30 degrees from the horizontal, and in
three standard widths-namely, with an
inside measurement of 2, 3 or 4 ft. between
the balustrading, and operating at a speed
of 90 ft. per minute.

There are two types in use for passenger
service ; the flat -step type with smooth
treads, which involves the use of shunts at
the landings ; and the cleat -step type,
which is provided with comb -type landings.
On the flat -step type, the step appears
from under the floor at the lower landing
as a moving platform, and as it goes up-
ward, it slowly breaks into a perfect series
of steps, rising into a complete stairway.
On each side there is a hand -rail of flexible
material, which moves upward at the same
speed as the stairs, thus affording the
passengers a secure support as they ascend.
At the top the steps again flatten out into
a moving platform, from which the passenger
steps to the stationary landing on the same
level, with no appreciable sensation other
than that experienced in walking on the
level. At the upper landing one of the side
balustrades turns inward, and the moving
platform disappears under it.

The flat -step type is made either ascend-
ing, descending or reversible. The shunts
for escalators operating in the ascending
direction are placed at the upper landing ;
with the descending escalator
they are at the lower landing,
and with the reversible type
they must be placed at both
upper and lower landings.

The Cleat -step Type
The principal features of this

type are the use of the perfect
step formation of the flat -step
type, and the use of the comb
landings at the top and bottom,
so as not to require the space

HOW AN
ESCALATOR

WORKS
The external appearance and use of the
escalator is no doubt familiar to a large
proportion of the travelling public, but
very few understand the internal "
mechanism, and this article will there-

fore prove interesting.

on the floors needed for the shunts used on
the flat -step type. The steps are of the

INTERESTING FACTS ABOUT
ESCALATORS

The following details refer to the installa-
tion of eight escalators in various London
Underground Stations :-

The combined vertical rise of the
escalators was 3,500 ft.

The aggregate of the horse -power of the
driving motors was 6,000.

The number of steps required was over
12,300.

The total length of the special step chain
needed was over 32,500 ft.

That of other roller chains used exceeded
9,000 ft.

The special moulded wheels which carried
the steps numbered nearly 50,000.

There were six miles of travelling hand-
rail.

same construction as the flat -step type,
but have longitudinal cleats screwed to the
steps. so as to permit of the use of the

comb landings. The cleat -step type is
always made reversible so that they can
operate either up or down, depending
upon the traffic conditions ; or it can, of
course, always be used in one direction.

Safety Devices
Both types of escalators are provided

with all necessary safety devices, arranged
to stop the escalator immediately upon any
derangement of the apparatus. They are
provided with full automatic push-button
control-to start, stop or reverse the
direction of travel. Buttons are con-
veniently located at the top and bottom
landings of the escalator. the stop button
being available as an emergency stop ; the
other buttons can only be operated by
means of a key. This prevents the un-
authorised use of the buttons and still
makes it possible for anyone to stop the
escalator in case of immediate necessity.

All types of escalators are driven by
an electric motor placed underneath the
floor at the top of the incline. This
motor drives the gears and sprockets, which
in turn operates the driving chain which
carries the steps.

The Brake Drum
A great deal of attention is given to the

design and operation of the main brake,
to facilitate the safe -stopping of the esca-

(Above) The escalator machinery chamber
and (left) the escalators which are in use

at Holborn station.
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The type " L" dear step escalator.

lator under varying loads. This drum,
which is roughly 4 ft. in diameter, is acted
upon by a pair of balanced shoes lined with
ferodo and carried by steel arms, spring -
applied, and magnetically held in position
while the escalator is running. The force
exerted by the brake gear is sufficient to

stop a fully loaded, maximum
rise, descending escalator
moving at full speed, but at
the same time it must not
stop a lightly loaded descend-
ing one so suddenly as to
cause undue shock to pas-
sengers who may be travel-
ling thereon. To do this the
brake magnets, which are of
exceptionally powerful con-
struction, and their coils, are
fitted with variable discharge
paths controlled by a device
built into the controller, and
also with voltage regulators.

Arrangement of Escalators
The arrangement most

generally used in depart-
ment stores are the parallel
type and the criss-cross, or
bucksaw, each with many
modifications. In all cases,
however, they can be ar-
ranged for both up and down
service and to give a con-
tinuity of travel from one
escalator to another at the
various floors. The parallel
type has two escalators
adjacent to each other.
This arrangement permits
of taking and delivering
the up -traffic into the same
cross aisle where the traffic
conditions warrant such an
arrangement. With the
criss-cross or bucksaw type,
the up and down traffic is
widely separated, being
taken away from and dis-
charged into separate cross
aisles, thereby entirely

separating the up and down traffic, which
in some cases is highly desirable. Under
some conditions a combination of both
systems works out to advantage.
Cleaning the Escalator

The escalator steps are cleaned by a

number of air -nozzles which are directed on
to the surfaces of the steps in the vicinity
of the lower landing sprockets. The dust
and debris are caught in removable trays
which are daily removed by the station
staff. The air pressure is about 60 lb. per
square inch and is turned on each morning
for about ten minutes whilst the escalator
is in motion.

The Step Chain
The step chain and wheels are also

cleaned in the same manner, after which a
further set of nozzles sprays them with oil,
the air pressure for this latter purpose
being reduced to about 9 lb. per square
inch. The fixed landings at the top and
bottom of the escalator are covered with
steel plates filled with rubber flooring and
provided with bronze mouldings. These
are removable where they cover the
machinery, to facilitate the replacement of
large parts should same be needed at any
future time. We are indebted to the Otis
Elevator Company for the foregoing
information.

The treads at the turning point at the top of the
escalator.

pROGRESS has never before been
swifter than in the last century, when
the magic of science has wrought such

overwhelming improvements.
To look at that now historic little steam

engine " Locomotive No. 1 " is to see the
beginning of the vast railway systems of the
world-the thousands of miles of steel
permanent way-the giant expresses-
which to -day we look upon almost as a
matter of course.

And yet Stephenson's little engine seemed
a miracle to our grandfathers when, as
" Active," the first public passenger train
in the world, she attained the modest speed
of 15 miles an hour at the opening of the
Stockton and Darlington Railway in 1825.
A huge crowd of nearly 50,000 came to
gaze awestruck at this unbelievable per-
formance, yet now a railway speed of 70
miles an hour passes without comment.

The First Man to run a Locomotive
Richard Trevithick was the first man to

run a locomotive, closely followed by
Blenkinsopp, and Hedley with his " Puffing
Billy," but it was George Stephenson who
set out to improve the locomotive and to
lay the foundation stone of the railway
system we have to -day.

A WORLD-FAMOUS
STEAM ENGINE

" Locomotive No. 1 " was his third
experiment-the first being the " Blucher "
(1814) capable of hauling eight loaded
wagons at 4 miles per hour, and the second
improved locomotive was constructed a
year later for the Killingworth Colliery.

" Locomotive No. 1 " was constructed at
Forth Street Works, Newcastle -on -Tyne,
and the model recently made by Bassett
Lowke Ltd. shows clearly its construc-
tion.

A Realistic Model
In the actual engine which weighed

6i tons, the four coupled wheels were
4 ft. diameter, and the two vertical cylinders
24 -in. stroke, 10 -in. diameter. The water
pressure was 25 lb. to the square inch, and
the tender carried 15 cwt. of coal. After-
wards the water barrel on the tender was
changed for the 240 -gallon sheet iron
tank.

The realistic model made by Bassett-

Lowke measures 3 ft. x 11 in. wide x 23 in.
to the top of the chimney, and has been
built to the special scale of in. to the foot
for Robert Stephenson & Co., of Darling-
ton, from their own old model. It has the
unique feature of being a working model.
All the overhead motion-the intricate
" grasshopper " gear-has been specially
constructed for working conditions. The
boiler is of copper with mahogany lagging ;
the motion parts are of nickel -plated steel,
and the curiously patterned wheels of cast
iron. The chimney of the model is 16 in.
high, and the rails are made in the old style
with imitation stone sleepers.

An Interesting History
" Locomotive No. 1 " itself, as it stands

now on the stone pedestal in Darlington
station, has had an interesting history.

For the first twenty-five years it was in
service on the Stockton and Darlington
Railway, then for seven years as a colliery
pumping engine.

Since then it has been to Philadelphia
and Paris for exhibitions, led some famous
railway processions, and it came to life
most appropriately at the railway cen-
tenary at Darlington in 1925.
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BUILDING "STREAMLINIA
This month we deal with the woodwork of this fine model speedboat.
Previous articles on the construction of this model appeared in our

issues for February and March.

Fig. 2.-The hull in course of construction, showing
imaginary chine line.

SINCE our last issue several readers have
found a little difficulty in shaping the
hull of Streamlinia, and finding the

correct chine line.
A simple method used at Northampton is

shown on the sketch plan reproduced here-
with. After marking off and carefully
cutting through the profile, working down
to the lines on both edges, it will be found
that the ordinate lines previously marked
are cut away. These are marked again on
the top and the bottom of the block, and
the centre line of the hull should now be
marked at both top and bottom of the
forward end, preferably with a joiners'
marking gauge. The only tools absolutely
necessary for the hull work are a joiner's
paring chisel, a flat paring gauge, both about
If in. wide, and a good outside gouge for

hollowing out, but it is advisable also to use
a marking gauge if you possess one, as a
pencil line is so easily erased.

The Chine Line
The outline of the top of the hull is

marked out on the top, and the after bottom
outline on the bottom. To produce the
correct chine easily, the chine line can be

projected to the bottom of the hull (see
Fig. 1, line ABC). On ordinate No. 2, A
represents the deck outline, B is the chine
line, and C the chine line projected to the
bottom of the hull. You can mark out
these lines on the body plan. The sketch
plan shows projected chine lines on ordi-
nates 2, 3, 4 and 5.

In this manner you can start work on the
forward end and cut straight through, from
the top of hull, outline to the projected chine
line (see Fig. 2). The elevation of the chine
is now marked on the side, and the forward
part of the hull can be carved in accordance
with the templates of the body plan.

These templates can be very simply made
by placing thin pieces of plywood or card-
board under the body plan and pricking
with a needle, afterwards cutting with a
sharp knife or fretsaw.

In shaping the forward part a good flat
gouge will be found to produce the best
results. It pays to be careful in not taking
off too much at a time, and testing with the
appropriate template after each few cuts.

When the forward end is completed, the
stern should present little difficulty, and
you can then proceed with the hollowing out.

Hollowing out the Hull
A skilled craftsman, with the help of tools,

generally takes about three hours to hollow
out the hull, but when you are doing the
work yourself, it may take up to a week,
according to the time at your disposal. In
fact, to hollow out the hull a little at a time
is really the ideal way, as naturally more
care is taken over the work. The thinner
the hull is, the lighter it will be, drawing
less water and consequently giving more

Fig. 3 . -
(Left). Show-
ing the method
of drilling the
stern tube. The
operator is
shown sighting
the centre line

of the hull.

Fig. 4.-
(R g h t).
Shaping
the top of
the deck
house on a
wooden
block fixed
in a ' vice.

speed and better performance. In the case
of Streamlinia, we advise hollowing out to
about f in. thick throughout the whole of
the hull.

These further facts are given for the
benefit of those who have not yet completed
the hull, but I doubt if many of us, with
scoured hulls covered with priming paint,
have resisted the temptation to try out our
masterpieces on water, even if it is in a spot
no more adventurous than the bathroom.

A

BOTTOM OF
HULL

PROJECTED CHINE
LINE AT ORDINATE NO:2

Fig. 1.-This sketch shows a simple method of
obtaining the chine line.

I am sure those of us who have done so,
have been agreeably surprised at the
buoyancy and modernistic racy " appear-
ance of the hull. A good lead paint is
necessary or the wood will be saturated.

Drilling the Stern Tube
The next operation on the hand -carved

hull is drilling the stern tube-not such a
difficult job as many would suppose, pro-
vided you have the assistance of someone
with a true eye. Place the hull face down-
wards on the work table (see Fig. 3). Keep
your eye on the centre line of the hull while
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your assistant sights the angle at which you
are drilling. It does not matter if the hole
is drilled on the large side, as afterwards
this can be filled in, around the tube, with
plastic wood. It is almost impossible to
drill a perfectly true hole, and it is certainly
preferable to fit the tube loosely at first
than to bend it, as often happens when the
hole is tight. The hole in the wood block
inside the hull should fit correctly.

Unscrew the gland from the end of the
stern tube. Push it through from the out-
side, fix the skeg (shaft bracket) with i-in.
steel screws (brass screws are liable to break
if screwed tight), and fill in the hole in the
hull with plastic wood. Let this dry
thoroughly before cleaning off. It is
advisable to leave it for twenty-four hours,
and in the meantime continue with the
upper structure, beginning with the deck,
which is best cut from a piece of 5 mm. ply-
wood. This can be marked out by placing
the hull on the plywood, pencilling round,
and cutting 16- in. outside the line, after-
wards carefully cleaning and rounding off
with sandpaper.

The Top Deckhouse
Now begin on the construction of the top

deckhouse, and here the fretsaw will be
found very useful. On the full-size draw-
ings, which can be obtained from Bassett-
Lowke Ltd., of Northampton, the deck-
house sides are all marked out the actual
size. Otherwise these parts must be scaled
up from the drawings reproduced in the
March issue.

Streamlinia has a white deckhouse, and if
this is the colour decided on for your model,
any hard close -grained wood I in. thick,
such as American white wood, would be
suitable, but some may prefer a mahogany
deckhouse or some other varnished wood.
It is purely a question of taste. Varnished
mahogany is certainly associated with cabin
cruisers, and it requires very little finishing.

Trace out the deck sides in pencil on
whatever wood you decide upon, with the

grain running along the sides. Use a fine
fretsaw to cut out the windows, as then
these will not require so much cleaning.
When cutting out these sides, do not forget
the slot in the after transom for the tiller,
as this is most difficult to cut in when the
deckhouse is constructed.

The corner joints must be most carefully
made and fixed with screws and good Scotch
glue, or croid, which has reached such

attractive, following the latest principles in
aerodynamics, and it greatly adds to the
beautiful lines of the boat.

The roof of the deckhouse is rather
difficult to hold when shaping, so it is
advisable to screw it down to the bench top
at the places where the holes for the
pressure gauge or steam valve are later to
be drilled. Or alternatively, it may be
fixed to a block of wood, held in a carpenter's

Fig. 5.-Showing a side of the deckhouse in the course of construction.

popularity in aeroplane construction. Fig. 5
shows the method of fixing these parts
together. The completed deckhouse should
now be left for at least twenty-four hours to
dry, afterwards cleaning up the rough parts,
and rounding up the corners smoothly.
This streamline deckhouse is certainly most

wood vice. Shape it up with a spoke -shave
and sandpaper to a good smooth finish,
ready for painting (see Fig. 4).

Finished unpainted deckhouses may be
obtained for Streamlinia from Bassett-
Lowke Ltd., for those who prefer this part
ready made.

Testing the upper air conditions for the guidance of pilots.

SAFEGUARDING
COMMERCIAL AVIATION

amaz i n g
scienti fi c

devices are
used by the
Ford Motor
Company to
safeguard the
airways which
radiate from
the Ford Air-
port, at Dear-
born, Mich. A
wireless beacon
flashes its sig-
nal, marking
an invisible
course over the
airway, thus
making it pos-
sible for pilots
to fly in dark-
ness, fog, or
through areas
of low visi-
bility. T h e
courses a r e
marked be-
tween Detroit
and Chicago,
and Detroit
and Toledo,

0., where one route connects with the
transcontinental airway. Both pilots and
stations along these routes are given a half-
hourly radio weather broadcast from
station WQDW at the Ford aerodrome, the
weather information being supplied from a
station perched high on the roof of one of
the aerodrome hangers. At twenty-five and
fifty-five minutes after each hour, pilots may
tune to the station wavelength, and be
appraised of the weather at every station
on the routes. Lastly, the small station
which houses the wireless beacon trans-
mitter at the far end of the aerodrome, is
also equipped with a marker beacon, which
can be heard at a maximum distance of two
miles. This warns pilots flying in foggy
weather, or darkness, of the proximity of the
aerodrome, and permits them to find their
way safely into port. The photograph on
the left shows meteorologists of the U.S.
Weather Bureau at the Ford aerodrome
preparing to test the upper air conditions
for the guidance of pilots. With the use of
the hydrogen balloon and the theodolite,
the meteorologists are able to measure
the movements of the balloon as it rises,
and thus gauge the velocities of the winds
aloft. Such information enables pilots
to choose the levels at which they will
fly, and to take advantage of favouring
winds.
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CHEMICAL EXPERIMENTS
WITH SELENIUM

Jons Jakob Berzelius (1779-1848), the great Swedish
chemist and analyst and the first discoverer of the

element selenium.

SELENIUM is one of the most interesting
of all the elements. It was discovered
as far back as 1817 by that great

Swedish chemist and analyst, Jons Jakob
Berzelius. Previously, the element, tel-
lurium, had been discovered and its name
had been derived from the Latin word,
tellus, signifying the earth. Berzelius found
that his newly -discovered element had many
properties in common with tellurium.
Accordingly, he decided to call his new
element, " selenium," a name which he
coined from the Greek, velene, meaning
" the moon." Thus has selenium, even to
this day, been dubbed " the moon element,"
although, of course, it has nothing whatever
to do with the moon.

As every experimenter knows, selenium's
chief claim to fame lies in its extraordin-
ary light -sensitivity, a property which was
first disclosed by a Mr. May, a telegraphist
employed at the Valentia Island Station of
the old Trans -Atlantic Cable Service. The
year of this discovery was 1873. Almost
immediately a number of proposals for
making use of selenium's light -sensitivity
were forthcoming. The first germ of the
technique of television had arisen in the
minds of experimenters. Light-sensitive
selenium cells, however, proved fruitless for
practical television purposes. Neverthe-
less, they had and, for that matter, still
have many important scientific applica-
tions. Hence, selenium cells are by no
means the " back numbers " which fre-
quently they are considered to be.

You cannot, of course, purchase selenium
from your local druggist or pharmacy.
Nevertheless, any firm of wholesale chemists
will be able to supply the material on
demand. The average price is about 2s.
per oz. for powdered selenium and a little
more for the lump variety.

Having obtained it oz. or so of the
powdered or lump selenium, examine it
closely. If the element has been obtained
in lump form, the lumps will be seen to be
brownish -black and glassy -looking, having,
here and there, a greenish cast about them.
The lumps are brittle and they can easily
be powdered up into a black powder.

Powdered selenium is also black in
colour. Some varieties of the element,
however, are brick -red in colour. This is a

An Interesting and Practical Article Dealing with the Light-sensitive
Properties of Selenium

different form of the element, and, as we
shall see later on, it is the form in which
selenium is precipitated from its solutions.

A Poor Conductor of Electricity
It is easy to see that selenium is not a

metal. Quite apart from its sensitivity to
light, it is a poor conductor of electricity.
As a matter of fact, from a chemical stand-
point, selenium is very closely allied to
sulphur on the one side and to tellurium on
the other. Now sulphur is obviously a non-
metallic element, whilst tellurium is very
decidedly a metal. The properties of
selenium are nearly half -way between those
of sulphur and tellurium, although not
quite half -way between, for selenium is more
similar to sulphur than it is to tellurium.

Melt a small quantity of selenium at the
bottom of a test-tube and note one curious
and well-defined characteristic of the ele-
ment. When melted, selenium gives off a
peculiar odour which has been described as
having a resemblance to rotten horse-
radish, though, truth to tell, this resem-
blance has been much over -stressed. All the
same, selenium does give off this peculiar
odour when it is melted in the pure state,
and as the odour is by no means a pleasant
one, care should be taken not to melt large
quantities of the element indoors.

Like sulphur, selenium exists in a number
of different varieties or " allotropic modi-
fications," as they are termed.

Alpha -selenium (a -selenium) is the brick -

MOLTEN
SELENIUM

LID SEALED
WITH CLAY

meat, but is a mixture of various modifica-
tions of selenium. It is, however, the form
of the element which becomes light-
sensitive on being subjected to careful heat -
treatment.

Selenium combines readily with many
metals to form velenide.s, just as sulphur
combines with metals to form sulphides.
Mix intimately equal quantities of powdered
selenium and fine iron filings. Place them
in a test-tube or at the bottom of an old
can and heat the mixture strongly. Just
below red -heat a glow will spread through
the mass. After this appears, heat a little
more strongly and then allow the mass to
cool down. It will now consist of iron
selenide, mixed with more or less un-
changed iron filings.

A Further Experiment
Now comes an experiment which 'Pm

be performed out-of-doors owing to the bad
odour of the generated gas. Place in a
small flask fitted up with a delivery tube
some of the iron selenide prepared in the
foregoing experiment and pour into the flask
a small quantity (sufficient to cover the
iron selenide) of dilute sulphuric or hydro-
chloric acid. Have in readiness a vessel
containing cold water and arrange matters
so that the delivery tube of the flask dips
below the water.

The action of the acid on the iron seleffide
will result in the liberation of hydrogen
selenide (" selenuretted hydrogen "), H2Se,

RECEIVER FOR
SELENIUM DIOXIDE VAPOUR

SPIRIT
Ao'LAMP

TIN CONTAINING MIXTURE OF POTASSIUM CHLORATE
AND MANGANESE DIOXIDE

An experiment with selenium showing the apparatus required for making selenium dioxide.

red powder in which form selenium is pre-
cipitated from its chemical solutions.
Beta -selenium 0 -selenium) is the black
crystalline powder which is obtained by
passing sulphur dioxide gas into a heated
solution of selenious acid. Gamma -
selenium (7 -selenium) is the dark -red
crystalline mass which is obtained by dis-
solving selenium in carbon disulphide.
Delta -selenium (s -selenium) is the lump or
powdered selenium of commerce. Very
probably it is not a pure form of the ele-

a gas very similar to sulphuretted hydrogen
in properties, but having, if possible, a still
more unpleasant smell. It is for this reason,
and also on account of the fact that some
experimenters find hydrogen selenide gas
somewhat irritating to the eyes, that the
experiment should be carried out in an
open space.

Hydrogen selenide is soluble in water.
Its solution in water, however, is not very
stable. Quickly it will begin to decompose
and it will deposit brick -red selenium
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(a -selenium) on the bottom and sides of
the containing vessel.

Ammonium Selenide
If instead of leading the hydrogen

selenide gas into water, it is led into
a dilute solution of ammonia, another
compound-ammonium selenide-will be
formed. But ammonium selenide, also, is
not a very stable substance. Within a few

Making hydrogen selenide I-12.Se. Iron selenide and
diluted sulphuric or hydrochloric acid are placed in the
flask, the hydrogen selenide evolved being bubbled

through water in the glass cylinder.

minutes a proportion of it decomposes and
liberates selenium. This time, however,
the liberated selenium is in the form of
a colloidal solution, which, as you will be
aware, is not a true solution, but which in
reality consists of a fine suspension of
selenium in the water. The suspended
particles of selenium are so fine that they
cannot be seen except through an ultra-
microscope. Nevertheless, their presence
gives a magnificent ruby colour to the
liquid.

In this connection it is worth noting
that if a trace of selenium is added to molten
glass a similar colour is produced throughout
the mass of glass. The principle is the
same, the selenium being spread throughout
the glass in a colloidal form.

If instead of ammonia or water, as in the
above experiments, the hydrogen selenide
gas is passed into a dilute solution of
caustic soda, the resultant liquid will con-
tain sodium selenide in solution. Like the
water and dilute ammonia solutions of
selenium, this solution also is unstable, and
will precipitate brick -red selenium.

If dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid
is added to any of the above three solutions,
pure selenium in its brick -red form will be
precipitated almost instantly. It can then
be filtered off through a filter -paper, washed
and dried for preservation or future ex-
periments.

Before leaving the subject of hydrogen
selenide, mention must be made of one very
useful application which will be of interest
to all amateur photographers. This is the
making of selenium -toned photographs,
about which little is heard at the present
day.

In order to make these prints it is neces-
sary to start with a black -and -white gaslight
or bromide print. This should be immersed

in the following " bleaching solution " until
the black and white image is " bleached "
to a faint brown colour :-

Potassium ferricyanide . 100 gr.
Potassium bromide . . 150 
Water . oz.

or 11 gm.
16 

150 c.c.
Rinse the bleached print in water and

then transfer it to the solution obtained by
passing hydrogen selenide gas into water,
dilute ammonia or dilute caustic soda solu-
tion. A chocolate -brown image will develop
upon the print immediately. The print
should not be immersed in the hydrogen
selenide solution for more than one minute,
otherwise the whites of the photograph
will be discoloured. It should then be
thoroughly well washed and dried. Its
image will now consist of silver selenide.

Selenium Dioxide
Selenium dioxide, SeO2, is an interesting

selenium compound to prepare. It is
analogous to sulphur dioxide, SO2, but
unlike the latter, which is a pungent gas,
selenium dioxide is a white crystalline
substance. In order to prepare this
material rig up the simple apparatus shown
in the accompanying sketch. A mixture of
potassium chlorate and manganese dioxide
is heated in an old coffee or cocoa tin. This
is better and cheaper than using a hard -
glass test tube for the purpose. The lid of
the tin and the area at which the delivery -
tube passes through it should, of course, be
well luted with clay in order to provide an
efficient seal to prevent the escape of the
pure oxygen gas which will be generated
as a result of the heating. The oxygen gas
from the chlorate mixture is led into a bulb
tube, in the bulb of which a small quantity
of selenium is gently melted. The exit
from the bulb tube leads into a small conical
flask or other suitable vessel. When the
oxygen comes in contact with the selenium,
the latter will take fire and it will burn
gently with a peculiar lambent flame.
White clouds of selenium dioxide, resulting
from the combination of the oxygen with
the selenium will be evolved and these will
condense to long white crystals in the
conical flask or other receptacle which acts
as a " receiver." Some of these crystals
ought to be collected and sealed up in a
glass tube as permanent specimens.

To the remaining crystals a small quan-
tity of hot water should be added. A
solution of selenious acid will now be formed,
the selenium dioxide having combined with
the water in accordance with the following
equation :-

Se02 H50 = H2SeO3.
Selenium Water. Selenium
dioxide. acid.

This reaction, you will observe, is similar
to that in virtue of which sulphur dioxide,
SO2, combines with water to form sul-
phurous acid, H2S02. If oxides are dis-
solved in this acid, selenites are obtained.
Selenious acid, however, is not very stable.
If zinc, magnesium, mineral acids or even
a stream of sulphur dioxide gas is allowed
to act upon the solution, selenium will be
precipitated.

Selenic acid, H5Se04, which, as will be
noted, is the selenium equivalent of the
well-known sulphuric acid, H2SO4, is a
much more stable acid. It is a strong acid
also, and it carries the proud distinction
of being the only single acid known which
will dissolve gold.

Selenic Acid
To make selenic acid, one has to go a

rather roundabout way. If silver nitrate

solution is added to a solution of selenious
acid, a precipitate of silver selenite, Aga
Se03, will be obtained. If this salt is
collected and suspended in water (it is
insoluble in water) and a few drops of
bromine added, the following reaction will
occur :-
Ag,Se0, 1150 Br2 = 2AgBr -I-H2Se04.

Silver Water. Bromine. Silver Selenic
eelenite. bromide. acid.

The insoluble silver bromide may be filtered
off, leaving the aqueous solution of selenie
acid to be concentrated by heat. This
method of preparation, however, is not a
very satisfactory one on account of the
expense of silver nitrate.

A less expensive method of preparing
selenic acid consists in fusing to red heat a
mixture of about equal quantities of
powdered selenium and saltpetre (potassium
nitrate). A chemical reaction will proceed,
resulting in the formation of potassium
selenate. The fused mass is dissolved in
water, and to the solution a solution of lead
nitrate or acetate is added until all the
selenium is precipitated as lead selenate.
This insoluble compound is suspended in
water and a stream of sulphuretted hydrogen
gas is passed through the liquid. The lead
is precipitated as lead sulphide, leaving
the free selenic acid in solution. It should
then be carefully concentrated by heat.

Selenic acid, like sulphuric acid, is a
very strong acid. Metallic oxides, hydrox-
ides and many metals themselves (includ-
ing gold) dissolve in it to form salts known
as selenates. These are easily crystallisable,
and may be prepared in this manner.

Selenides
We now arrive at the large class of

selenium compounds known as selenides.
These are usually readily prepared by
passing a stream of selenuretted hydrogen
gas into a solution of the metallic salt.
For instance, if a stream of hydrogen
selenide is passed into a solution of silver
nitrate or lead nitrate, silver and lead
selenides respectively will be precipitated.
These are absolutely insoluble in water.

Pure selenium in its glassy condition. This is the
material from which the light-sensitive form of the

element is prepared.

They may thus be filtered off, washed,
dried and preserved in glass tubes. When
acted upon by hydrochloric or sulphuric
acids, selenides evolve pure hydrogen
selenide gas. Herein, therefore, we have a
method of preparing selenuretted hydrogen
in its pure state.

When any compound containing selenium
is fused by a hot flame on a block of char-
coal, it invariably gives off a characteristic
horse -radish odour. This constitutes a
delicate test for the presence of selenium.

Selenium in its light-sensitive form is
prepared by very carefully melting the
lump variety of the element and then by
cautiously allowing it to cool, thereby
obtaining it in an annealed condition.
Selenium, however, is given its light -
sensitivity after being incorporated in
electrical cells. It cannot be made light-
sensitive by purely chemical methods alone.

If selenium is gently melted in a bulb
tube and a slow stream of chlorine gas
(generated by the action of hydrochloric
acid on manganese dioxide) passed over it,
selenium dichloride, Se3C1 will be formed.
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The New Pelmanism
SIR HERBERT BARKER'S

GREAT TRIBUTE

" Take this Course-all of you," he says.
4. D USINESS is improving ; international

I-Jrelationships are becoming more reason-
able and cordial ; the whole world is stirred
and awakening to the clamant necessity of
putting its mighty house in order.

" Eager hearts and ambitious minds are
asking what they can do to help this great
work for humanity-The answer is : Make
yourselves more efficient-in body, mind
and character.

" Can we do this'? I say most emphatically,
We can, and by that simple, alluringly
pleasant, and marvellous system which the
denizens of the entire earth know as
Pelmanism. No one who has investigated
its methods can doubt this, and the im-
posing and impressive testimony of many
of our greatest men constitutes, I should
say, a unique record of praise.

" I always thought it quite impossible that
the old Little Grey Books ' could be im-
proved upon, but the new ones have-if I
may say so-achieved the impossible, and
made the perfect more perfect.

" Take this Course-all of you-and life
will have a new beginning whatever your
age. You will, each day, more and more
deeply realise the quiet but intense joy and
satisfaction of knowing with certainty that
your mind and character are steadily being
built up, stone by stone ; that your brain
is being fortified and clarified ; your will
strengthened, and life becoming what it was
surely intended to be, a glorious privilege-
s blessing beyond all price.

" Mr. W. J. Ennever has indeed bestowed
an inestimable boon upon mankind and
richly deserves all that is best of his fellow-
men. His name will be honoured in the
history of progress, as it is respected to -day
by the thousands of men and women who
owe him a great, unpayable debt of grati-
tude. Never has the world needed Pel-
manism more than to -day."

(Signed)

14,
A Course for the Modern Mind

Pelmanism has taken another step for-
ward. The rapid advances which have been
made in Psychological knowledge and the
new intense demands which modern life is
making upon each one of us, have called
for a corresponding advance in Pelmanism.
For many months, under the personal
direction of Mr. Ennever, and with the co-
operation of eminent psychologists and
business authorities, the great work of
revising and expanding the Course has been

carried on. New sections dealing with such
important subjects as " The Inferiority
Complex," " The Money -Brain " and
" Business Judgment " have been added.
The " 12 Little Grey Books " have been
increased to 15, and the New Pelmanism
which was first introduced to the public on
New Year's Day, 1935, is undoubtedly the
finest and most complete system of training
the mind and the senses and developing
Personality the world has ever seen.

Increases Earning -Power

It enables those who follow it to master
the art of Self -realisation and Self-expres-
sion. It shows them how to conquer any
mental defects which may be troubling
them and how to develop such useful
qualities as Observation, Concentration,
Initiative, Self-confidence, Self-reliance,
Will -power, Organising Ability and Creative
Imagination. It shows them how they can
increase their all-round efficiency and
earning -power and thus improve their
positions in life. It is in fact a modern
Course for the modern mind, and every
reader who wishes to train his or her mental
faculties to the highest efficiency by the
most up-to-date scientific methods should
write for full free particulars to -day.

" Develops Maximum Efficiency "

" Truth's " report on the New Pelman
Course is a most enthusiastic one.

" Pelmanism," it says, " develops the
maximum efficiency in any given mental
machine by a process comparable to the
way in which physical training develops the
health, strength and agility of the body.
It enables the student to understand the
nature of mind and its intricate processes ;
it analyses and discusses such mental defects
as he may suffer from-lack of Concentra-
tion, bad Memory or Feeble Will-Power-
and shows how these may be remedied ; it
gives point, direction and discipline to his
life generally, and sets him working con-
fidently towards the fulfilment of his
ultimate aim and the enjoyment of a fuller
life. In short, it teaches him scientifically
how to succeed.

" A well -trained mind," it continues, " is
not necessarily an expensively educated
mind. Any person with merely an ele-
mentary education can train his or her
mind by the Pelman System into a
thoroughly efficient instrument, splendidly
equipped in the technique of living."

It follows from this that no one who
wishes to succeed in life, to earn more
money, to rise to a higher and more respon-
sible position and to enjoy a fuller and
richer existence can afford not to take the
New Pelman Course or to miss the oppor-
tunity given to readers tu-day to enrol on
the most convenient terms.

Full Report and Descriptive Book Free
To -day

If therefore you are troubled with Inde-
cision, Mind -Wandering, Procrastination,
Timidity, Shyness, Forgetfulness, Lost
Nerve, Morbid Thoughts and Fears, De-
pression, Want of Confidence, or False Feel-
ings of Inferiority, or if you wish to
develop :-

-Concentration
-Judgment
-Self -Control
-Imagination
-Initiative
-Observation

-Foresight
-Tenacity
-Self -Confidence
-Strength of Will
-Self -Expression
-Organising Power

-Resourcefulness -Decision
-Courage -Creative Imagination
-Perseverance -Driving Force
-Optimism -A Good Memory

and a forceful, reliable Personality, you
should write for particulars of the New
Pelman Course to -day.

The Coupon is printed below. Fill it up
and post it to -day to the Pelman Institute,
130 Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street,
London, W.C.1, and by return of post you
will receive, free of cost and without in-
curring the slightest obligation :

1. A copy of an illustrated book entitled
" The Science of Success," which tells you
all about the New Pelman Course and shows
you how you can enrol on the most con-
venient terms.

2. A reprint of the special report issued by
" Truth " on the New Pelmanism which
contains a most interesting description of
the finest and most complete method of
training your mind on scientific lines and
increasing your Earning -Power and Effi-
ciency the world has ever seen.

Write (or call) to -day, and the above will
reach you by return, gratis and post-free.

FREE COUPON

To the Pelman Institute,
130 Pelman House, Bloomsbury Street,

London, W.C.1.
Please send me, gratis and post free :
1. A copy of " The Science of Suc-

cess," with particulars showing how
I can enrol for a Course of Pel-
manism on the most convenient
terms.

2. A reprint of " Truth's " special
report on the new enlarged Pel-
man Course.

NAME

ADDRESS

Occupation
All correspondence is confidential.

PELMAN (OVERSEAS) INSTITUTES: PARIS:
80 Boulevard Hausmann. NEW YORE: 271 North
Avenue, New Rochelle. MELBOURNE: 396 Flinders
Lane. D RBA -V : Natal Bank Chambers.
CALCUTTA: 102 Clive Street. DELHI: 10 Alipors
Road. AMSTERDAM: Damrak, 68. JAVA:
Eromhoutweg 8, Bandoeng.
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How many MILES
have I walked?

The PEDOMETER
will tell you if you carry one
in your pocket-it records
I miles up to 100 miles and
can be set to zero at any time.

1816 Post free.
Catalogue P255 sent on application.

W. F. STANLEY & Co. Ltd' LONDON-.G.1
286 HIGH HOLWBORN

DRAWING INSTRUMENTS AND ALL MATERIALS.

The "UNICORN" Electric Drill
1" CAPACITY. BRITISH MADE

Efficient, a model of
accuracy and
workmanship, and
trouble -free qualities
are the features of
this drill. Its equipment comprises
a powerful A.G. or D.C. Motor,
voltages 100/120, 200/230, 230/250,
with Armature Shaft in ground alloy steel. Hobbed gears in
metal housing. Hoffman ball thrust. Keyless chuck, }-in.
capacity. Aluminium die cast handle. Current consumption
175 watts, using }-in. drill on mild steel. 8 ft. Cab tyre flex
with earth wire. Weight 5 lbs.

PRICE £2 . I5 . 0
Carriage Paid. Please state voltage.

Send for Illustrated leaflet to:- Tele. : GULLIVER 3739.

CORONA ENGINEERING CO., Leighton Place, Kentish N.W.5

ECONOMIC ELECTRIC CO.
TWICKENHAM, LONDON, S.W.

16/6, post 6d.

Home Broadcasting. With this
super instrument you can obtain
wonderful results by simply con-
necting to pickup terminals of your
receiver. Complete, as illustrated,
with transformer and volume con-
trol and instructions.

Price 16/6, post 6d.
ECONOMIC BOAT MOTORS.

For 4 ft. Launch, 15/-; 5 ft. Launch, 17/6.
Dry Battery type. 4 -volt. Consumption

'3 amp. 9/- and 13/6. Post 6d.
Shocking Coils, 2/6, 3/6, 5/6, 9/6. Post 4d.
Large Cabinet Pattern, complete with 2 dry
cells and lull set 01 electrodes, 32/6. Post If-.
Send for our 72 pp. List, 1,000 items
for instruction, amusement and work-
shop, 3d., post free.

THE LAST OF THESPECIAL OFFER OF
MICROSCOPES!

as illustrated.
Each model has inclinable body, swingmirror, stage clips, and is nicely finishedin Black Crystalline

Enamel and brightNickel Plating.SHARP DEFINITION
IS OBTAIN-ABLE and GOOD WORK CAN BE

Model C. Height 5i in., sliding focus, magnification 25x linear. Price 5/ -
Mode. D. Height 7 in., sliding focus, circular stage magnifLation 9/6

50 x linear ... . . .. Price
Model E. Height 7 in., rack and pinion focusing, magnification 12/650 x linear, square stage ...

Price 1 -

Post free Gt. Britain.
Lists of Telescope

Microscopes, Binoculars,
Lanterns etc.BROADHURST CLARKSON & CO. TELESCOPE63 FARRINGDON

ROAD, LONDON, E.C.I
HOUSE

STRAND
MAGAZINE

I"
Big April Number

CONTRIBUTORS INCLUDE-

P. G. WODEHOUSE
DENIS MACKAIL

THOMAS BURKE
JOHN HASTINGS TURNER

E. PHILLIPS OPPEN HEIM
SAPPER "

F. BRITTEN AUSTIN
MARGERY SHARP

E. V. LUCAS, etc.

Now on sale at all newsagents
and bookstalls

Geo N ewnes Ltd.

RECTIFIERS
For the operation of Model Electric Railways, etc.

MODEL 103M. Output 6, 8 or 10 volts at 3 amps.

£2  2  0
Incorporating Westinghouse Metal Rectifications

COMPLETE LIST ON REQUEST

VARIABLE RESISTANCES, REVERSING RESISTANCE
CONTROLLERS, ELECTRO-MAGNETIC RAILWAY POINT

OPERATING MECHANISM, etc., from

SHENPHONE ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS
226 HIGH RD., LEYTON, E.10

OWIRELESC
EVISION

Television is the coming
boom in wireless-it will
bring even greater pros-
perity to the industry and
create many more opportunities for a
career. Men who foresaw the broadcast-
ing boom made good-be trained and
prepar d for this television boom which

At the WIRELESS
COLLEGE students
receive training in all the
latest developments in all

branches of the Wireless profession.
Marine, Aircraft, Manufacturing, Design-
ing, Experimenting, Sales and Service, etc.
College on sea front. Wrgte dor free

must follow as surely as night follows day. pro'fertcs.
STUDENTS ACCEPTED AS BOARDERS. TRAINING
FEE CAN BE PAID AFTER APPOINTMENT SECURED

The WIRELESS COLLEGE
COLWYN BAY

N. WALES
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A 4016V 1 1 1 1

EVE IMENTER
THE series of receivers formerly

described in these pages have, without
exceptiOn, dealt with receivers having

three or more valves. The simple two-
valver did not seem to call for space, since
most readers are able to wire up a simple
detector stage with one low -frequency
amplifying stage. One is always, however,
apt to lose sight of the fact that a new
generation of wireless enthusiasts springs
up every few months, as is proved by the
many requests we receive for designs of
crystal sets, one -valve sets and two-valvers,
hence, this month we have designed a
special two-valver, employing a well-known
satisfactory circuit and modern components.
We had in mind when pre-
paring this design a receiver
which could be used as a use-
ful introduction to a more
ambitious receiving set. After
adjusting it, however, it
developed into a fascinating
piece of apparatus which in
many respects is equivalent to
some three-valvers.

Modern Appearance
To give it a modern appear-

ance we have employed a
wooden metallised chassis
which gives the visible portion
of the receiver a clean appear-
ance and enables components
not in need of adjustment to
be conveniently tucked away
underneath.

The receiver is certainly
cheap, and it may be made in
a couple of hours. Notwith-
standing the economy of com-
ponents and the few wires
employed, it is a top-notcher from the
point of view of quality and number of
stations received. A modern screened coil
is used which under test revealed itself to
be entirely efficient, with no trace of break-
through or restricted tuning range.

Careful adjustment of the pre-set con -

lit. 911

THE MONARCH
TWO-VALVER

A three-quarter front view of the receiver,
showing the neat layout of the components.

denser will improve selectivity and sharpen
up the tuning.

The Construction
The first part to secure is the tuning coil,

which is attached to the baseboard by means
of two screws, then the variable condenser,

(Left) A rear
view of the
Monarch Two -
valve receiver,
and (Right) An
underneath view
showing the
simplified wir-
ing and position
of components.

which is fastened from the underside of the
chassis by means of screws which pass into
projecting sockets at the base of the con-
denser.

Next, drill 1 -in. holes for the valve -
holders, and fix these by means of four
screws, noting the relative positions of the
grids, that is to say, the grid of the detector
valve is nearest the coil, whereas the grid of
the pentode valve is nearest the right-
hand side of the chassis. In other words,
the two plate legs face one another. Next,
screw down the pre-set condenser and the
grid -bias battery clips.

The two brackets which carry the on -off
switches and the wave -change switch should

next be secured, as well as the
small earthing tag to the left
of the on -off switch. Now
invert the chassis and secure
in the exact centre of the front
edge the bracket which carries
the reaction condenser. Now
screw the binocular choke, the.
L.F. transformer and the 2-
mfd. fixed condenser to the
chassis, and, finally, drill
through the back of the chassis
for the speaker and aerial and
earth clip.

Wiring the Receiver
The Monarch Two-valver is

now ready for wiring, which
should be carried out in the
following order :-

Connect the left-hand ter-
minal of the wave -change
switch to terminal 5 on the
coil base (the coil should be
mounted with terminals 5
and 2 at 9 o'clock and 3

o'clock, respectively) ; connect terminal 6
of the coil to the left-hand terminal of
the pre-set condenser, solder a wire to the
left-hand tag of the variable condenser to
terminal 1 of the coil base, continuing
this wire through a hole drilled in the base-
board to a .0002-mfd. tubular condenser,
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the other end of which is secured to the
grid terminal of the detector valve. Also
from this grid terminal connect one end of
the 2-megohm grid -leak, and the other end
of the grid -leak to the filament terminal
nearest to the transformer. Turn the set
the correct way up again and connect a
wire from the left-hand terminal of the
on -off switch to the nearest terminal on the
fuse. The other side of the on -off switch
is wired vid a hole in the baseboard to the
filament terminal nearest the 2-mfd. fixed
condenser, this same wire continuing to the
filament leg to which the grid -leak is
attached.

The Earthing Connection
Now solder a wire to the earthing tab

secured to the baseboard slightly to the
left of the on -off switch and pass this wire
through a hole in the baseboard to the
front terminal of the 2-mfd. fixed condenser,
to which it is soldered. Now wire up the
two other filament legs ; bare this wire
mid -way and solder a wire to it, the other
end being connected also to the front
terminal of the 2-mfd. fixed condenser.
The back terminal of the 2-mfd. condenser
is wired to the H.T. positive terminal of the
low -frequency transformer, this same wire
being continued and connected to one side
of the 25,000 -ohm fixed resistance, the
other side of the latter being connected to
loudspeaker positive terminal of the speaker
strip. This same terminal is also connected
to the centre pin of the pentode valve -
holder.

(Continued on page 320.)

LIST OF COMPONENTS FOR THE
MONARCH TWO-VALVER

One Metaplex Chassis, 10 x 8 in., with
3 -in. runners (Peto-Scott).

One Type GOB Tuning Coil (Ward &
Goldstone).

Two Chassis -mounting Valveholders ; one
4 -pin and one 5 -pin (Clix).

One 0005-mfd. Tuning Condenser with
Drive (J.B. " Nugang").

One -0003 - mfd. Reaction Condenser
(Polar).

One 5 :1 L.F. Transformer (B.R.G.).
Three Tubular Fixed Condensers ; two

-0002 mfd. and one 1 mfd. (T.M.C.).
Three 1 -watt Resistances; 2 megohms.

20,000 ohms and 50,000 ohms (Dubilier).
One 2-mfd. Fixed Condenser (T.M.C.,

Type 25).
One H.F. Choke ( Ward & Goldstone,

Binocular).
Two Push -Pull Switches (Bulgin

" Junior ").
One 100-m.a. Fuse and Holder (Micro -

fuse)
One .0003-mfd. Pre-set Condenser (Ward

& Goldstone).
Two Terminal Socket Strips ; one A and

E, and one L.S. (Clix).
One G.B. Battery Clip (Bulgin No. 1);
Four Wander Plugs ; marked H.T. +,

H.T. -, O.B. + and G.B. - (Clix).
Two Spade Terminals ; L.T. + and

L.T. - (Clix).
Connecting Wire, Flex, etc.
Two Valves ; one V .P. 210 and one

Y.220 (Hivac).
One Amplion Dragon Loudspeaker.

TOP- AND SUB -CHASSIS WIRING DIAGRAMS
OF THE MONARCH TWO-VALVER
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A SPLENDID HANDBOOK! 1

"50 Tested Wireless Circuits." By F. J. Camm.
2/6, or 2/10 by post, from Geo. Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton

Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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THE CHOICE OF A
LOUDSPEAKER

We most of us know just what we would like,
but unfortunately, many of us have to choose
that which is nearest to our ideal and is not
beyond our purchasing power.
It is for this reason that in this month's
advertisement we are listing the complete
range of " Amplion " Permanent Magnet
Moving Coil Speakers.
Each model is unquestionably wonderful value
for money and we stake our reputation upon
your being fully satisfied with your choice.
FIRST we call your attention to the latest
Amplion-the " Dragon " model which Mr.
F. J. Camm (the Editor of "Practical Mechanics")
has specified for his " MONARCH " Two
Valver described in this issue.

HERE IS THE
"DRAGON"

PRICE

29/6
ONLY

See the ,6 good words "
used by Mr. Camm
when writing about
this on page 272 of the
March issue.

THE " DRAGON "

HERE ARE THE OTHER AMPLION " MODELS
Model MC 22 - - (7 -inch cone) 32/6

The " Audiola " (9 -inch cone) 42/6
The " Lion" -

" Lion " Super -
All fitted with Universal Transformers.

AMPLION CABINET SPEAKERS
MC 33 I 3" x 13" x 51"
MC 44 151" x I 31" x 6r
"LION " - (7' cone) I x 1514" x 6r

All cabinets are of highly polished selected Walnut.

Descriptive Leaflets dealing with each model
are obtainable. Just send a Post Card

stating which models interest you.

(7 -inch cone) 47/6

(10 -inch cone) 55/-

47/6
63/-
75/ -

AM PL ON ( 932) LTD
82-84 Rosoman St., Rosebery Avenue, London, E.C.I

Telephone : Clerkenwell 5440.6441.

HIVAC CONSISTENTLY SPECIFIED

MR. F. J. CAMM

Specifies

HIVAC
for the

" MONARCH "
TWO VALVER

denotes the valves
required

For greater out-
put and im-
proved quality
choose one of
the Hivac power
valves and try it
in your present
set. You trill be
pleased.

British made by :-

2 -VOLT BATTERY VALVES ... FROM 3/9
HIVAC

H 210 H.F. Amplifier... ... ... 3/9
D 210 Non-Microphonic Detector ... 3/9
DDT 220 Duo -Diode -Triode 7/-
L 210 L.F. Amplifier ... 3/9
P 220 Small Power ... 5/8
PP 220 Medium Power 8/6
PX 230 Super Power ... 7/6
Y 220* Medium Power Output Pen.

Z 220 Super Power Output Pen. Type
B 230 Class " B "
DB 240 Driver Class " B "
QP 240 Double Pen. Type for Q.P.P....
SG 216 Screen Grid ... 10/6
S El 220 High Slope Screen Grid... ... 10/6
VS 215* Variable -Mu Screen Grid ... 10/8
HP 215 H.F. Pentode Type ... 10/8
VP 215 Variable -Mu H.F. Pen. Type 10/6
4.VOLT MAINS VALVES (A.C.) ... FROM 9/6
AC/HL Detector 8/6
AC/DDT Duo -Diode -Triode 12/6

Small Power ... 12/6
Output Pentode Type ... 15/6
High Slope Output Pen. Type 15/6
Screen Grid Amplifier... ... 134
High Gain S.G. Amplifier ... 13/6
Variable -Mu Screen Grid ... 13/6
Variable -Mu High Gain S.G.... 13/8
H.F. Pentode Type ... 13/6

AC/VP Variable -Mu H.F. Pen. Type 13/6
U U120/350 Full Wave Rectifier (I.H.C.) ... 10/6
U U120/500 Full Wave Rectifier (I.H.C.) 15/-

AC/Y
AC/Z
AC/SL
AC/SH
AC/VS
ACIVH
AC/HP

10/6
10/8
10/6
15/6
19/6

141YAC
HIGH VACUUM VALVE THE SCIENTIIFIC

CO. LTD.,
113-117 Farringdon Rd.,London, E.C.I BRITISH --*7 MADE

VALVE

IMPROVE QUALITY AND RANGE

661
Every one of these Clix perfect contact com-
ponents (as specified by the designer) is essen-

tial to perfect results from the
MONARCH TWO-VALVER

Chassis Mounting
STRIPS

2 Socket Strips with
Terminals A., E., or L.S.

6d. each.

/ GP /7 *, * /
Put your name on our mailing
list "P.M." for all literature.

Chassis Mounting
VAL VEHOLDERS
4 -pin 8d. 5 -pin 9d.

Spade Terminals
L.T.+ L.T.- lid; ea.

Master Plugs
For H.T. and
G.B. Engraved.

id. each.

LECTRO LINX LTD
79a Rochester Row, London, S.W.I
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(Continued from page 318.)

The panel layout of the Monarch Two -valuer.

Completing the Receiver
The loudspeaker negative socket is con-

nected to the plate socket of the 5 -pin
valveholder. The low -frequency trans-
former, by the way, should be connected
with the plate and grid -bias terminals
nearest the reaction condenser. The plate
terminal of the L.F. transformer is con-
nected to the front terminal of the binocular
choke and the grid -bias terminal of the
transformer, the grid -bias battery lead
being taken direct to the grid -bias terminal.
The grid terminal of the transformer is
connected to the grid of the pentode valve -
holder. The 1-mfd. tubular condenser is
wired between the plate socket of the
detector valveholder and the earth terminal.
A 50,000 -ohm fixed resistance is connected
to the plate socket of the detector valve -
holder, the other end of the resistance being
connected to one of the leads of the battery
cords, as later described. Now connect a
wire from terminal 4 of the tuning coil
through a hole in the baseboard to the
nearest terminal on the reaction condenser,
and connect a wire from the other terminal
of the reaction condenser to the rearmost
terminal of the binocular choke. Continue
this wire in the form of a flexible lead
through a hole in the baseboard to form
a connection for the top terminal of the
screen -grid valve. A tubular condenser
of .0002 mfd. capacity is also wired be -

tween the re-
action condenser
and the front
soldering tag of
the 2-mfd. fixed
condenser. The
right-hand ter-
minal of the
wave - change
switch is con-
nected by means
of a wire passing
through a hole in
the baseboard to
the nearest fila-
ment socket of
the 5 -pin valve -
holder.

It only remains
to connect the
battery cords to
the various posi-
tions indicated in
the wiring dia-
gram on p. 318.
Notice that the
L.T. - lead goes

to the filament valve -socket of the detector
valve holder, the L.T.+ terminal passes
through hole 2, and to the on -off switch,
H.T. - passing through the same hole and
being connected to one side of the fuse.

H.T.+ 1 is secured to the free end of the
50,000 -ohm fixed resistance R1, and in
order to relieve this of any strain it is
suggested that the bunched battery cord
leads should be firmly attached to a con-
venient part of the chassis by means of a
leather strap fastened down by means of
two screws.

The H.T.+ 2 lead goes to the fifth pin
of the pentode valveholder. Notice that
the G.B.- lead passes through hole 4 and
is taken direct to the G.B. terminal of the
L.F. transformer, whilst G.B.d- is con-
nected to the metallised baseboard via the
screw securing the pre-set condenser. Its
bared ends must, of course, make good
contact with the metallised baseboard.

A 2 -volt accumulator will be required, a
120 -volt H.T. battery, a 9 -volt grid bias
battery, and the Amplion Dragon loud-
speaker. Suitable plugs for the terminal
strips will also be needed.
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The circuit diagram of the Monarch Two -valuer.

Vacuum Cleaning a Ship's Oil Tanks
OIL sludge gradually collects in a
ship's fuel tanks, which has to be
cleaned out from time to time. This

used to be done by blowing out with steam
into the sea. When the Board of Trade
stopped this objectionable practice, cleaning
out by hand with bucket and shovel was
resorted to. This messy proceeding has
now been superseded by a vacuum -cleaning
service at all the larger ports. When a ship
wants to clean tanks, a service barge comes
alongside, which is fitted with pumps, hose
and receiver tanks. The 6 -inch armoured
hose is lowered into the hold perhaps 70 ft.
down into the oil tanks in the double
bottom. Any inflammable gas is first
sucked off so that men can work in the
tanks without respirators and then the
sludge is softened with steam. Vacuum is
turned on and the pumps start to suck up
the sludge. As the pumps could not raise
the sludge 70 ft. in a single lift, air is

ITEMS OF INTEREST

admitted along with the sludge so that it
ascends as a fine spray. So powerful is the
air draught that solid bodies, such as stray
bolts and rivet heads are sometimes found
in the receiver tanks.

Gases from the Air
IN the air around us exist decimal per-

centages of the rarest of the chemical ele-
ments-the inert gases argon, krypton,

xenon, neon and helium. In 1900 they
were chemical curiosities. To -day they are
used in millions of cubic feet for filling gas -
filled electric light bulbs. To meet this
demand, air is liquefied and fractionally
distilled at temperatures 200° C. below
freezing point. From 1,200 tons of air
only 1 lb. of xenon is obtained and 70 lb.
of krypton, although the quantities of

neon and argon are 250 lb. and 11 tons
respectively.

Electric light bulbs were originally
vacuum filled." But the vacuum allowed

white-hot metal to evaporate off the fila-
ment which deposited on the glass and
gave a dark film. To stop this the bulbs
were filled with nitrogen. Nitrogen slowly
attacked the filament, so argon, which is
inert, was substituted. It is estimated that
the use of argon has reduced the nation's
electric light bulb by 20 per cent. If the
gases xenon and krypton were substituted
for argon another 25 per cent. could be
knocked off, as they would insulate the
filament from heat losses more effectively
than argon. But the cost of working up
the traces of these two gases from air would
make the saving too expensive for the manu-
facturer. Besides it is probable that the
filament type of lamp will be replaced by
metallic vapour discharge lamps in the near
future.
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NOW that some of the Southern Rail-
way Company's main lines, and many
other suburban and metropolitan

lines, are being completely electrified, a
greater amount of interest seems to be
growing in the minds of model railway
enthusiasts. Although the majority do not
go so far as to instal motor -driven coaches
in place of locomotives with steam outlines,
they are very much intrigued by such
features as traffic type light signals in place
of semaphores, and the automatic
control of electrically propelled
trains as they enter and
leave the block sec -

tracks. .......
..........
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on a big railway, should a signal lamp fail,
that is to say burn out, the section of track
which it controls is rendered dead, and a
train in that section is stopped. This
result is attained by means of a delicate
thermostat attached to the lamp, the
thermostat controlling a relay.

Fortunately, automatic control can
be very much simplified for
model working, and the .........

.......
is one which in-
volves the

..............
...

system described here

least amount of
apparatus and wiring,

and consequently avoids
complication.

.....
.....

No Railway
Accidents

There is a fascination
in knowing that if one has two

or three trains running on the
same line on a circular railway, even
though they do not all run at the same
speed, one train can never overtake another,
and that head- and rear -end collisions can
never occur, because the fast train is auto-
matically pulled up in the block section
behind that occupied by the slower train,
whilst the signal lights of the " dead "
section go to danger.

It may be thought that the system or
scheme must be a very elaborate one which
can bring about such results, and in actual
full-size practice it is rather complicated,
but this is because a great number of
refinements are called for which are not
necessary in a model railway. For instance,

00

SECTION 2

00

SFerion 3

AN AUTOMATIC CONTROL
AND SIGNALLING SYSTEM

By E. W. TWINING

Control Independent of Signals
At first sight it may seem that as there

can be no driver on the train, the system
must of necessity be more, rather than less,
intricate, but this is not the case. This is
partly due to the fact that the control is
independent of the signals. That is to say,
the signals, instead of controlling the track,
are themselves worked from the track
relays, and so it would make no difference
to the moving and stopping of the trains if
there were no signals at all. Since there are
no drivers on the trains to look at them,
they are fitted for effect and not for use.

Actually, the intentional stopping of
trains at stations, and the restarting of
them is at the will of the operator of the

DIReCTION OF

secnome*---
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SWITCH.

Fig. I.-A wiring diagram. showing a length of line covering six block section.

MAMA

railway, who controls them from a switch-
board as he also does the points to branch
and main lines, which points are set and
locked electrically.

First, Second and Third Rails
The scheme is comparatively simple, and

the simplicity is dependent upon the out-
standing fact that not only the conductor
rail, from which the motor on the locomotive
picks up its current, but one of the running
rails as well is divided up into block
sections, and this running rail must be
insulated from the corresponding rail in the
sections ahead of and behind it. The other
running rail is continuous and must be
bonded together at all joints, so that it
carries the main current. Besides the rails,
there is an insulated feeder wire laid
parallel with the track.

For convenience the three
rails are referred to as ......
follows :-First rail : 0*.
the continuous ......running

...... rail. Second
rail : the sectioned

.. . ..... or interrupted running
rail. Third rail: the con-

........ ductor of strip metal which is
.......... usually placed in the centre of the

track and upon which the collector shoe,
or brush, rubs.

It is not proposed to make any suggestions
regarding layout for a complete railway,
because so much has been most ably done

writers in this direction as well as
by manufacturing firms. The system sug-
gested is applicable to any layout of either
single or double track with or without
branches, and all the needs of the permanent
way and electrical departments are filled by
giving two wiring diagrams only, one show-
ing a single length of line, which in the case
of double track can be considered as either
the up line or the down line, and a complete
set of points with crossover for double track.

Diagram of Circuits
Fig. 1 is a diagram showing a length of

line covering six block sections, the length
of each section being made just as short or
as long as may be found convenient for the
railway, and for the frequency of the train
service.  In full-size practice the lengths
vary considerably, some of them extending
for several miles. In a model they may
also differ somewhat ; the short sections
being made not less than, say, one and a
half times the length of a train. Each
section is protected and controlled by a
relay provided with three contacts, whilst a
connection from the feeder wire is taken to

(Continued on page 323.)
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APRIL -the TIME
for MODEL BOATING
OUT ON THE LAKE in the keen fresh breeze, with the sun shining
above ! Let us watch the boat -dotted lake . . . white sails filling
. . . motors buzzing . . . paint work glistening !
There's a winner! That motor boat speeding past us-blue with a
white line and deck work. Her name 1 I just saw it. IOLANTHE.
Here's a game little white and green boat. RALEIGH's the name ! Thank
you, sonny. I can see you're proud of her. Only a guinea? She's worth it!
There's speed and grace personified-a " class " cabin cruiser or I'm
a Dutchman ! MARGARET ROSE I An ideal name.
That little yacht's a swift sailer-heading straight for the bank-
we'll turn her-ah-the CYGNET!
WHAT'S THAT 1 Someone's brought a " racer " out ! Why, she's
across the pond in a twinkling-and course dead straight. What, sonny
She's a "celebrity " here. That long, white speedboat ? BASSETT-
LOWKE'S "STREAMLINIA." That's the sort of boat for me! =6,

IOLANTHE! IOLANTHE. 27k". Clockwork and electric 35/-.
RALEIGH. 28". Clockwork. 21/-.
MARGARET ROSE. 28". Clockwork and
electric 78/6.
CYGNET. 20". 42/-.
STREAMLINIA. 9 gns. complete. Sets of
parts for I gn. per month. Start building her!
All described in 5.12 the new BASSETT-LOWKE SHIPS

CATALOGUE, price 6d. post free.
See our stand at the Model Railway Exhibition, Central Hall, Westminster. April 23rd -27th.

BASSETT- LOW K E LTD. NO
LONDON : 112 High Holborn, W.C. I. MANCHESTER : 28 Corporation St.

WHICH OF THESE IS YOUR PET SUBJECT ?
CIVIL ENGINEERING GROUP

Specifications. Structural Design.
Road Engineering. Structural Engineering.
Hydraulics. Reinforced Concrete.
Municipal Engineering. Sanitary Engineering.
General Civil Engineering. Geology.

SURVEYING GROUP
Valuations. Surveying and Levelling.
Heating and Ventilating. Building Construction.
Clerk of Works.

COMMERCIAL ENGINEERING GROUP
Salesmanship. Commercial Engineering.
Advertising. Cost Accounts.
Languages.

MECHANIC AL ENGINEERING GROUP
Works Management. Heat Engines.
Press Tool Work. Workshop Practice.
Maintenance Engineering. Fitting and Erecting.
Metallurgy.
Sheet Metal Work.
Welding.
Diesel Engines.
Refrigeration.

Inspection.
Ironfounding.
Pattern Making.
Draughtsmanship.

WIRELESS GROUP
General Wireless. Talking -Picture
Advanced Wireless. Engineering.
Television. Radio Servicing.

AUTOMOBILE
Garage Management.
Electrical Equipment.

ELECTRICAL E
Traction.
Electrical Supply.
Electrical Meters.
Electrical Design.
Installations.
Electrical Engineering.

AERONAUTICAL
Aerial Navigation.
Aeroplane Design.

ENGINEERING GROUP
Claims Assessing.
High-speed Diesels.

NGINEERING GROUP
Mains Engineering.
Telegraphy.
Telephony.
Alternating Currents.
Neon Lighting.
Power House Design.

ENGINEERING GROUP
Aero Engines.

One of these examinations would multiply your earning power ! WHICH ONE?
A.M.I.C.E. A.M.I.W.T. G.P.O. Supt. of Traffic. Inst. Mun. Sc Cy. E. City & Guilds. London Matriculation.
A.M.I.Struct.E.
Sanitary Inspectors.
A.M.I.H. & V.E.

A.Rad.A.
M.I.M.T.

Patent Office Examiner.
Handicrafts Instructor.

M.R.San.l.
F.S.I.
A.R.I.B.A.

A.M.I.Fire.E.
A.M.I.E.E.

G.P.O. Prob. Inspector.
Air Navigators'

Certificate.
A.M.I.Mech.E. A.F.R.Ae.S. Inspector of Factories. A.M.I.A.E. Ground Engineers'
A.M.I.P.E. B.Sc. Degree. Aircraft Apprentices. F.A.I. A.M.I.Ae.E. Certificate.

May we send you full particulars of our unique tutorial organisation ? Whatever your requirements,
whether you desire a complete course of instruction, or tuition in some specialised subject, our Organisation
is so planned that it will dovetail into your needs exactly.

As an indication of the strength of the B.I.E.T. Tutorial Organisation, it should be clearly noted that
we alone guarantee to return full fees to any student who does not pass his chosen Examination
successfully. In short, " If you do not pass, you do not pay."

Send to -day for a free copy of " ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES." This valuable 268 -page Guide
shows clearly and definitely the way in which you may carve out a successful career in your chosen branch
of Engineering, irrespective of your age, education or experience. Among a host of other things, it gives
details of all the above -mentioned Courses and shows the easiest way to prepare (in the privacy of your own
home) for any of the recognised Examinations we have listed.

" ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES " should most certainly be in your hands. Send for your
copy at once-free of cost or obligation.

BRITISH INSTITUTE of ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
410 SHAKESPEARE HOUSE, 29-31 OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.1.

Austldwion Enquiries Box 3597S. Sorbet,. South African Enquiries : P.O. Box 4701. Jo'burg. Canadian Enquiries : 219 Bay Street. Toronto.
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MODEL ELECTRIC RAILWAYS
(Continued from page 321)

the movable armature of the relay. At the
entrance to each section a signal lamp
standard is placed having a red and a green
light.

As will be seen from the diagram, the
current supply (the sketch shows a 12 -volt
battery) is taken to the feeder wire and to
the first rail. The circuit, when a motor
of a train is on the track in, say, section 5,
as shown in the diagram, is from the battery
to the first rail, from the first rail through
the frame of the engine to the brushes and
armature windings of the motor, through
the third rail, the lower contact point on the
relay, the relay armature to the feeder wire,
and so back to battery.
Lighting of Signal Lamps

Now the bridging over between the first
rail and the sectioned second rail by the
wheels and axles of the train closes another
circuit, i.e., from the first to second rails
through axle, from the second rail to the
windings of the coils of the relay in section 4,
through the feeder and back to the battery.
This relay is thus actuated, the contact
leading to the third rail of section 4 is broken
and this section is rendered dead. At the
same time, the connection through the upper
contact is interrupted, and the green light
of section 5, which had previously been
glowing, is extinguished. The closing of the

relay passes current to the red lamp, and
this is made to glow until the train passes
out of section 5, when No. 4 relay falls back,
and everything is restored to its original
state ready for the next train.

From this it will be seen that should a
fast following train be overtaking another,
it will be repeatedly stopped in the section
behind that occupied by the leading train.

ti

TO
2 N12
RAIL

TO RED LAMP
-0- TO GREEN LAMP

TO THIRD RAIL.,-

FROM BATTERY
,1A FEEDER GABLE.

Fig. 3.-A perspective sketch of the relay.

Where stations occur, the trains, unless
they are to run through, will be stopped by
the operator, and to do this he will have a
switch on his control panel with a wire run

to the relay of the section in which the
station is placed, say section 6. This will
enable the operator to close the relay and so
cut off current from section 6 at the precise
moment when the train is in the station.
Any following train will continue to run
until it reaches section 5, where the signals
for section 6 will be against it, and it will
pull up.
Relays

A scale drawing of the relays is given in
Fig. 2. In the foregoing, upper and lower
contacts have been referred to, but actually
these are side by side and all three are made
of thin spring brass. The coils are on
bobbins of thin sheet brass, each wound with
about 5 oz. No. 28 enamelled copper wire.
The two are connected up in series and
encased in thin sheet -iron to increase the
magnetic effect. The cores are of soft iron,
as is also the armature. The pivots of the
latter are formed by brass screws shouldered
down.

To pull the armature off the cores when
they cease to be polarised, an adjustable
weight formed by two knurled nuts is
shown-two are necessary for locking pur-
poses. Large terminal heads of brass may
be used for making up this weight. The
rest of the details will be obvious from the
drawing, aided by Fig. 3, which is a per-
spective view.

(To be continued.)

THESE notes deal with the usual
methods of accumulator storing as
practised to -day, together with some

information that has been acquired through
experience. There are two common
methods of storing, wet and dry, each of
which is divided into two subsections
depending on the exact technique involved.

The dry method seems the most enticing,
since batteries so stored need not be
touched for twelve months, but it is the
least satisfactory, and cannot be recom-
mended. The battery is given a full charge
until voltage and specific gravity readings
have been constant for a period of one hour,
then an over -charge of one hour is given.
The cells are then emptied and the battery
acid stored for future use. When possible,
remove the plates from the boxes, wash in
distilled water and replace the separators,
if of wood, with new ones. \Vash out the
containers with distilled water, leaving the
plates in the water. Now replace the
plates, seal the containers, fill up with
distilled water, and leave for thirty hours,
when it should be emptied. Allow it to
drain for a minute and then seal the vent
plugs. The battery should be stored in a
cool dry place.

Doubtful Cells
This method may be varied, especially

with cells whose condition is doubtful, by
merely emptying out the acid and replacing
with distilled water as before. Some autho-
rities state that before cells are put into
dry storage they should bA fully discharged
at the normal rate. This means that the
battery must not be short-circuited through
a length of thick wire or left standing until
discharged before putting into storage.
After fully discharging through a suitable
lamp or other load, the cells are treated as
under the charged method. After twelve
months the battery must be refilled with its
original acid, or acid of the same S.G., and
given a long slow charge at half the normal
rate. If the battery is left as long as
twelve months. it is generally found that the
negative plates have acquired a composition
resembling hard slate, and will neither take
nor hold a charge. This is the one big

STORING
ACCUMULATORS

disadvantage with these methods, and they
are not to be recommended except in those
cases where it is impossible to keep the
battery charged. However, before resort-
ing to the above methods, the others should
be first thoroughly investigated.

There is yet one other method of treating
a battery before putting it into dry storage,
which is considered the best, but it has the
disadvantage of damaging the positive
plates if these have seen much service.
The cells are emptied and the acid replaced
with distilled water, which is left for twelve
hours. The cells are then given a charge
until all gas freely, and the gravity remains
constant, readings being taken every thirty
minutes. The plates are now washed in
distilled water and then left in water for
twenty-four hours, when they are ready for
dry storage as before.

Methods of Charging
Those who have faculties for charging

should adopt one of the following methods ;
details of the actual charging methods are
omitted, but if unfamiliar to the reader he
is strongly advised to read " Accumulators,"
by F. J. Camm, obtainable from Messrs.
Geo. Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2.. Price Ls., or ls. 2d.
post free. Arrange the batteries on a suit-
able bench where they will not be disturbed,
and where spanners and other tools are not
Likely to get left or dropped on them and
cause " shorts." The trickle -charging rate
will depend on the type of cell, but it may
be best found by a little experiment.
Connect the cells in series, examine and
correct the acid level, and test the gravity.
Start charging, test the gravity each day;
if the cells gas, then too much current is
passing, but if the gravity falls slowly, then
the charging rate must be increased. When
a satisfactory rate has been determined, the
cells may be left undisturbed, but should
have the acid level and gravity checked

each month. Before storing cells on trickle
charge, they should have had a full charge
immediately beforehand.

The best method of storing cells is to give
the battery a full charge once every two
months. Arrange the cells so that leads
from the charging panel may be easily
connected, examine and correct acid level.
etc., and then give the batteries a full
charge. The cells may now be left for two
months, but before charging again the acid
level should be noted. If any cell is lower
than the others, charge until it is again
healthy, or, if this does not bring it up,
examine carefully, and correct the mistake.

Useful Hints
To the above notes several hints must be

added. Use only distilled water unless
your tap water has been approved by the
local Battery Service Station. Space all
batteries, and, where possible, arrange them
on standard porcelain insulators, or, failing
this, on white porcelain tiles. After
charging carefully, dry the tops of each cell
and vaseline all connectors, terminals, etc.,
and see that the vent plugs are not blocked
up. For the hydrometer reading to be of
any real use, they must be tabulated as soon
as taken, and then the performance of the
cell can be told at a glance. Make up a
table of a series of columns, and mount it
over the battery bench on a loose board, so
that the attendant may carry it round with
him and enter up any readings of the
particular cells.

An article of this type would not be
complete without a few notes on storing
nickel -iron accumulators. These cells can
be left for years either charged or uncharged
without being damaged in any way, but
if charged they will maintain the full voltage
on open circuit for periods of up to twelve
months and over, and then deliver their
full capacity. It should be noted that if
the cells have been given a recent charge the
vent plugs should be unscrewed to allow any
gas to escape. and then tightened up again,
vaseline all terminals and connectors, also
see that the cells are placed on a dry bench
away from lead -acid batteries. These notes
apply specially to the Ni-Fs cells.
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Fig. 1.-Lightly clean up the reversed face of the flange and, with an inside
screw -cutting tool, scribe the 1 f -in, diameter pitch circle as shown.

THE next parts to claim attention are
those forming the moving unit. They
are the crankshaft, part 5 ; connecting

rod, part 7 ;  piston, part 8 ; cam adapter,
part 9, and sundry small parts connected
with them.

Machining the Crankshaft
As the crankshaft is supplied in a

" roughed -out " condition, the final machin-
ing can be straightway commenced. File
off the parting pip (if any) from the tail end
of the blank and hold in the 3 -jaw chuck

LATHEWORK FOR AMATEURS

BUILDING GA 15 c.c.

SPKOKE PETROL
(Continued from page 168 of the January 1935 issue)

Some provision
will have to be
made for holding
the shaft before
the crank -pin can
be machined.
Reference to the
crankshaft draw-
ng (part 5) reveals
that the centre of

the pin s As off centre, and it will also be
noticed that the bolt holes in the flange of
the cam adapter (part 9) are arranged on
a pitch circle of 11 in. diameter. This part
will then form a very convenient throw -
plate and enable the pin to be machined
on the centres.

The centre hole in the cam adapter, if
not already done, is reamed to 1 in. dia-
meter and passed over the end of the shaft,
still in the lathe, and a nut passed on with
the fingers, as seen in Fig. 3. Bring the tail
centre to bear in the centre hole, and adjust

Fig. 2.-.Showing the shaft mounted ready for turning the pin
and finishing the front face.

by the lf-in. diameter portion, allowing the
face to project about 1 in. clear of the jaws.
Tap the end of the shaft true and tighten
the jaws well on to the work. Centre -drill
the end of the shaft, and support with the
tail -centre.

Turn the shaft its entire length to within
A above 1 in. diameter. Further reduce
the shaft to a similar amount over -1 in.
diameter, stopping the cut 11 in. away
from the shoulder, and turn back for the
thread to' - in. diameter so as to leave
the 1 -in. diameter portion 1 in. long. Take
a light facing cut across the 11 -in. diameter
portion and a second cut e in. deep, to
form a boss 11 in. in diameter. This pro-
vides clearance for the outer ring of the
ball -race. The shaft before finishing is
seen in Fig. 2. Screw the thread on to the
lathe, carefully fitting it to a standard -o-in.
B.S.F. nut. Finish turning the }-in. and
1 -in. diameters, leaving a couple of thou-
sandths for final finishing with a very
smooth file. Ease the front end of both
diameters slightly, so that the races push
on easily to within in. of the shoulders as
shown in Fig. 2.

finely ground inside screw -cutting tool
against the mark and scribe the 1} -in.
diameter pitch circle with it by running the
lathe, as is shown in Fig. 1.

Remove the adapter and divide the pitch
circle into six equal parts and carefully spot
up the hole positions. Drill the holes
slightly under No. 6 B.A. tapping size, and
lightly countersink the mouth of one hole to
60 degrees. The crankshaft can now be
taken from the chuck, and with the shaft
properly supported in a vee-block, find the
centre and scribe a line TV in. above it on
to the face of the crank -pin. Before scrib-
ing, the shaft must be rotated to bring the
pin in the highest position. Bisect the line
on the pin and spot up with care and drill
with a centre drill.

Machining the Crank -pin
Select a suitable carrier to hold on the

* in. diameter of the adapter and pass on
to the shaft, arranging it so that the long

Fig. 3.-Taking a facing cut across the
balance weight.

for running, afterwards ocking the nut with
a spanner. Take this precaution to prevent
moving in the chuck whilst tightening.
Turn the forward boss to 41 in. diameter for
a distance of IA in. (plus a few thou.), to
the face of the flange, which must be cleaned
up in any case. This boss must be smoothly
finished to a good
running fit in the
*-in. diameter hole
in part 3. Turn the
flange over the top
to exactly 1 -&-in.
diameter, and
reverse the adapteron the shaft.
Lightly clean up the
reversed face of the
flange and scribe a
short line on it
exactly j72 in. from
the edge: Bring
the point of a

Fig. 4.-Showing the
crankshaft and cam

adapter.

boss is nearest the cranl; end, lightly locking
by means of a nut. The countersunk hole
is arranged approximately in line with the
centre hole in the pin. Place between the
centres and get the back face of the crank
plate running true, by slightly twisting the
cam adapter on the shaft in the required
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OVIODEL TWO -

E NGINE TART HI
By W. H. DELLER

direction, and afterwards lock in position.
Insert a small brass pad between the end
of the screw and the work before locking
the carrier. Fig. 2 shows the shaft mounted
ready for turning the pin and finishing the
front face.

Take a facing cut across the balance
weight to leave it in. in thickness and face
out as far as possible round the pin to leave
the web f in. thick. This is most con-
veniently carried out with a holing tool, as
is also the turning of the crank -pin itself.
Reference to Fig. 3 will make the method
clear. Finely finish the pin to .374 in.
diameter, leaving a small radius in the
corner. Continue the facing cut with a
square inside recessing tool and bore away
the inside edge of the balance weight until
it is ff in. away from the inside edge of
the crank -pin. This part of the machining
is now complete, with the exception of
turning the crank plate to size and drilling
the lightening holes.

depth of 1 in. is
reached. Scribe a
short line with
odd legs on each
side of the crank-
pin in. fromthe edge of
the crank plate,
and drill a A -in.
diameter hole on
both sides at centre distances off in. from the
edges of the pin. A 11 -in. (or No. 5) dia-
meter hole is drilled right through the
crank -pin and plate, and tapped halfway
with a k -in. B.S.F. thread. Chamfer the
mouth of this hole on both sides, and also
do the same to the other lightening holes.

Finishing the Cam Adapter
Finish the adapter by holding it in the

three -jaw chuck on the if in. diameter so
that it runs true. Face the front of the
flange to j in., and turn the boss to 1 in.

Fig. 6.-Adjusting the depth of the grooves.

After removing the cam adapter, grip
the shaft in the chuck by the 1 -in. diameter
and turn the plate over the top to I fi in.
diameter.

Centre the plate and drill a -{g-in. dia-
meter hole down the shaft for a depth of

in. to the lip of the drill, and continue
drilling with a f -in. drill until a total

Fig. 5.-Scraping a small radius on the mouth of the piston before
removing from the chuck.

better not to rely upon the small chucking boss
to machine the piston, but to grip the body of
the casting in the chuck for the purpose.

Catch in the chuck and face back the
skirt until the piston is 11 in. long from
the edge of the head. Bore out to in.
diameter with a slightly round -nosed tool,
machining right up to the bottom edge of the
internal bosses. For the purpose of the
subsequent operation, see that a good finish
is obtained in the hole, scraping a small
radius on the mouth before removing from
the chuck (see Fig. 5).

Fig. 8.-Showing the partly assembled unit.

diameter and face. Mouth out the front of
the hole to in. diameter to a depth of
.3'2. in. Chamfer the front of the hole by
setting the tool slide to 45 degrees until the
front measures if in. diameter. Leave this
countersink with a good finish, as it pro-
vides a locking face for the special and coned
locking nut. Open the holes in the flange with

a No.43 drill, slight-
ly chamfer on both
sides, and tap No. 6
B.A. Fig. 4 shows
the crankshaft and
cam adapter at this
stage.

Machining the
Piston and Con-
necting Rod
The " con -rod "

and piston, parts 7
and 8 respectively,
are comparatively
simple jobs. It is

Fig.7.-Showing the
finished piston and

connecting rod.

There is one little job to do now, before
the piston is finished, namely, drilling and
tapping the piston ring retaining the screw
hole, which if left until later, cannot be
successfully accomplished. Scribe a line on
the side of the piston barely 14 in. up from
the bottom edge and drill and tap a No. 6
B.A. hole through towards the centre.
Turn a peg in the chuck and polish so that
the piston will " wring " on to it, using a
little oil to prevent seizure. Turn and
polish the piston on the outside diameter
to 1 in. and turn the ring grooves. This
can best be done by grinding a parting
tool to .0015 in. wider than the rings and
feeding straight in. The depth of the
grooves should be such that when the ring
is in the groove (see Fig. 6), and a rule laid
along the piston, there is a clearance of A in.
between the rule and inside edge of the ring.
The tapped hole should come in the middle
of the centre ring -land.

Saw off the chucking piece and file up
the head of the piston. Mark off for the
gudgeon -pin holes at a distance of if in.
up from the bottom opposite to the internal
bosses. Lay the piston on a vee-block,
find the centre and set the baffle on the head
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level with the surface plate. Scribe across
the lines previously made and make a
centre dot where the lines intersect on both
sides Centre -drill on each side and drill a
a -in. hole through the bosses. As these
holes must be in line, the drilling is best
carried out in the lathe with the piston
supported on the tail centre. Follow
through with a No. 19 drill, and open out
to in. diameter with a parallel reamer,
but do not let the " lead " of the reamer
go right through both bosses. Use the
piece of steel supplied for the pin as a gauge,
and make the fit of the hole such that the
steel taps lightly into the back hole.
Should a suitable reamer not be available,
a drill may with care be used in the same
manner.

The Gudgeon -Pin
The gudgeon -pin (part No. 11) is, accord-

ing to the specification, made of case-
hardened mild steel, but the material
actually supplied is silver steel, so that if
hardening is thought necessary, it must be
quenched and tempered to a very dark
straw. Pads (part No. 12) are fitted to
the pin. Small snap head copper rivets may
be used, but if turned from copper or brass
rod, are best made on the end of a short
piece and driven lightly into the pin, cut and
faced off afterwards to make the total length
over the pads measure slightly under 1 in.,
the ends being domed to in. radius.

A small pin requires fitting in the tapped
hole in the piston. This must fit tightly
and therefore a portion of a standard screw
is unsuitable. Ease a piece of On. diameter
brass rod down to 110 in. diameter and run
on % in. of No. 6 B.A. thread, adjusting the
die to give a tight -fitting thread. Screw

into the piston and cut off and file down
flush with the surface, then with a fine safe -
edged file, flat off the pin on each side where
it projects in the ring grooves to leave it
proud of the sides of the centre land by
A in. The fitting of the piston rings is
left for the moment.

The Con -Rod
The connecting rod (part No. 7) is made

from i-in. square Duralumin bar. Mark a
centre line lengthwise on same and drill
and ream a 1 -in. diameter and an if -in.
diameter hole at a centre distance of 211r in.
Machine up correctly the I -in. bosses, as
shown in Fig. 10, and treat the small end
in a similar manner. Remove the metal
between the bosses by sawing and filing, and
adopt the same metho I for shaping the rod.
After facing the bosses down to in. across,
central with the web, radius one side of the
fin. hole to suit the crank -pin. By the
way, the pin must project slightly above
the face of this boss. Provision is made for
lubrication by drilling a hole through the
bottom of the boss in the big -end and filing
a A slot across the boss in the small end.
Fig. 7 shows the finished piston and con -
rod. A special }-in. B.S.F. brass screw
(part No. 10) retains the big end of the
connecting rod, and as it is a simple part
to make, no comment, beyond the fact that
the thread should be a good fit and the
head screwed down in close contact with
the end of the crank -pin, is necessary.

Lapping the Cylinder
Take a short piece of 1 -in. diameter

bright mild steel about 4 in. or 5 in. long,
face up one end and ease down if necessary
with a fine file to the exact size. Cut a

series of shallow annular grooves along the
prepared portion, about in. apart, with
the nose of a front turning tool. File a
small radius on the end of the bar. If the
lap will not pass into the cylinder liner, ease
it slightly until the front just pushes in.
Charge the lap with very fine cutting com-
pound such as rouge and oil, run the lathe
slowly and push the cylinder backwards
and forwards until the bore is polished. This
operation requires care to prevent seizure.

Assemble the piston and connecting rod
and lap the piston to the cylinder by hand.

Wash both parts in petrol and proceed
with the fitting of the rings. Ease the ends
of the ring if necessary, to permit them to
pass into the mouth of the cylinder. The
rings will, of course, go in without filing,
but in all probability the adjacent ends
will not lie flush. Carefully fit until they
do, allowing the ends to butt together,
without clearance. Next file a small notch
in each ring to fit over the pin, fitted in the
piston to prevent the rings from turning.
These notches should be made in such
relative positions that the gap in each ring
will be spaced from the other at 180 degrees,
also so that the ends of both rings do not
travel over the ports. Lightly  lap the
rings to the cylinder by hand. After this
has been done it will be noticed that there
is sufficient clearance between the ends of
the rings.

There is just one point regarding the
coned retaining nut (part 19) for the cam
adapter. See that the tapped hole is
absolutely true with the coned surface.
Fig. 8 shows the partly assembled unit.
This brings the engine approaching the
point where final assembling may be
commenced.

THE world is slowly realising that there
is more potential wealth and pros-
perity and happiness in a lump of coal

than in an ingot of gold.
Fifty years ago or even less, coal was

burnt in the ordinary grate without a
thought of what was going up the chimney
in smoke. Valuable chemicals which are now
being collected and " bottled " went up into
the skies and blackened our atmosphere.

To a certain extent this is still so, but we
are being gradually educated to see how
much of our national prosperity depends on
the complete scientific exploitation of our
natural resources.

Very few people have any idea of the vast
number of entirely different substances
which can be derived from coal. Take gas -
2l tons of it can be extracted from 100
tons of coal. From the same 100 tons of
coal we can get 1,000 gallons of tar, enough
to make miles of road surface.

From the black tar also come a number of
dyes. Coal tar, too, is the base of one of the
effective remedies for diseases of the skin.

Main By-products
From what remains of the carbonised

coal we get graphite, coke, ammonia and
the residual flue dust. These are the main
by-products, and once they have been
extracted and isolated the scientist gets to
work and starts to separate them to the
last ounce.

Every time you burn coal in the domestic
grate you lose 75 per cent. of the heat and
every one of the above by-products go up
the chimney. It is about as extravagant
and foolish as burning furniture.

The coal industry of this country is in a
bad state, and things do not look like im-
proving for some time to come. Normally,
vast quantities of coal are used for iron
and steel production, but this has become
greatly reduced in the last few years. Our

COAL-Some I

Interesting Facts
coal magnates are at last realising that if
prosperity is to be restored to the coal
industry every single ounce of that coal must
be utilised.

Every year we import over 2,000,000,000
gallons of foreign oil and petrol, partly for
our ships and partly for our cars. If we
were to utilise coal in the way it should be
utilised, we could supply all our needs in
this direction.

Nearly 200 substances have been isolated
from coal at the present time, including the
heavy oil with which nearly 1,000 of our
ships are driven.

Coal Derivatives
Who would think that when we develop

our snaps we are using coal -derived chemi-
cals and that when we have a headache
we can take a coal -derived aspirin tablet to
cure it ?

But this is only a beginning. Our cars
are driven by benzole, and the roads they
run on are made with tar, both important
coal by-products. We write with coal -
derived graphite pencils, cook our meals
and heat our rooms with coal -derived gas,
we sit in the cinema and the image we watch
on the screen is lit with coal -derived carbon
arcs, the ice which cools us in summer is
made by coal -derived ammonia, our dainty
perfumes are made from coal -derived gas,
the houses we live in are made from coal -
derived blocks.

The dirt in our skies is another important
aspect of this vital problem. More than
half of the three -year -old children in this
country have rickets because they are

robbed of sunlight by the smoke pall which
hangs over our cities.

Fogs
During heavy fogs caused by smoke

traffic is disorganised. In twenty-seven
days of fog during recent years the buses of
London lost 400,000 working miles. We
insist on clean food, clean water, bodily
cleanliness, yet our breathing tubes and
lungs are blackened and polluted with dust,
soot and sulphuric acid.

We protest against the vandalism of
writing on the sky-and allow industries to
blot out the sky writing.

Consider for a moment the matter poured
forth from coal -burning chimneys. It was
said recently that the city of Manchester
burns 3,000,000 tons of coal a year, only
750,000 tons of which are used fur domestic
purposes. There are 1,100 factory chimneys
and 150,000 houses in that city con-
tinuously discharging into the air a product
of the incomplete combustion of these
millions of tons of coal. The result is that
20,000 tons of solid matter falls into the
city area, with tar and acid, to the amount
of 75,000 and 200,000 gallons respectively.

Because of this condition of soot, Man-
chester spends on the small matter of
laundry bills a quarter of a million pounds
a year more than it would spend if its air
were as clean as that of Harrogate.

Many prominent industrialists are
awakening to the urgent need for a scientific
coal industry. The more extensive use of coa
by-products will permit of more economic
manufacture of the main products, gas and
coke ; and this, in turn, will benefit in-
dustry, particularly the iron and steel in-
dustry, which annually consumes large
quantities of metallurgical coke. By
burning raw coal millions of pounds worth
of valuable by-products literally go up our
chimneys in smoke,
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"PLASTICS" AND THEFKUSES
An account of the new synthetic resins. Progress in the next ten years will produce strong

light materials which will influence many branches of engineering and construction.

ASPECIAL section of the exhibition of
British Art in Industry is devoted to
plastics mouldings. A whole room is

panelled with cameos of these new materials.
Yet ten years ago plastics were scarcely on
the market. The rise to importance of
this remarkable group of substances will
go on rapidly. They are destined to have
a very great influence
on the course of every-
day civilisation in the
course of the next ten
years.

As yet the most
ambitious plastic pro-
duct in familiar use is
a wireless cabinet
pressed out in one
piece. But plastic
manufacturers are al-
ready prepared to
mould the complete
interior furnishings of
a house, from the doors
and wall panellings to
the furniture and bath-
room fittings. The
most remarkable
development is the
new crystal-clear plas-
tic which is illustrated.
This is assured of an
immediate outlet in
the replacement of present-day safety glass
in motor cars. As it is at least as strong
as cast-iron and can be moulded to any
shape it should solve the problem of equip-
ing stream -lined cars with large windows
without interfering with the stream-
lined curves. The strength, lightness and
colourful durability of plastics have every-
thing to recommend them to the car de-
signer, and even to the aeronautical engineer,
in their search for light materials which
will give high performance at low horse -
powers.

What are Plastics ?
Speaking in the most general terms, a

plastic is any sort of resinous or gummy
material which on being cast, pressed or
moulded, sets hard and firm. Thus shellac
is classed as a plastic. So are artificial silk
and celluloid. But to -day the term is
reserved for certain types of artificial resins,
the first example of which was bakelite.
Bakelite was first made by a Belgian
chemist, Baeker, in 1906, by heating to-
gether strong formalin and a substance
obtained from coal tar, called phenol. He
found that his resin became hard and firm
when it was heated and pressed. The
material had a limited use during the post-
war years for making electrical apparatus.
Its advantages were quickly realised, and
soon chemists got on the track of other
substances like it. The business really got
under weigh in 1924. ' Since then one
measure of its progress is the thousands of
patents which have been taken out to
protect the manufacture of newly dis-
covered plastics.

A few of the groups of these substances
are the formaldehyde -urea, the benzyl-
cellulose, the vinyl -acetate and cellulose
acetate plastics. These are names indicat-

ing the chemical origins of preparation.
Rubber forms the starting -point of a group
of plastics. Investigation goes rapidly
along lines which are designed to find new
plastics of greater strength, transparency
and resistance to heat. A plastic has even
been produced to replace the natural gum
used for chewing gum.

sometimes used. Heavy pressure and steam
heat cause the resin first to flow and then to
change into a smooth hard tenacious sub-
stance. Pressure is left on for about a
minute to effect the cure, and then the
press is opened and there in the mould lies
the brightly coloured article. A short
annealing process may follow and feather

edges from the " flash
off " of the mould may
have to be machined
off. After that the
article is quite ready
for the market.

The control of the
moulding needs a prac-
tised hand. The pres-
sure on the press must
be exactly controlled.
The weight of the
charge has to be just
right otherwise the
moulding is not clean.
The mould and the die
must be bright and
clean otherwise the
moulding is stained
and marked. Stainless
steel moulds and dies
are therefore used. The
temperature of the
steam heating controls
the polish and tenacity

of the moulding. Finally, experience is
required in mixing different coloured
pellets and powders to get the right shades
and runs of the mottlings and marbellings,
which are a feature of plastic mouldings.

Features of Plastics
The behaviour of a plastic to heat

depends on the resin from which it has been
pressed. Some soften and run just above
the boiling point of water. But others are
not affected by heat until they become so
hot that they char. None of the modern

ones are inflammable like
celluloid. Plastics with
every fresh discovery in-
crease in strength. They
are at the present day some-
where round the cast-iron
mark. One called vinylite,
a milk -white solid, made by

heating two chemi-
cal liquids with
soda, needs a ham-
mer and anvil to
break it. It is
used for gramo-
phone records as

A display of unbreakable table ware, made of - Beat! urea-fo rmaldehyde plastic.

How Plastics are Made
The first step in the manufacture of a

plastic is to make the resin. This is a
process of chemical synthesis in which
liquid substances are mixed together and
heated. The chemist calls it a condensa-
tion. The result is a thick, syrupy liquid.
This is then evaporated under vacuum to
give a stiff gum. At this point a " filler "
is mixed in and colouring matter, if desired,
is added. Fillers are usually either wood
meal or cotton lint. The mixture of gum
and filler is then completely dried and
afterwards ground to a very fine powder in
a ball mill. This powder is then sent
forward to the moulding
presses in powder form
or as lightly pressed
pellets.

The moulding process
presses the resin powder
into the form of the
finished article, and sets
it hard and firm at the
same time. This setting
is called the " cure."
The powder or pellets
are fed to a steel mould,
and a die is closed on the
mould. Between die
and mould the shape of
the finished arti-
cle is formed. The
moulds are steam -
heated, and the
die is forced home by hydraulic
pressure. Pressures as high as
200 tons per square inch are

A blade mixing machine for
mixing resin syrup with
fillers and colouring matter.
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One of the most interesting examples of the beautiful
effects which can be obtained by engraving the new
transparent plastic material. This is a dodecahedron,
with a hole in the top surface which is facing the
camera. Through this hole is seen a pentagon facing
in the opposite direction, with a star engraved upon it.
The star is seen direct through the central hole, but
the stars which appear to be engraved on the other
facets are actually seen by reflection and refraction.
There is only one star though six appear in the

illustration.

its toughness gives an almost indefinite life to
the fine grooves of modern electrical record-
ings. Others are extremely flexible, and
can be produced in thin transparent sheets
giving the better quality cellophanes. If
the original resin is hot -rolled on to cotton
fabric, brightly coloured transparent
materials are produced, which are indistin-
guishable from oiled silk. Cellulosic paints
and lacquers represent another large class
of plastics, which are brilliant, hard-
wearing and oilproof. You have only to
notice the screw caps of bottles and tubes
in a chemist's shop to realise how much

plastics have replaced old-fashioned corks
and therefore how cheap they are to pro-
duce. Wherever you see articles made of
materials which you would vaguely call
vulcanite, celluloid or bakelite you may be
fairly certain that it is made of one of the
more modern plastics.

Colour
Originally one of the troubles with

plastic resins was that they turned brown
or muddy with age. Research has over-
come this difficulty. The picture of the
plastic crystal shows that in this direction

perfection has been reached. The colour-
lessness of the modern plastic and its
stability to light permit the use of dyes and
fillers which give such shades as clear jade
and rose quartz. Effects running from
opaque to translucent and transparent can
be obtained with the utmost certainty.
Even the high lights of opal and onyx can
be imitated.

In plastics, science has sprung a group of
materials on the world which are more
wonderful than the most inventive of scien-
tific prophets have dreamt about. By some,
the near future is heralded as the Plastic Age.

A batch grinding ball mill. Dried, filled resin is rolled over and over inside this with hard sled
balls which crush it to a fine powder.

HATCHING EGGS BY AIR FROM ENGLAND TO AUSTRALIA
AN experiment never before attempted,

that of sending a sitting of hatching
eggs for 12,800 miles by air, was

carried out in connection with the recent
departure of the first air -mail service from
this country to Australia.

The eggs were consigned by Captain the
Hon. C. K. Greenway (now Lord Green -
way) from his poultry -farm at Stanbridge
Earls, Romsey (Hants.), to Mr. F. P. Finney,
of the Rhode Island Red Club, Sydney,
New South Wales. On their first stage the
eggs were flown from London to Paris.
Then came a train link to Brindisi, and
after this an air voyage across the Mediter-
ranean in one of the big Imperial Airways
flying -boats. From Cairo the load went on
above the desert to Baghdad, and on down
the Persian Gulf to Karachi.

Across India
Across India the stages were flown in

one of the monoplane air -liners operated
by Indian Trans -Continental Airways, an
associated Company of Imperial Airways.

From Calcutta the flight continued to
Rangoon and Singapore; and then on
eastward over fresh air links to Port
Darwin and Brisbane-these new sections
from Malaya to Australia being operated
by Qantas Empire Airways, another
associated company of Imperial Airways.
The consignment of eggs reached Brisbane
twelve and a half days after leaving London,
as compared with a journey of forty-five

days had they gone by land and
sea transport, representing a
saving of thirty-two and a half
days. From Brisbane they con-
tinued to Sydney by rail, being
delivered to Mr. Finney a few
days later. He immediately
examined the consignment and
found it in perfect condition,
not a single egg having been
damaged in transit.

This first consignment of
hatching eggs by air from
England created immense
interest in Australia. Photo-
graphs of the eggs, and of the
box in which they travelled,
appeared in the Press, with full
accounts of the experiment.

Mr. Finney, the recipient of
the eggs, has since communi-
cated with Qantas Empire
Airways, and also with Lord
Greenway. In one letter, after
promising to report further as
to the results actually obtained
in the hatching of the eggs, he
says : " This experiment has
created a ' stir ' everywhere
throughout Australia, and I
feel personally that it will open
.up and develop the importing
and exporting of hatching
eggs to many parts of the
world."

Experimenting with a new type of Land Yacht.

II
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ELECTRIC LIGHTING
FOR OVIODELSATHOUGH light is the most funda-

mental controlling factor in all human
activity, the science of lighting has

been for many years the most neglected of
all. It is only recently that the importance
of properly applied lighting has been
realised and steps taken to ensure its pro-
vision. This tendency has been reflected
not only in the more correct light-
ing of ordinary models, but in the
widespread production of models
designed solely to show lighting
effects.

Model lighting may be divided
broadly into three classes ; firstly,
exterior lighting, either to show up
the model to its best advantage, or
to represent natural lighting in the
case of a scenic model ; secondly,
the reproduction in a model of the
actual lighting systems present in
the prototype; thirdly, the use of
models definitely designed to show
the effect of a new lighting system
in a proposed building. Generally
speaking, the first two applications
alone concern the average model-
maker, the third is the province
of the architect and professional
modelist.

A Model Locomotive
Few constructors realise the im-

mense improvement that may be
effected upon a well -finished model
by means of properly applied
lighting ; to take a common in-
stance, that of a locomotive. This
is often housed in a glass case or
upon a pedestal, and the owner
usually relies upon the general room
lighting for illuminating his model,
with the result that the most im-
pressive parts, the brightly polished
motion work, are left in semi-
darkness by the shadowing effect of
the running boards. It is possible
to obtain for a few shillings, tubular
lamps about 10 in. long and less than
1 in. in diameter, complete with
reflector for use on the house mains. One
of these lamps mounted on either side of the
model at the bottom of the case will cause
the usually obscure parts of the locomotive
to stand out with a clearness and sparkle
that will astonish even its builder. This
treatment, w i t h
variations, is
applicable to

WRITE
INTER/OR

PLATED
SPUN OR
HAMMERED CRP

most models with great success. Most
standard high -voltage lamps are available
with blue -tinted glass bulbs known as
" daylight blue " finish these produce a

Fig. 1.-A striking photograph of a scale model of
designed by one of our contributors, Mr. E. W. Twining.

constructed on the diorama principle.

very white light which shows up the white
metals with a far greater brilliance than the
more yellow light from the usual type of
lamp.

Probably the greatest achievement in the
way of scenic model lighting was the

ranoramic working model of the
attack on Zeebrugge at the British

GREEN OR GREY
Empire Exhibition in 1925. Here
the representation of a sunset

INTER/OR and the gradually appearing stars
equalled anything to be produced

Fig. 2. -A by the lavish lighting equipment of
standard corn- a full-size theatre.
mercial reflector.

A Model of Bournemouth
A more modern instance is the

large model of Bournemouth on
view at Waterloo Railway Station.
This model, which is probably the

Fig. 5.-A cut-off
opal bulb used as a

hanging fitting.

GLASS HELD
BY SPRING

CLIPS

Fig. 4.- A
use for a cut-
off standard
opal lamp.

Bournemouth,
The model is

How the appearance
of models may be
improved by properly
applied lighting effects.

most magnificent of its kind ever
produced, represents in two sections one
and a half square miles reproduced in the
completest detail. It is constructed on the

diorama principle, that is, the scale
diminishes from front to back in
order to produce perspective until
it merges into the backcloth. The
lighting system is housed behind a
pelmet in the roof of the case and
consists of standard gas -filled lamps
in a trough extending the length of
the case ; the trough aperture is
covered with diffusing glass of a
type known as muffled glass. Sixty -
watt lamps are used in three sets
of fifteen, comprising white, orange
and blue bulbs to give effects of
daylight, sunlight and moonlight.
Change of effect is done by a
motor -driven flasher which causes
a gradual change -over by extin-
guishing the lamps of one colour
one by one while those of the next
colour are switched on one by one ;
this device obviates the need of a
resistance dimmer. Fig. 1 gives
some idea of the wealth of detail
present in this model.

The branch of lighting which
chiefly concerns the average modelist
is the provision of scale lighting as
a finishing touch for any type of
model. Difficulty is often found
here owing to unfamiliarity with
this sort of work, lack of know-
ledge of the appropriate prototype
fitting and the paucity of commer-
cially obtainable light -sources of
scale appearance. The cheapest
and most easily obtainable small
light -source is the so-called flash -
lamp bulb ; this unfortunately is
difficult to work into any small scale
on account of its large screw cap.

Interior Lighting
Lighting of interiors divides itself into

three sections ; direct lighting as is used
for workshops and industrial purposes ;
general diffusing fittings used in offices,
public buildings and domestic interiors ;
and what is known as architectural lighting.
The first two of the above systems comprise
definite hanging fittings, usually suspended
on wire, chain or conduit, and present
the greatest difficulty to the modelist.

For industrial interiors the usual type
of fitting is that known as the Standard
Dispersive Reflector. Fig. 2 shows the
specific profile of this, and it may readily

.
SOCKET

CEILING

KINS
PLATED
BAND Fig. 3.-

Using an
opal bus
lamp
for flush
fittings.
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be made up from thin sheet metal. It is
necessary for all model fittings of this
nature to be designed around the intended
type of lamp in order to accommodate
its socket. To be strictly accurate a
spherical bulb should be used in these
industrial reflectors, and a lamp manu-
facturer's catalogue will reveal several
kinds of spherical bulb lamps ranging from

in. diameter to 1 in. ; the leading firms
of model suppliers list lamps as small as

in. diameter.
The diffusing fittings present more

difficulty as they are made of glass, a very
intractable material to the engineer. It
is therefore necessary to adapt standard
forms of glassware, and there is scope for
considerable ingenuity in this direction.
Fortunately the modern tendency is to-
wards extremely simple spherical forms of
opal glass, and this considerably simplifies
the model -maker's problem. In models
of 1 j in. to the foot and larger, spherical
opal 12 -volt lamps, as used for interior
lighting of vehicles, can be made directly
into the most effective flush mounting
fittings, as shown in Fig. 3. A simple
alternative where the 12 -volt supply is
undesirable is to take a burnt -out 40 -watt
standard opal lamp and cut off the lower
part of the bulb ; this may be utilised as
shown in Fig. 4, and lighted by any type
of lamp thought desirable. These cut-off
opal bulbs can also be made into a hanging
fitting as in Fig. 5, which is self-explanatory.
These full-size lamp -bulbs may be cut off
by tying a length of string around the
required plane of fracture, soaking in petrol
and igniting ; this method is only applicable
to gas -filled lamps, but the vacuum type
shatter dangerously.

Small Models
These adaptations of full-size lamps are

only applicable, as was pointed out, to
large-scale models ; for smaller sizes it

will be necessary to obtain smaller spheres.
These may be found in the form of various
beads or glass ornaments ; alternatively,

Fig. 6.-A model designed to show the effect of flood-
lighting.

there are a number of firms who will make
opal glass spheres to any size for a very
moderate sum. Another modern tendency
is to make lighting fittings from flat glass

panels set in metal frames. Nothing is
simpler than to model these from small -
section brass angle and strip. Either thin
glass or celluloid may be used for the
panels, and rendered obscure by means
of the crystalline lacquers now available;
it is difficult to obtain opal glass sufficiently
thin for the purpose. Countless suggestions
for the design of this type of fitting may be
obtained from modern catalogues.

Architectural lighting is the term applied
to lighting which is built into the structure
in the form of wall panels, lintels, skylights,
etc., and is capable of being reproduced to
any scale as the size of lamp used is im-
material. So unlimited are the possibilities
of architectural lighting that it may well
be made the subject for a special branch of
model -making ; the major point to be
observed is that the lamp spacing behind
the glass should be adjusted to obviate any
patchiness in the brightness thereof.

Pendant Fittings
The use of models designed to show

lighting effects is illustrated in Fig. 6 ;
this represents a building to a scale of in.
to the foot, and is designed to show seven
different methods of floodlighting.

When pendant fittings are being modelled
it is often the practice to hang them upon
their wires in accordance with full size
procedure. This should never be done,
since the weight of model fittings is in-
sufficient to keep the wires straight. The
wires should always be run through small -
section tube to simulate conduit, which is
in accordance with the best recommenda-
tions, and makes a neat job.

Finally, it is not enough to think that a
few flash -lamp bulbs scattered about a
model represent model lighting ; the exact
method of illuminating the prototype
should be ascertained, and that scaled down
with as much care as the rest of the model.
The result will inevitably repay the trouble
taken.

AN Imperial Airways pilot, Captain
0. P. Jones, has recently completed
1,000,000 miles. He first entered

aviation in 1917, when he underwent a
course of flying instruction at Shoreham.
Captain Jones then became a service pilot,
and put in approximately 550 hours' flying
in many different types of aircraft while
with the R.F.C. and R.A.F. Then, resigning
from the service, he started a joy -riding
business of his own.

3,116 Passengers in Three Days
Subsequently, for some time, he was

with Mr. A. J. (now Sir Alan) Cobham, and
then flew as a pilot on the early Continental
services, joining Imperial Airways on its
establishment in 1924. Captain Jones has
had the honour, several times, of piloting
air -liners in which the Prince of Wales has
been a passenger. On one occasion, while
giving demonstration flights in Scotland,
Captain Jones took up 3,116 passengers in
three days. Another remarkable record as a
pilot is that of Captain F. Dismore, of
Imperial Airways, who has now been flying
regularly for twenty-one years, his air
experience dating back to before the war.
He was also flying constantly during the
war ; while he has been engaged ever since
hostilities ceased in piloting commercial
aircraft. Captain Dismore gained his
certificate of proficiency as a pilot as far
back as 1913, and his air career since then
is believed to have established a record for
continuous flying over a long period of
years.

MASTER -PILOTS
OF THE AIR

Twenty-one years ago, when Captain
Dismore first began to fly, he was piloting a
crude, box -type biplane driven by a single
50-h.p. engine and carrying a pilot and one
passenger. To -day, illustrating twenty-one
years of progress, he flies as Commander of
air -liners which are driven by four engines
developing a total of more than 2,000 h.p.
and which accommodate as many as forty-
three people-thirty-nine passengers and a
crew of four. Among the other veteran
pilots of Imperial Airways a well-known
figure is that of Captain A. S. Wilcockson.
Joining the R.A.F. at the beginning of
1917, Captain Wilcockson completed 580
hours of flying before demobilisation in
1919. For some months after that he acted
as pilot on the official air service which
carried mails from Folkestone to our Army
of Occupation at Cologne. Then he began
flying on the pioneer commercial air lines
between London and the Continent, sub-
sequently joining Imperial Airways. Cap-
tain Wilcockson has gained distinction as a
test -pilot as well as an air -liner Commander,
having carried out much of the early test -
work with slotted -wing aircraft. The
number of hours he has spent in the air
now total 8,991.

Another veteran of Imperial Airways is

Captain W. Rogers, known to his many
friends as " Rodge." After seeing war
service with the R.A.F., Captain Rogers
became an airway pilot in 1920, flying the
twin-engined machines which were the fore-
runners of the giant four-engined craft of
to -day. Now the number of hours he has
spent in the air stand at 7,880.
Two Veterans

Two more of these veterans of the air are
Captains H. H. Perry and H. J. Horsey.
The former, after a large amount of flying in
the early days of civil aviation, joined
Imperial Airways in 1927, and his flying
hours now reach a figure of 7,137. Captain
Horsey, who is an expert in handling flying -
boats as well as big multi-engined land -
planes, has now spent 6,088 hours in the
air. At the present time approximately
seventy pilots, captains and First Officers,
are in the regular service of Imperial Air-
ways, flying on the European and Empire
routes operated by the company. When
commercial flying began, just over fifteen
years ago, the first air -line pilots were
recruited from the official Communication
Squadron which, during the last stages of
the war, had been flying with important
officials between London and the Continent.
Each of these airmen was a master of his
art and, as the number of airway pilots grew,
the wonderful spirit of those first men, and
their fine attitude towards their calling, was
handed on to those who followed them, the
result being that the air -line pilot of to -day
has a great tradition to live up to, and is
doing so worthily.
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A photograph of the finished model.

THE High -Speed Fury is a development
of the ordinary Fury, and although
the two machines are very similar, the

High -Speed Fury has an even better per-
formance than its predecessor. It has a
speed in excess of 230 miles per hour at
15,000 ft. and a really phenomenal climb.
Two Vickers guns are fitted under the
fuselage and fire along the grooves in the
engine cowling, and through the propeller,
the Constantinesco gear controlling the
fire to prevent the stream of bullets hitting
the propeller.

The differences of the two Furies can be
easily seen either on the ground or high in
the air, the High -Speed Fury having wheel
spats and also a smaller wing area, obtained
by tapering the leading edge of the top
plane and trailing edge of the lower.
Models of the ordinary Fury can be made
to the sketch dimensions, leaving off the
spats and keeping the edges of the planes
parallel.

The photograph shows the High -Speed
Fury. The model can be supported in mid-
air with black cotton and ' shot " in any
desired position. The propeller should, of
coarse, be removed, replacing it with a disc
of thin celluloid in order to get the effect of
a revolving prop.

The List of Woods
Here is the list of the various parts and

the sizes of the pieces of wood from which
they are cut.

The dimensions in the panel include suffi-
cient wood for insertion into holes where
necessary.

Start off by making the spinner and
propeller boss from +-in. dowel rod. The
taper can be cut with a chisel and then
finished off with sandpaper. Pass an
ordinary pin through the centre of the
spinner and place it in position at one end
of the piece of wood from which the fuselage
can now be cut. The spinner acts as a
guide for the correct shaping of the front
of the nose. The pilot's cockpit can be
cut out, the two gun slots filed out, and the
six small holes on each side of the engine
cowling should be drilled. Next fit the
tail -piece and the rudder, which may be
kept in one piece and a deep score made on
each side to represent the hinge (as it can
be separated and hinged with pins as de-
scribed in No. 1 of this series). The rear
plane and elevators should now be cut out
and fitted, a pin passed through the fuselage,
and its head cut off, and so into the ends of
the rail -pieces, making a more satisfactory
job than by gluing. The tail -piece struts
(a pair on each side) should also be fitted,
these helping to locate the rear wing on the
level. The tail skid, which is fragile, may
be left until later.

Next cut the lower wings and pin and
glue them to the fuselage. Drive a hole in

SCALE MODEL AIRCRAFT No. 3

cfL SCALE MODEL
HIGH-SPEED FURY

The third article of a series dealing with scale models of most of the
present-day aeroplanes

each wing for the reception of the
rear interplane struts, but do not
fit at the moment.

Now make the top plane, either
carving out the underside slightly or by wet-
ting the wood and bending it under pressure
till dry. Note that the leading edge of the
top plane tapers away to the tips, whereas

LIST OF PARTS
Long. Wide. Thick.

in. in. in.
Fuselage . 5.5 e-75 1.05
Tail and rudder . . 1.2 1.3 0.125
Rear wings and elevators -

two . . . . 1.2 0.95 0.125
Top plane . . . 7.2 1.2 0.15
Bottom plane -two . . 2.7 1.1 0.15
Wheel spats -two . . 1.0 0.4 0.25
Shock absorbers (under-

carriage) -two . . 1.1 0.25 0.125
Axle strut . . . 2.2 0.1 0.05
Undercarriage rear struts --

two . . . . 1.7 0.05 0.05
Centre inter -plane struts -

four . . . . 1.0 0.1 0.05
Centre inter -plane struts -

two . . . . 1.0 0.05 0.05
Inter -plane struts . . 1.6 0.1 0.05
Tail -plane struts -four . 1.0 0.05 0.025
Radiator . . . 14 0.55 0.35
Tail skid . . 0.75 0.05 0.05
Propeller -two . 1.2 0.2 0.1
Prop -boss and spinner . 0.5 in. diam.

dowel
Wheels -on disc . in. dlam. 0.2

the taper on the lower plane is on the
trailing edge.

The Ailerons
The ailerons, which are on the top plane

only, can be marked or separated as for
the tail plane. Drill six holes through the
plane for the two rear inter -plane struts and
the four fuselage -cum -plane struts. Holes
must be drilled in the fuselage for the
reception of the struts. Then glue the
four shorter struts into the fuselage and
push the top wing over the ends, seeing

2

1111111[1

Scale Drawings
of the model
High -Speed

Fury.

that the glue makes a good joint. As the
angle which these struts make to the wing
and the fuselage is wide, care must be
taken in fitting, but the wood, being thin,
allows them to be bent. Slide the rear
inter -plane struts through the holes in the
upper and lower planes and glue them in.
Now set the angle of the lower planes
and see that the gap is correct and equal
on both sides, whilst the glue is still wet,
and then place aside to set hard. The
front inter -plane struts and the two centre
cross struts are carefully fitted and then
glued in position, the other struts being
ample to hold everything rigid.

The under -carriage can now be fitted.
The two wheel spats are solid and the axle
strut passes through both. The wheels
are sections cut from one complete wheel
and are glued to the underside of the spats.
The two shock absorbers can be cut and
shaped, or a thinner piece of wood used, the
upper ends being wrapped with bands of
gummed paper to obtain the necessary
shape. The upper ends of the shock
absorbers are sunk and glued into the
fuselage, the lower ends being trimmed off
to size after fitting. The spats and axle
strut are then glued to the ends and the two
rear under -carriage struts fitted.

The Radiator
The radiator can now be cut to shape and

its surfaces grooved to imitate the cooling
tubes. This is glued to the under -surface
of the fuselage, between the under -carriage
struts.

The propeller is made in two halves, each
piece being glued into a slot filed across the
spinner.

The fastenings at the lower end of the
inter -plane struts are built up with plastic
wood or putty.

The model is now ready for painting.
The fuselage and wings are silver lined out

4

ScA.Le. I - 50

with blue, standard R.A.F. icolours.
Aluminium paint can be used all over,
but that part to the rear of the cock-
pit can have a little colour added,
quite a small amount to make a
change from the front, which in the
prototype is all metal, whilst the rear
is fabric -covered. The identification
discs are painted on the top of the
upper plane, the under -sides of the
lower plane and the sides of the fuse-
lage, the blue ring being the outer, the
centre red, and the magpie white.
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A Review of the Latest Devices for the Amateur
Mechanic. The address of the Makers of the items men-
tioned can be had on application to the Editor. Please

quote the number at the end of the paragraph.

A Lawn Mower Sharpener

THE carborundum lawn mower sharpener
shown herewith consists of a sturdy

rust -proof steel, curved top and bottom, so
as to fit over the cross bar of the mower.
The sharpening side is faced with a sheet of

A carborundum lawn mower sharpener. No tools
are required when using it, and there is no need to

remove the mower wheels, reversing cogs, etc.

clean, %at -cutting, abrasive cloth. The
hard, sharp, tough aluminous grains, with
which the cloth is coated, quickly and easily
cut a keen edge on the mower blades. By
reversing the sharpener from time to time,
you equalise the wear on the cloth. The
sharpener is manufactured in one size only,
and is suitable for sharpening mowers
having 10 -in. blades or wider. If your
mower is wider than the sharpener, you
simply put a drop or two of oil on the cross
bar and slide the sharpener backwards and
forwards across the bar, so as to contact

An efficient automatic
door control.

the full width of each blade. The sharpener
sells at the moderate price of only 28. [119.]

An Automatic Door Closer
F you desire your doors to close easily
and quietly you should certainly fit the

automatic door -closing device shown on
this page. Inside the cylinder shown, is a
spindle controlled by a spiral spring, whose
tension is affected by the revolving of the
spindle caused through opening and closing
the door. The tension of the spiral spring
increases when the door is open and
actuates the door so as to close it. A
checking effect is obtained by the oil in the
fluid chamber, which works in conjunction
with a valve to obtain a cushioning action
in order to retard a too sudden motion, so
as to prevent slamming. Should, however,
the door be closed with excessive force so
as to tend to shut the door more quickly
than the checking means in the apparatus
allow, the special resilient portion of the
girder arm is so made that it will yield and
prevent any damage or loosening of the
working parts. The device costs 12s. 6d.
[120.]

A Four -in -One Kitchen Knife

THE knife shown on this page is both
novel and handy, and obtains its

cutting edge from an old razor blade. It
can be made to peel, core, scrape or slice
fruit in a short space of time and is perfectly
safe when in use. When the cutting edge
becomes blunt, all you have to do is to fit a
new razor blade. It sells at the low price of
6d. [121.]

An Ingenious Bench Fixture
AUNIQUE and ingenious bench fixture
which enables articles (either held

direct or in a vice or jig) to be swivelled
or tilted to any position and rigidly held in

A four -in -one knife which obtains its cutting blade from
wed razor blades.

that position, is now on the market. It is
obtainable in a small or large size, and the
swivelling movement is through 360
degrees, the lock operating in any position.
The canting movement is entirely inde-
pendent of the swivelling movement and
operates through 90 degrees. A fixed stop
is fitted to prevent further movement.
Thus an infinite number of positions is
possible, so that the work, once held, can
be turned to any desired position without
re -gripping. Where used as a vice mount-
ing, if choice of vice is available, it is recom-
mended that the lighter types of vice be
used, especially in the larger sizes. This is
not only better for the mounting, but is
infinitely better for the operator, as mani-
pulation is so much easier and more rapid.
The price of the small size is 178. 6d. in grey
iron, 228. 6d. in semi -steel, and 278. 6d. in
malleable iron. The price of the larger size
ranges from 32s. 6d. to 523. 6d. [122.]

The Odd -Job Household Repair Outfit

TOOL
sets vary tremendously. They

may be nothing more than toys, or they
may be complete enough for a carpenter-
intended for people who want to make
things. But neither of these meets the needs

A compact and portab e set of tools that will be
appreciated by many handymen.

of an average householder. What he wants
is an outfit adequate to deal with the
hundred -and -one little jobs that crop up
constantly in every house. The lost screw,
the running tap, the loose terminal, or the
broken picture wire. In fact, what is really
needed is not only a small, carefully
selected set of tools, but also a very com-
plete assortment of nails, screws, staples,
and similar small fittings. Here, then, is
something quite new-something which
every householder will find of invaluable
assistance-The Odd -Job Household Repair
Outfit. It has been produced for the man
who, sensibly, attends to minor house
repairs himself. The contents are sufficient
for any little job likely to arise-yet it is as
compact as anyone could wish. One of its
very big advantages is this : all your tools
are collected together in one handy box.
You don't have to chase upstairs for the
screwdriver-downstairs for the hammer.
You know where everything is. You'll
agree this ingenious little collection fulfils
a long -felt want. It costs 21a. [123.]

ORDER NEXT MONTH'S
ISSUE NOW!

Many more fascinating articles
and diagrams

A novel and rapid paper trimmer. Simply loosen the
wing nut and set the blade to the required width of cut,
on the scale provided,each division being }in. It costs4/3
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THE

HOBBY

OF

TO -DAY
Make your own
model aircraft (non -
flying) with SKYBIRD

components. SKYBIRD sets of parts are engineer -constructed,
accurate in detail, and true -to -scale (1/72). They are of metal, wood
and celluloid. There is also a wide range of accessories for planning

and constructing aerodrome schemes, etc.
Illustrated above is the Gloster "Gauntlet." The set of constructive parts for this

new model costs 2/6.
If you are interested in ships, you can make wonderful scale water -line models (I -in.

to 100 -ft.) from the SHIPSERIES range of components.

POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY

SKYBIRDS
SKYBIRD
LEAGUE

Messrs. A. J. HOLLADAY & CO. LTD. (Dept. P.M.),
3 Aldermanbury Avenue, London, E.C.2.

(a) Please send me full particulars and address of nearest agent.
(b) Please also send me latest copy of THE SKYBIRD for

which I enclose 7d. In stamps.
Cross out either (a )or (6).

Name

Address

"WILCO " ELECTRIC DRILL

PRICE

42/ -
Carriage

Paid.

Will do all the ordinary drilling required in the home or workshop.
Capacity V. The high speed motor is geared down to give plenty of
power. Voltages 200/220 volts or 230/250 volts. A.C. ONLY.

Further details on request if required.
L. WILKINSON, 8 City Road, LONDON, E.C.

GRAFTON ELECTRIC
COMPANY

AERATORS FOR AQUARIUMS !!
Keep a constant flow of air into your
aquarium tanks. The aerator illustrated
works from A.C. mains and will run con-
tinuously without trouble at infinitesimal
cost for current.
Adjustable air flow. Overall dimensions,
4 inches high x 2i inches dia. PRICE
COMPLETE 30/ -

Full details on application.
1935 Catalogue 3d. Post Free.

(DEPT. P), 54 GRAFTON STREET,
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD,

LONDON, W.I

PROTECT YOUR SET

Goltone Components are obtainable from
First-class Radio Stores. Refuse substi-

tutes-if any difficulty write direct.

FREE
ON REQUEST

5935 6o -page RADIO
CATALOGUE of interest
to every radio enthusiast.

rircl3Goldirn
NDLE TON .....1V ILM/V401t Si t 11PE0.

AGAINST

"GOLTONE"
BAKELITE

LIGHTNING
ARRESTER.
ROBUST CONSTRUCTION,
FITTED IN A FEW
MINUTES, PRACTICALLY
INDESTRUCTIBLE.
Complete with Galvanized

parts, and strong
massive metal
Iron Bracket,

Bakelite Cowl.
1221/476 each

"Goltone" Interference
Suppressing Devices.

Interference Compensa-
tors, Mains H.F. Chokes,
High Voltage Condensers,
Screened Aerial Down
Leads,ImpedanceMatching
Devices, Screened Trans-
mission Lines, Screened
Tubings are some of the
wide range manufactured.
Catalogue and folders with
Interference Elimination

facto sent on request.

SLIP A MOVIE CAMERA
IN YOUR POCKET . . .
Making movies will) add
further enjoyment to your
Easter holiday. You'll
find it a simple yet thrill-
ing pastime, and any
advice you need we will
gladly give you.

CINE "KODAK" 8
(as illustrated)

HALVES running COSTS
With fixed -focus f/3.5 lens,
exposure guide, footage indi-
cator, and eye -level finders.

29 . 17 . 6
Nine monthly payments of 23/1.

PATH ESCOPE " B "
Simple to use, with strong clock-
work motor drive. Strongly con-
structed, attractively finished,
fitted with high-grade Pathe
f/3.5 anastigmat lens. £6.6.0
Nine monthly payments of 14/9.

"DEKKO "CAMERA
Three speeds, half, normal,
slow. Can be used for snap-
shots, time exposures, single
and animated. With Dallmeyer
f/3.5 lens. £6. 6 . 0
Nine monthly payments of 14/9.

FIRST EASY PAYMENT

SECURES ANY MODEL
Pay balance while you are enjoy-
ing its use. Surely you can't afford
to miss movie -making when a
cine camera is brought within
such easy reach? We pay good
allowance on your used camera
in part exchange.

CITY SALE & EXCHANGE
(1929) LTD.

59 & 60 CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.2
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Generously Illustrated ==

Constantly brought up to date

NEWNES

Home Mechanic Series
HANDYMAN'S ENQUIRE WITHIN

Contains hundreds of practical ideas
and hints, which have been proved
after years of use. An invaluable

book for the home handyman.

MOTOR CAR UPKEEP AND OVERHAUL
Adjustment and repair of motor cars
simplified for the owner -driver. This
book supplements the instruction

book supplied with a car.

ACCUMULATORS
Charging, maintenance and care of
accumulators clearly explained. By
the editor of " Practical Wireless."
Of value both to the car owner and

the wireless enthusiast.

TOY MAKING FOR AMATEURS
Complete directions for those who
wish to take up the fascinating hobby
of toy making from inexpensive

materials.

THE HOME WOODWORKER
How to make useful household
articles such as a writing desk,
kitchen table, step ladder, picture
frames, etc., with the simplest tools.

SIMPLE ELECTRICAL APPARATUS
An elementary guide for the amateur
scientist, giving details of various
apparatus which can be constructed
without great skill and at slight

expense.

MODEL BOAT BUILDING
All types-sail and mechanically
propelled. Every model shown has
been constructed, tested and found

to give full satisfaction

25 SIMPLE WORKING MODELS
In making these, only the most
ordinary tools are needed, and in
their construction (as in that of all
other articles described in this series)

no lathe -work is necessary.

MODEL AEROPLANES & AIRSHIPS
Experimental and practical models
of all types with full instructions as
to the best materials to use and the
best procedure in construction.

Price V. net

All the hand -books of this very popular series are written by experts and
profusely illustrated. They can be obtained price 11- each at all

Bookshops, Newsagents, etc.

GEORGE NEWNES LTD., 8-11 Southampton St., Strand, London, W.C.

sfr:Trrense cry
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A Midget Water Softener
THE neat water softener shown on this

page consists of a white porcelain
cylinder, 7 in. high and 3} in. in

diameter fitted with non -tarnishable fit-
tings. Simply fit the rubber hose to any
tap as shown-either hot or cold-gently
turn on the tap and you instantly
havelperfectly soft water. The

 - 3 "-

A midget water softener that can be fitted to a tap in a
few seconds.

device does not leak or drip, and is just as
easily removed. A testing set is supplied
free with the apparatus, and by adding a few
drops of the special soap solution supplied,
to the water and shaking it in a bottle, you
can instantly tell whether you are receiving
hard or soft water. Soft water will turn
the solution into a creamy lather, but if
the water is hard it will become cloudy with
scum and there will be little or no lather.
The water softener costs 25$., but a special
non -tarnishable wall bracket, complete
with screws and wall plugs, is supplied,
if desired, at an extra cost of 5s. [110.]

A Set of Handy Measuring Spoons
THE spoons shown in the illustration on

this page are graded in size from tea-
spoon to 1 tablespoon, and will be found
useful for a variety of purposes. They are
made in aluminium, and may be obtained
for 18. post free. [111.]

Interference Compensators for Wireless
THE certain way of curing interference

is at the source. There are extreme
cases when it is impossible to entirely
remove the trouble, but it can be reduced
to a minimum by using an interference
compensator now being made by a well-
known wireless firm. Sparking caused by
contacts being broken causes noises to be
radiated through the mains. It is the
purpose of the interference compensator
to block this radiation. To a large extent,

deners. Each mould makes a tile 14 in.
long and 7 in. deep, and by means of an
inset supplied, three tiles 4i in. long can
be made in one mould, for curves. All you
have to do is to mix the cement and pour
it into the mould. These moulds also
enable you to make crazy paving, as can
be seen from the accompanying sketch.
A set of six moulds to make 7 ft. of edging
at a time costs 1 ls. 6d., or a half set can be
obtained for 6s. A set of interlocking
metal strips for making crazy paving costs

..--FILAMENT BURNER

An ingenious electr'c gas lighter.

12s. 6d., or a half set is obtainable for
68. 6d. [114.]

A Speedometer for Pedal Bicycles
A DEVICE which will certainly prove of
"particular interest to cyclists is a
moderately priced speedometer, which can
be attached to the handlebars of a bicycle
by means of a clip and link. The driving
sprocket supplied is attached to the spokes
of the wheel by means of screws and spoke -
nuts. If, however, it is found necessary
to fit one of the spoke -nuts on to the lower
spoke, a brass spacing collar, which is
provided, should be used to prevent dis-
tortion of the driving sprocket. The
speedometer is provided with a standard
flexible shaft, 24 in. long, for machines
with 26 -in. wheels, and 29 in. long for
28 -in. wheels. When fitting the device,
care should be taken to obtain the correct
meshing of the fibre pinion at the foot of
the cable, with the driving sprocket, and
also when connecting the top end of the
inner flexible cable to the instrument. The
bracket for supporting the bracket at the
pinion end should be fitted to the hub
spindle. The speedometer will register
correctly whether fitted to the right or left
side of the machine. It costs 12s. 6d.
complete. [115.]

vrrrrrrn.

The address of the makers of
any device described below
will be sent on application
to the Editor, PRACTICAL
MECHANICS 8-11, Southamp-
ton St., Strand, W.C. 2.

Quote number at end
of paragraph.

the noises arise from H.F. currents, their
characteristic sign being normally a con-
tinuous crackling or rustling, while L.F.
currents are apparent by a humming
sound. By connecting compensators at
the source, these interfering currents are
short-circuited and rendered ineffective,
thus preventing radiation. The inter-
ference compensator costs 9s. 6d. [112.]

An Electric Gas Lighter
WE show on this page an electric gas

lighter which is of simple construction
and is entirely foolproof. As can be seen,
it is worked off an ordinary dry battery,
which is capable of lighting your gas some
7,000 times. It is safe, and there is no
danger of sparks ; just press the button and
the gas is ignited. The ring shown in the
sketch near the switch enables the gas -
lighter to be hung
where most con-
venient for use. It
is certainly economi-

A set of measuring spoons that will be found useful for
a variety of purposes.

cal, and costs 5.e. complete. Dry battery
refills cost 2s., and spare burners ls. 3d.
each. [113.]

Novel Edging Moulds
THE moulds shown on this page are

both ingenious and novel, and they
should certainly prove popular with gar -

Details of the moulds for making garden edging and crazy paving.
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Surface Plate
ACAST-IRON plate resting on three feet,

and having an upper surface scraped
perfectly true. It is

strengthened on the under-
side by ribs, the arrangement
and size of which are care-
fully calculated to ensure the
plate remaining true under
varying conditions. A sur-
face plate is used for testing
the accuracy of the sliding sur-
faces of small machine parts
where a true sliding contact is
essential, such as lathe slide -
rest parts, or the slide -valve
of an engine cylinder. See
also Scribing Block or Sur-
face Gauge (Fig. 20).
Taps

Used for cutting internal
threads. Taps are made of cast steel, and
have three or four grooves, or flutes, cut
at equi-distant points round the tap form-
ing cutting edges. For cutting threads in
the larger sizes, it is the usual practice to

employ three taps,
viz., taper, the second,
and the plug tap. The
taper tap has its
threaded end turned
to a gradual taper, so
that the end of the
tap can easily enter
the hole when starting/// the thread. The
" second " tap is only
slightly tapered at the
entering end, the re-
maining threads being
of the full diameter.
The plug tap, which is
used last for taking
the finishing cut, has
all its threads of the
full diameter.

For gripping a tap
/, when in use a tap

wrench is employed.
One pattern has an ad-
justable jaw arranged
to grip the squared
ends of taps of different
sizes. There is a handle
at each end, one of
which acts as an ad-
justing screw for the
movable jaw. An-
other pattern of smaller
capacity has the
clamping screw
threaded through one

of the handles, the end of the screw being
knurled. A hole is made in the knurled end
to take a tommy bar for tightening up the
end of the screw against the squared end
of a tap or any other small tool within its
capacity.

Fig. 20.-A scribing
block which is used for
marking the surface of a
machine part, or casting,
or for locating the
position of holes to be
drilled, and other

purposes.

Fig. 24.-Vice dams are pieces of sheet metal, usually
lead, bent to fit over the jaws of a vice.

Fig. 23.-A small
bench vice which is
used for holding work firmly wh le being
drilled and filed.

AN A.B.C. OF

ENGINEERING

TOOLS
(Concluded from page 285, March, 1935, issue)

Tinmen's Shears
Tool used for cutting thin sheet metal

and wire. The long handles, in proportion
to the length of the blades, enable a good
cutting pressure to be applied (Fig. 22).

Twist Drill
A drill made of cast steel,

and formed with a spiral
flute which enables
the metal shavings
to easily get free
when a hole is being
drilled. Twist drills
are made in varying
diameters from 1/32
in. upwards, the :smaller
sizes having round shanks.
The larger sizes are also
obtainable with Morse taper

A STANDARD WORK
NEWNES ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF

POPULAR MECHANICS

by F. J. Camm. 5/- or 5/6 by post from
Geo. Newnes Ltd., 8/11 Southampton

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

shanks or square taper shanks,
the latter pattern being intended
for use with a ratchet brace
(which see).

Vernier-See Caliper Gauge.

Vice
Used for holding work firmly

while being drilled or filed. There
are many patterns of vices
suitable either for light
or heavy work. A vice
in common use is the bench
vice, which is provided
with side lugs for screwing

it on to the bench. Made in various
sizes, these vices have steel jaws ranging
in widths from 2} to 6 in. For light
mechanical work a table vice is very useful.
There are several patterns, one of which is
shown in Fig. 23. A screw clamp is pro-
vided for holding it firmly on the bench or
table, and there is also a small steel anvil,
just behind the rear jaw, on which light
hammering or riveting can be done. Some
bench vices are fitted with an " instant-
aneous -grip " device operated by a trigger,
which when pressed allows the movable jaw
of the vice to slide freely in and out. The
work is placed between the jaws in the
ordinary way, the movable jaw is then
pushed up against it, and the handle given
half a turn which holds the work firmly in
place. For holding small metal parts, and
screws, for light filing and other purposes,
a hand vice is used, the jaws being closed
by screwing up a wing nut. For holding
pipes, tubes and rods for cutting or screw
threading, a tube vice is employed. This
tool is largely used by gas -fitters, and can
be bolted on to a bench or hand -cart. The
V-shaped jaws, the upper one of which has
a number of teeth on its gripping surface,
hold the tube or rod firmly and prevent it
from turning when screwing tackle is being
used.

Fig. 21.-A surface plate, which consists of a cast-iron
plate resting on three feet, and having an upper

surface scraped perfectly true.

Vice Clams
Pieces of sheet metal, usually lead, bent

to fit over the jaws of a vice to prevent
finished work being scratched or marked by
the teeth of the jaws (Fig. 24).

Fig. 22.-Tinmen's shears. A tool for cutting thin -sheet metal and wire.
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A Handy Pair of Tongs

THESE handy wire tongs will be found
very useful for recovering small objects,

such as nuts, etc., from cramped places in
wireless sets.

Two pieces of springy wire are shiped, as
in the illustrations. To pick up an object,
slide the shorter wire down on the thugs;
the ends come together, grasping the
object. This tool is easily worked with one
hand.

TO GRASP AN OBJECT
SHORTER PIECE OF WIRE
IS SUD DOWN

PRONGS TURNED
IN SLIGHTLY

Details of the tongs for recovering objects from awkward
places.

Splitting Mica
A /HEN making fixed condensers it is

often desirable to split up the mica
sheet, as purchased, into much thinner
sheets. By using the thinner sheets, not
only is the capacity of the condenser
increased, or, inversely, a fewer number of
sheets required, but the complete con-
denser is, of course, very much cheaper.
Mica is easily split with a knife, but some
difficulty may be experienced in getting
all the separated sheets of the same thick-
ness unless some device is used for gauging

64,00,140OFF
f-ACA'..£411,8ZADE

- A simple method of splitting mica sheets.

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS

THAT HINT OF YOURS
Every reader of PRACTICAL MECHANICS must

have originated some little dodge which would be of
iterest to other readers. Why not pass it on to ns ?

For every item published on this page, we will pay 5s.
Address your envelope to "Hint," PRACTICAL
MECHANICS, George Newues Ltd., 8-11Southampton
Street, W.C. Put your name and address on every
item. Please note that every hint sent in must be

original No other correspondence what-'', ever should be included.

them. An easy way of doing this is shown
in the sketch. The blade is a piece of hack-
saw blade ground off on one side to a knife
edge, and drilled through (it will be neces-
sary to soften the ends of the blade to do
this) so that it can be fixed to a piece of
hard flat wood with two wood screws.
The blade is packed away from the wood
with pieces of paper, the thickness of the
paper deciding the thickness of the split
mica sheet. As a guide, the thickness of
an inside page of PRACTICAL MECHANICS is
about -003 in., and an outside cover
.005 in. The corner of a piece of thick mica
is pressed against the edge of the blade and
pushed through, by pressing the fingers on
top, the lower piece emerging from the
underside of the knife of the correct
thickness.

Another Use for a Compass

rlA
N ordinary draughtsman's compass
can quickly be converted into a tool

for cutting circular holes in pieces of paper,
card, etc., should the occasion arise.

How a compass
can be used for
cutting circular

holes.

Take an ordinary razor blade and place
it between the blades of the compass pen
at an angle, so that only, one corner of blade
is touching the material you intend to cut
(as in sketch).

To prevent the blade slipping, place two
pieces of card, one on either side of blade
where the points come in contact with the
blade, then tighten.

A Simple Frame Aerial
I FOUND that by using an aerial of the
I type shown in the accompanying sketch,
and connecting it to the grid of the first
valve direct, it enabled me to use a simple
det.-2 L.F. set in any room as a portable
set. To vary the amount of " capacity "
to earth, and thereby control selectivity, I
placed the aerial either on the floor or on a
chair.

Soldering without Gas or Electricity

WHERE electricity or gas is not avail-
able this soldering stand and heater will

be found very useful. Obtain a tin, one
which does not leak, and solder wire sup-
ports to the tin, which are then bent into

olDI

AncwoREO
.6:161/wwivG OF G"Pinzwy6

(LEFT FREE)

72rRni

ENDO,
10/romu

337

Tuery gawp
20X/6"

A handy and efficient frame aerial can be made as
shown.

position, as shown in the sketch. Now
obtain a piece of f -in. copper tubing and
push it through a hole in a cork or stopper,
which projects about 2 in. into the tin.
Push through enough wick so as to nearly
reach the bottom of the can, and then fill
with methylated spirit.

Earthing to a Water Tap

THE following idea may prove of use to
readers interested in wireless, for a good

earth connection to a water tap. After
turning off the water, unscrew the top part
of the tap. Now from a piece of thin brass,
cut out a washer to fit over the thread of
the tap. Firmly solder your earth wire to
the washer by means of the holes drilled in
the tag and rescrew the tap. This will prove
much better than a clip.

CORK OR
WOODEN
STOPPER

WIRE SUPPORTS
SOLDERED TO
CAN.

A useful soldering iron stand and /mato.
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isil_NT
76c,

APPAPATUCttpligems
FOR STUDENTS' LABORATORIES

Complete range of CHEMICALS in Bottles from 3d. each.-
Extensive selection of APPARATUS, including Beakers.
Flasks, Graduated Ware. Condensers, Retorts, Balances, etc.
SPECIAL PARCEL OF APPARATUS.
I Flask, flat bottom 150 c.c., 1 Beaker, spouted 100 c.c., 3 Test
Tubes a in. x 3 in., 1 Thistle Funnel 20 cm., 3
Glass Tubing, 1 Rubber Cork 2 holes, 4 inches Ruls
ber Connection Tubing, 1 Glass Stirring Rod. Free

(Scientific Dept. A.) 60 HIGH STREET,
STOKE NEWINGTON, LONDON, N.I6

Write for Catalogue-FREE.
BECK

BE A MAN
I positively GUARANTEE to give
you Robust Health, Doubled
Strength and 10-25" snore muscle
in 30 days or return your money
in full. The famous STEBBINS
4-Ln-1 Course consists of four
great coursesin one.yet costs only
5/- at free. It has been proved
0:: The most effective HEALTH
and EIS ERGY System ever de-
vised; IV It quickly builds NOR-
MAL WEIGHT and VIRILE
M 4N HOOD; (3) It develops a
Strong Will, rigid SE LF.CON-
TKO I.; and (4) It includes an
amazing SUCCESS and PER-
SONAL MAGNETISM Course.

Complete Course. 5/ -
No extras, no appliances to

Pupil S. Davey (London) purchase.
Further &Mile sent privately, under plain, sealed cover.
LIONEL STEBBING, STEBBING INSTITUTE,

Dept. O.P., 28 Dean Road, London, E.W.2.

DON'T BE BULLIED
Learn to fear no man. The
BEST self-defence ever in-
vented, namely, JUJITSU.
Easy to learn. Send 2 penny
stamps for SPLENDID ILLUS-
TRATED LESSONS, Photo
AETICLE, Testimonials and
particulars, or P.O. 1/- for
FIRST PART of my course.
You will be more than
delighted.
Dept. P.. Blenheim House,Bed-
f ont Lane, Peltham,Muldlesex.

(ic3LIGHT AND RAY CELLS.-Selenium Raycraft,
21/-; Kingston. M.. Raycraft outfit with relay
and amplifier, 42/.. Photo -Cells R.C.A. and
B.T.P., for sound on Film, Television and Ray
Work, 15/- and 25/-. Beck Angle Prisms mounted
in carrier, 6/6. Micrometer adjusters for lens, 1/..
Eyepieces with prism and I lenses for photo-
cell inspection, 12/6. New Ever Ready Service
Inspector's Headlamps with Battery Holder, 7/6.

TELESCOPES.-Naval Gun -Sighting Telescopes, internal
focus ring. 24 in. long, 2 in. dia., weight 6 lb., magnification 6,
for short and long range. Cost 615. Sale, 17/4. Spotting
Telescopes, 17 in. 0 If in., by Watson, 25/-. 120 lb. Pressure
Gauges, 2/6.
MOTORS.-Special line of A.C. fractional H.P., 100 volt.
15/-; 220 volt, 17/6. Large stock of all sizes for Cine work.
State volts and supply.

Write for Sfrecial Bargain List " P.M." Free.
ELECTRADIX RADIOS

219 Upper Thames Street, London, E.C.4
TelePhone: Central 4611.

ELECTRADIX BARGAINS

WHY BE THIN ?
DON'T BE AFRAID TO STRIP
ENJOY THE SUMMER SUNSHINE

Thousands have put on weight and muscular tissue with
the aid of

VITAEPON CHAiltrilarsin
A customer writes gained 18 lbs. of solid flesh in
six weeks and am bubbling over with energy."
Vitaepon is not a drug-simply take two tablets

with the morning and evening meal.
Obtainable only from :-

WESTCOTT & CO. (Dept. P.),
37 Albemarle Street, Piccadilly, London, W.I.

For Week's Trial Supply send P.O. for 3/-, or I5/ -for
full six weeks' course. Abroad by registered post, 3/6

and 16/-. post free. Sent in plain covets.
A new book by Medical Expert. "Thinness: Its Cause

and Cure,' sent free with every six weeks' course.

USES FOR WATER -GLASS
Thousands of tons of Water -Glass are sold annually
for trades varying from oil -refining to paper -making

THE modern chemist specialises in
finding new uses for old materials.
With none has he had greater success

than with water -glass. A hundred uses
could be quoted for this material, and
thousands of tons of it are sold annually
for trades which vary from oil -refining to
paper -making ; for the potters' trade to the
builders', from gold -mining to bottle -
washing, so that it is superfluous to mention
that the same material is used in egg -
preserving.

Water -glass possesses a remarkable affi-
nity for oil and grease. The manufacturer
of lubricating oils uses water -glass to
separate those last traces of paraffin wax
which could do so much harm if they stayed
in the oil and carbonised on hot bearings.
The oil man at the well -head, when faced
with a heavy " crude " which contains too
much wax and bitumen, separates the oil
with water -glass in the same way so that
he can pump it along his pipe -lines. There
are firms which do a thriving business in
recovering oil from machine swabs and
cotton waste, again by using a water -glass
solution.

A " Detergent "
Breweries and dairy companies use water -

glass in solving the problem of immense
daily "wash-ups " of thousands of milk
and beer bottles. Chemists who have
raised the business of washing-up to the
science of " detergency " find that a solu-
tion of water -glass spreads over dirty
surfaces and cleans away dirt and grease in
a remarkable manner. A solution of 1 oz.
in a gallon of water will be found to be most
effective as a cleaning solution in the work-
shop.

It is most unique, because it is the only
alkaline washing material which does not
harm aluminium. It is well known that
washing soda corrodes the surface of
aluminium. To illustrate this difference,
you have only to boil a piece of aluminium
with soda. Hydrogen is generated from
the surface of the aluminium in a cloud of
bubbles, which immediately disappears if
a drop of water -glass is added. This
property is not only used in washing the
large aluminium vats which are common in
industry ; it also enables shaving creams
and tooth -pastes to be packed in aluminium
tubes. These materials are faintly but

" Oil -break" off a wire gauze
in water -glass solution.

Oi. will not break off the gauze
in a soda solution.

sufficiently alkaline to attack and destroy
their containers. They are rendered in-
nocuous by the addition of a trace of water -
glass to the pack.

An Adhesive
If water -glass is dried it sets with rock-

like firmness. It is thus used as a rapid -
setting adhesive in making mill -board. A
mill -board -making machine is exacting in
its demands. It takes thin sheets of paper,
sticks them together and rolls up the
finished cardboard at the rate of 300 ft.
per minute. The bond between the layers

A silica garden made by pouring a water -glass solution
into a tumbler and then introducing crystals of copper

sulphate, iron sulphate, etc.

of paper has to be made and set in the space
of a few seconds. A carefully made-up
water -glass solution is the only adhesive
which stands up to this service. It gives an
instantaneous bond which is stronger than
the fibre of the paper itself.

A De-Flocculant
Water -glass has the property of making

clays plastic and fluid. It deflocculates
them, and so another wide range of uses is

opened up. The paper.
maker uses it to thin the
filling clays he uses to
surface writing and print-
ing papers, so that the
clay will flow smoothly
to the paper -making
machines and will still
have plenty of body. In
mining the same clay in
the Cornish china -clay
pits, water -glass is used
to float off the clay from
the grit of mica and
quartz. A similar use is
in the cleaning of gold
and zinc, copper and tin
ores from rocky gangue.
The potter finds that
water -glass makes his
potting -clays mould more
easily.
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A Water -Glass Paint
Then water -glass is used in the final

glazing and decoration of crockery. It is
the base of many distempers and water-
paints. A simple fire- and water -proof
paint for colouring electric light bulbs and
glassware can easily be made as follows :-

A solution of 1 part of water -glass in
6 parts of water is made up. A second
solution of sulphate of ammonia is made up
to full strength, as much as will dissolve.
The two solutions are mixed to form the
base of the paint. Into the base, any fire-
proof colouring material, such as jewellers'
rouge, ultramarine blue, brilliant green or
chrome yellow is mixed to give a thin slurry.
The surface to be painted is washed with
water -glass and the paint is applied and
allowed to dry. It is then " fired " by
putting it in an oven at 300° F.-ap ordinary
gas -oven at full heat is just about right.
The colour sets firmly, or if the colouring
matter is omitted the base sets with a white
frosted finish.

A Silica Garden
No account of the uses of water -glass

would be complete without describing the
fascinating experiment known as the

" Silica Garden.' A 1 in 6 water -glass
solution is made up and poured into a
tumbler. Into this crystals are dropped of
such substances as copper sulphate, iron

The glassware on the left is washed with water -glass,
and on the right with washing soda. It will be seen

that water -glass runs off cleanly.

sulphate, cobalt and nickel nitrates, even
ordinary Epsom salts. Overnight the
crystals begin to sprout and daily grow up
into coloured stalagmites, which eventually
fill the glass with feathery spires.

THE THOMAS GRAY
MEMORIAL TRUST

Prizes offered in 1935 for the Improvement and Encouragement
of Navigation

NDER the will of the late Thomas L.
Gray, the Royal Society of Arts has
been appointed residuary legatee of

his estate for the purpose of founding a
memorial to his father, the late Thomas
Gray, C.B., who was for many years
Assistant Secretary to the Board of Trade
(Marine Department).

The objects of the Trust are " The ad-
vancement of the Science of Navigation
and the Scientific and Educational interests
of the British Mercantile Marine."

The Council now offer the following
prizes :-
Prize for an Invention

A prize of £100 to any person who may
bring to their notice an invention, publica-
tion, diagram, etc., which, in the opinion
of the judges appointed by the Council,
is considered to be an advancement in the
Science or Practice of Navigation, pro-
posed or invented by himself in the period
January 1st, 1930, to December 31st,
1935. Entries which have already been
considered by the judges in the years
1930-34 are not eligible for further con-
sideration unless they have since been
materially modified.

In the event of more than one such
improvement being approved, the Council
reserve the right of dividing the amount
into two or more prizes at their discretion.
Competitors must forward their proofs of
claim on or before December 31st, 1935,
to the Secretary, Royal Society of Arts,
John Street, Adelphi, London, W.C.2.
Prize for an Essay

A prize of £100 for an essay on the
following subject : " Modern Navigational
Appliances."

(1) Appliances made possible by elec-
tricity on board, e.g., Wireless D.F., Echo
Sounding, Gyroscope, etc.

(2) Appliances not depending on elec-
tricity, e.g., Range Finding, Sounding
Machine, Compass, etc.

Candidates are expected to deal with
both sections. They should write from a
practical point of view and give their views
on the advantages and disadvantages or
failures (if any) of modern electrical aids to
navigation, based if possible on personal
experience.

Competitors must send in their essays
not later than December 31st, 1935, to the
Secretary, Royal Society of Arts, at the
above address.

The essays must be typed in English.
They must be sent in under a motto,
accompanied by a sealed envelope enclosing
the author's name, which must on no
account be written on the essay. A breach
of this regulation will result in disqualifica-
tion.

Both competitions are open to persons
of any nationality, but, in the case of the
Essay Competition only, competitors must
be past or present members of the seafaring
profession.

The judges will be appointed by the
Council.

The Council reserve the right of with-
holding a prize or of awarding a smaller
prize or prizes, if in the opinion of the
judges no suitable invention or essay is
submitted.

The Council also reserve an option on the
copyright of the successful essay or essays,
but do not claim any rights in respect of
any invention to which a prize may be
awarded,

Things are happening to -day
which vitally affect you!

If you are about 18, perhaps you are
getting settled in your chosen work and
already feeling the strain of competition for
a better position. If you are in the 40's,
your family responsibilities are near the
peak, the necessity for money is tense-
and younger men are challenging your job.
And men of the ages between 18 and 45 face
similar problems, in one form or another.

The most valuable employment security
to -day is the security a man creates for
himself-in himself ! Through training, he
is able to adapt himself to new conditions,
to utilise experience without being handi-
capped by habit ! He masters jobs and
makes new jobs. He meets emergencies-
and is not overwhelmed by them. And
this is an age of emergencies.

For 44 years the International Cor-
respondence Schools have helped thoughtful
and ambitious men to acquire the training
they need. To -day, with this need more
urgent than ever, this world-famous institu-
tion oilers greater opportunities than ever.
Why not permit us to show you the way to
greater security and larger earnings ? Our
expert advice is free. Write to -day.

...COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET...

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS,
LTD.,

Dept. 95, International Buildings, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2

Please send me your booklet containing
full particulars of the Course of Correspond-
ence Training before which I have marked
X. I assume no obligation.

CAccountancy
O Advertising
CAeronautical Engineering
CArchitecture
['Bookkeeping
EBuilding
CChemical Engineering

Engineering
['Draughtsmanship
OElectrical Engineering
 Engineering Design

DExaminations, state which

['Marine Engineering
EMechanital Engineering
0Mining Engineering
nMotor Engineering
['Plumbing
CRadio
ERailway Equipment and

Running
CSalesmanship
OSteam Engineering
OTextiles
['Woodworking

The I.C.S. teach wherever the post reaches, and have
a wide variety of courses of Study. If, therefore, your
subject is not in the above list, write it here.

Name

Address
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SMOKE
LESS

AND

ENJOY
IT MORE

An easy, simple way to cut
down your smoking.

Save money, safeguard
your health, and enjoy
your smoking MORE. Suck
a " SAVA-SMOKE," which
contains neither drugs not
chemicals. These little
tablets definitely control
your smoking, and, by re-
freshing the palate, give
more smoke -joy f r om
fewer cigarettes. A C T
NOW. Write for full de-
tails free OR forward a
P.O. for a Ss. ad. Box. Post
free.

SAVA- SMOKE
(Dept 131), 131 REGENT STREET, LONDON, W.1.

USEFUL-
INSTRUCTIVE-
ENTERTAINING-
Over a Hundred uses

*Microphone
*Detectorphone

to 1 /-
Postage 2d. '4Everyone fully(ia

*Baby Alarm, etc.
Reduced from 3/6

tested and
guaranteed

The SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY STORES (WIRELESS) LTD.
Dept." M," 126 Newington Causeway, Elephant & Castle
LONDON, S.E. 1. Phone : HOP. 4177

"THE
WONDER:

OF THE
MICROPHONE."

A comprehensive
book containing
over 25 diagrams

and illustrations
showing actual
circuits and
experiments.

A source of end -
I ess education
and amusement.

D. Post
Price la free.

HUMATAGRAPH
(Hygrometer)

Indicates the humidity of the
air with scientific accuracy.
Models for the home and indus-
trial purposes. Matt Black,
25/- ; Chromium plated, 28/-.
Pocket model in case, 14/6.

C. L. BURDICK MFG. CO.
90-44 HOLBORN VIADUCT

LONDON, E C.1.

Sold in 6d. and I,- tins at all Cycle
Accessory Dealers, Tool Shops,

Ironmongers, etc.
Write for yourfres copy "Joining of Metes" to

SW BURN ETT&
GREAT WEST ROAD, L.r,vozT;','

C,PXONE: MOUNSLOW 0476

apivimari
GOOD IDEAS-

are often rejected because of uncon-
vincing drawings!
Let us prepare attractive illustrations
which will convey your idea quickly and
clearly to Manufacturers, Editors,
Agents, etc.
We specialise in Patent Office and Techni-

cal drawings of all descriptions.
Write or 'phone us at

HIGH HOLBORN HOUSE,
HIGH HOLBORN, W.0.1.

Hoc. KU

PECULIARITIES OF
SPINNING BODIES

AY body, when spinning or ,.rotating,
possesses certain marked peculiarities
which are entirely absent when it is

at rest.
For one thing it acquires an extra-

ordinary rigidity.
Obtain a disc of quite thin paper and

Fig. 1.-The chain held in the drill chuck ready fo
scanning.

Fig. 2.-The second operation showing the chain
commencing to spin.

fix its centre so that it can be rotated
rapidly. When spinning, it resists, in a
very marked manner, the blow of a stick
or even of your fist, as if it were a disc of
steel. Its flexibility has entirely dis-
appeared.

The Rigidity of Smoke Rings
,__Many readers have no doubt experi-
mented with smoke rings and noted their
peculiar rigidity whilst travelling through
the air. See what happens, however, when
you try and cut it in two with a knife.

It will be found that if a body is sup-
ported below its centre of gravity it has
one axis (the longer) about which it prefers
to spin-but when supported above its
centre of gravity it prefers another axis
(the shorter). Now every body has three

Fig. 3.-The chain at the height of its spin.

principal axes, and according to circum-
stances there is always one axis about which
it prefers to spin.

The Spinning Chain
Obtain a flexible chain, and support it

from above by means of a piece of string
held in the chuck of a small hand drill
(see Figs. 1, 2 and 3). Upon turning the
drill, the chain will open itself in the form
of an oval, gradually rising and finally
spinning quite steadily as shown in Fig. 3.
A high rate of spin is not necessary, because
if the spin is too great, the motion may
become unstable.

A STANDARD WORK
..

Newnes Encyclopaedia of Popular
Mechanics, by F. J. Cam m. 5/- or 5/6
by post from Geo. Newnes Ltd., 8/11

Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
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MODERN ARCH ITECTURE
A multitude of mechanical appliances, water services, plumbing and ventilation
are incorporated in a new Sanatorium which has recently been designed by

Mr. W. T. Brown, B.A.

AN interesting and original design for
a sanatorium has been completed by
Mr. William Tatton Brown, B.A., of

6 Bedford Square, W.C.1, in which the
demands of hygiene and economy of upkeep
have been combined with a pleasing
exterior.

The multitude of mechanical appliances,
water services, plumbing and ventilation

set up by the machine. There is also a
lead -covered table and sink.

On the floor above, an X-ray room is
installed, the walls and doors of which are
lined with lead in order to prevent the
dangerous rays from penetrating beyond.

On the other side of the corridor is the
sanitary accommodation for the staff of the
sanatorium. The " one pipe system " has

The service departments of the Sanatorium show many uses of lead both on the exterior and interior.

systems required for the sanatorium of
to -day have been assembled to form an
integral part of the design.

On the first floor, overlooking a lake, is a
series of private wards, in which privacy has
been maintained, even with balconies. The
architect has taken advantage of these to
relieve the rigidity of the design. At the
east end of the block is an entrance and
access tower which give a strong vertical
accent to the composition.

Demonstration to the Building Industry of
the Uses of Lead

The plans were called for by the Lead
Sheet and Pipe Development Council to
demonstrate the uses of various forms of
lead in the building industries, and many
applications-familiar and unfamiliar-are
exemplified in the building.

This metal has been used decoratively as
well as functionally in the rain -water heads
and down pipes, and also on the moulded
canopy to the main entrance. On the first
floor each sanitary unit of the private wards
is equipped with tellurium lead soil and
vent pipes, waste and anti-syphonage pipes ;
and the supply services and shower -lining
are also in lead. An electric cable sheathed
with British non-ferrous ternary alloy is
carried across from the lake to the machine
room in the farther wing, where it operates
a heavy mechanical installation mounted
on a lead mattress, which effectively insu-
lates the rest of the building from vibrations

been installed, and all the plumbing is in
B.N.F. ternary alloy and lead.

Roofing Difficulties Countered
It has been impossible previously to use

lead for a flat roof intended for promenade,
owing to the necessity for the construction
of rolls at frequent intervals. This the
architect has ingeniously overcome by
laying Solchek tiles between the rolls,
providing at the same time a flush walking
surface and efficient heat insulating for the
building and protection for the lead. On
the north side roof, tellurium sheet lead
has been stuck to the roofing surface with
bitumen emulsion, and the rolls and gutters
have been concealed with flower boxes.

A FASCINATING NEW HANDBOOK!

POWER -DRIVEN
MODEL AIRCRAFT

By F. J. CAMM.

96 Pages. 130 Illustrations.

1/- or 1/2 by post from

GEORGE NEWNES LTD.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London,

W.C.2.

5/- 'UNIQUE' SLIDE RULES 3/6
BRITISH MADE
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Ten -inch Slide Rule in polished mahogany, celluloid faced with
log -log scale in addition to Scales A. B, C and D. Flexible back.
Aluminium framed, view -free unbreakable cursor. Size of rule
13 ins. x M ins. Well made and accurate. Supplied with case
and full instructions, including Conversion Tables for Money
Calculations. Price IV- each (Postage 3d., 3 post free). 6 -inch
model 316 (Postage 2d.).
FREE GIFT of a set of 12 -in. Draughtsmen's Scales, with each
10 -inch rule purchased during current month.3i6 The TECHNICAL SUPPLY CO. (P), ci.

Norfolk House, Carden Ave., Withdean, Brighton

EngincersiGuide
Bright Prospects and
Big Pay Opportunities
for the trained man
Write to -day for this great Guide which
contains world's widest choice of home -
study engineering courses, and shows
how to obtain a Recognised Qualifica-
tion such as A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I E. E., A.F.R.A.e.S., etc.
Mention branch, post or quali-
fication that interests you, to
THE TECHNOLOGICAL/INSTI-
TUTE OF GREAT BRITAIN,
123 Temple Bar House,

/II
London, E.C.4. (Founded 1917,
19,000 Successes.)

TO Success "'PA "

a watch Maio
W11TERPROOF
!.1

11

UNBREMtABLE
GUARANTEED
7 YEARS

against breakages

YOURS 5
FOR DON

You can now own a watch
world famous for its relia-
bility under the most severe
climatic conditions.

Waterproof-it can even
be worn whilst bathing I
Unbreakable-it can be
dropped without fear of
damage.

Incorporating a patented
floating non-magnetic jewelled
lever movement, shock, vi.
bration, dust and sand proof.
Time tested under water,
chromium patent gland case,
24 hour dial. Leather strap.
Cash price 59/6 (luminous dial
2/0 extra), or yours for 5/. down.

THE GENUINE

made by the. Suppliers to WATCH
IMPERIAL AIRWAYS, etc.

TOUR OLD WATCH TAKEN IN PART EXCHANGE.
Other models from 25I-.

Write for FREE illustrated catalogue of watches from 6/'
down or send your order to -day to:-

G. & M. LANE & CO. LTD.
Dept. P.M.E5,

24/26 Ludgate Hill, London, E.C.4
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Fully illustrated with constructional details foe build-
ing Battery and Maine S.W. Receivers -6v. 8.W Super -
het with A.V.C.-All Wave Wavemeser-5-metre Re-
ceiver-Simple 5 -metre Trensmitter-Crossfeeder Aerial
System - Battery and Mains S. W. Converters -
Amateur Bands Receiver -100 watt Transmitter -
Eliminators, etc. COMPELt D BY THE LEADING SHORT
WAVE SPECIALISTS. Obtainable from your radio
dealer, W. H Smith, or in case of difficulty,
STRATTON & Co., LTD (Dept 25), Broms- PRICEgrove Street, Birmingham. London Service
Depot:-Webb's 14 Soh,, St. W I. Glasgow 1 /6
Service:-J. R. Hunter, 138 West Nile Street.

1935 EDDYSTO
SHORT WAVE MANUAL

bYou kr Height rincre as e d
in 14 days o money

Stabbing System soon
brings 3-5 inches

increase and new energy. The first, original, and
the one GENUINE GUARANTEED Height Increase
System. Recommended by Health and EfiCciencu
Complete Course, 5/-, or Booklet free, privately,
STEBBING SYSTEM, Dept. M.P., 28 Dean Rd., London N.W.1.

Do We Possess These
Amazing Powers ?
Can Men and Women Attain the Acme of

Health, Success and Happiness Through this
Remarkable Formula ?

" There is a limitless, reproducing and ever-
increasing force within every human, the power
of which will completely alter the character,
develop a striking personality, break the
shackles of mediocrity, and enable men and
women to step out into the world and get
what they want." This is the astounding
declaration made by Mr. Shelley Castle, the
well-known advocate of modern common-sense

psychology.

Mr. Shelley Castle

Indeed it seems revo-
lutionary but neverthe-
less proven by those
who have tried and
actually got what they
wanted.

Mr. Castle refuses to
be considered as the
author of an experiment
or the promulgator of
a theory. He eschews
any connection withmystery or magic
and states bluntly that
it is only common
sense equipped with
the instruments to force
its use-that only hard
facts should be given
credence.

Five thousand men and women are invited
to test the new formula free of charge. It is
only necessary to send your name and address
(no money) and ask for a copy of " The Great
Discovery." Address your letter to SHELLEY
CASTLE (Suite 149), Castle House, Jacksons's
Lane, London, N.6. You will receive the
formula in simple, direct wording.

MONEY
MAKIN

REVIEWED
BY OUR

PATENT EXPERT

NON-SKID TYRES
" I should esteem it a favour if you

would kindly advise me upon the under-
mentioned proposition :-

" The idea is to affix a thin spring steel
pattern round the periphery of motor tyres
and any other tyres, such as cycles, etc.
They are fitted in the first place when the
tyre is deflated, and when fully inflated the
pattern fits snugly into the tyre, making
same quite non-skid, unpuncturable, and
practically making it impossible for the tyre
to wear out. The pattern does not interfere
with the resiliency of the tyre, and can be
attached to a tyre which has no tread,
thereby rendering same as good as new.

" I estimate that twelve will be needed
for each tyre, and the method of attaching
the pattern to the tyres has been adopted
for simplicity, but it could be made a
permanent fixture to the spoke.

" The idea works well, but I am wondering
whether I am up against legislation in any
way ; if not, would you advise as to method
of exploitation, and whether patentable."
(F. C., Brixton.)

This invention is novel so far as is known
from personal knowledge, and forms fit
subject -matter for protection by Letters
Patent. The inventor is advised to file
an Application for Patent with a Provi-
sional Specification, as being the least
expensive method of obtaining protection.
By such means he will obtain about
twelve months' protection, during which
time he can test out the invention and
endeavour either to market the invention,
obtain financial assistance to do so, or try
and interest tyre companies or other
manufacturers to place the invention on
the market.

Unless the inventor has actually tested
the invention in practice, he is advised to
do so, as there appears to be some doubt
as to whether it will effectually prevent
skidding of a wheel to which it is fitted.
It should certainly minimise the chances
of tyre punctures. It is not thought that
there is any legislation to prevent the use
of such a device, in view of the fact that
" Parson's " non-skid chains have long
been used, which would appear to be more
likely to injure the surface of a road than
the applicant's invention.
A GREYHOUND TRAP

" I am forwarding you plans of two
ideas that I have thought out, and would
be pleased if you would look them over and
let me know if you think they are at all
practical, as I am not an engineer. The first
is a greyhound trap,' and the second is an
air current chamber to be used for the verti-
cal rise of aircraft. I would also be obliged
(if these ideas are not practical), if you
would point out to me where they are at
fault." (J. C., Isle of Man.)

(1) The suggested improvement in grey-
hound traps is not considered to be an
improvement on existing traps, but this
opinion might be modified on consulting an
expert in greyhound racing, about which

we must confess very little interest. The
idea doubtless could be so designed as to
work effectively, but even if such a device
had no serious drawbacks, it is not con-
sidered a commercial proposition in view
of the cost of present traps. Provided it is
novel, it could be protected by Patent,
which is apparently the only means by
which it could be protected, and unless
protection is obtained it is not possible to
make money from the idea.

(2) The suggested arrangement for caus-
ing aircraft to rise vertically is not very
clear from the description and sketches.
Apparently the idea is to rotate a paddle-
wheel within a semi -circular casing ; if so,
the invention is based on a fallacy ; the
only result will be air disturbance without
producing any lifting effort.
ELIMINATING SOAP WASTAGE

" I have designed a device for bathrooms
or sinks, which will absolutely eliminate soap
wastage.

" The appliance is attached loosely to the
faucet of the tap, thus allowing it to be
swung aside when not in use.

" It can be inexpensively manufactured,
and should prove a success if placed with a
suitable firm.

" The device is unpatented as yet, but I
am now attempting to do so.

"Please give me your advice and opinion."
(J. G., Forest Gate, E.7.)

The improved device for preventing
waste of toilet soap is novel so far as is
known from personal knowledge, and
forms fit subject -matter for protection by
Letters Patent. The inventor is warned
that by submitting the device to manu-
facturers before filing an Application for
Patent he runs a certain risk, since publica-
tion or showing the invention before
protection is ground for invalidating any
Patent subsequently granted for the inven-
tion. Although the invention may be
novel and patentable, it is considered
doubtful whether it would meet with
commercial success. It is thought that the
person who would be sufficiently careless
to leave soap to soak in water would not
be likely to take the trouble to manipulate
the clip to attach the soap tablet.
A SPRUNG SADDLE ARM

" I have designed a sprung saddle arm,
or pillar, for a cycle, and I would be very
pleased to have your advice. Being only a
youth of nineteen, my knowledge of patent
laws, etc., is very limited. I shall therefore
be very pleased if you will enlighten me on
the following question :-

" How can I find out if the idea is novel ?
" I think that you will agree that my idea

would add greatly to the comfort of cycling,
especially if fitted to the very popular racing
machines, which are fitted with small non -
sprung saddles." (A. G., Forest Gate.)

The proposed spring pillar for cycle
saddles is, from personal knowledge, known
to be old. Similar spring saddle pillars
were in use, and probably patented, some
thirty years ago.
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If a postal reply is desired, a stamped addressed envelope must be enclosed. Every query and drawing which Is
sent must bear the name and address of the sender and be accompanied by the coupon appearing on page iii of
cover. Send your queries to the Editor, PRACTICAL MECHANICS, Geo. Newnes Ltd., 8-I I Southampton

Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

RE -SILVERING A MIRROR
" Can you kindly advise me what material

to use for replating a mirror, and how to apply
same to the glass ? " (W. M., Chelmsford.)

According to the "Handyman's 1,000
Practical Receipts" the back of the mirror
will no doubt be painted, and this paint
should be removed with a strong caustic soda
solution. The glass should then be treated
with strong nitric acid, which will dissolve
off the silver. The glass should be made
chemically clean with the soda and nitric
acid, and then rinsed several times with
distilled water and laid on its edges. It
must on no account be handled on the face
or dried, as the least particle of dust or
grease will entirely spoil the deposit of
silver. For silvering the mirror prepare
the following solutions : (1) 90 gr. of
nitrate of silver, 4 oz. of distilled water ;
(2) 1 oz. of pure caustic potash, 25 oz. of
distilled water ; (3) 4 oz. of milk of sugar in
powder, 5 oz. of distilled water. Take
2 oz. of solution (1), add ammonia drop by
drop until the precipitate first formed is
just dissolved, add 4 oz. of solution (2), and
then ammonia again until the solution just
becomes clear ; make up to 15 oz. with
distilled water, then add solution (1) drop
by drop until a slight grey precipitate
appears, which does not redissolve, allow to
settle, add 2 oz. of solution (3), and stir well.
The glass plate should now be carefully
levelled until it is exactly horizontal, and
the solution prepared as above should be
poured gently on the glass, so that the whole
of it is covered and none of the solution is
lost. Allow to stand several hours in a
warm room free from dust. At the end of
that time pour off the liquid, replace the
plate, and pour on it a second quantity of
liquid. When the silver has deposited from
this, rinse the plate in distilled water, allow
to dry spontaneously, and then give a coat
of good paint to form a protection.

OBTAINING AN OXYGEN SUPPLY
" Will you please tell me how to make

a supply of oxygen uncontaminated by any
other gas, at a minimum of expense ? I
have in mind electrolysis. In this method,
is it essential for the wires to be of platinum
and also in the interests of purity, would it
be better for the water to be slightly briny
instead of acidulated ?

" Again, would a 6 -volt motor -cycle
battery be O.K. for the current supply ?

" The main requirements are purity and
economy." (A. C., Rochester.)

Although electrolytic oxygen fulfils the
requirement of purity, querist would find
it a tedious job to produce any quantity by
means of a 6 -volt accumulator. Such a
process would never be used commercially.
Surely for economy nothing can beat
Brin's method. Barium oxide is heated in
air to about 500°. The heating is then
continued in a chamber to 1,000°, when

oxygen is liberated and may be collected.
The oxide is allowed to cool in air to about
500°, when it again absorbs oxygen, which
in turn may be liberated by repeating the
heating to 1,000°. The process may be
repeated indefinitely.

If the heating presents difficulties, a
quick, cheap method of obtaining oxygen
is to obtain a quantity of " 20 volume "
hydrogen peroxide solution, acidulate it
with a few drops of sulphuric acid, and add
a little potassium permanganate solution.
Oxygen is abundantly liberated.

A quick, convenient method is to use an
acetylene generator and sodium peroxide.
A little of the latter is placed in the com-
partment usually occupied by the carbide,
and water allowed to drip through on to it.
Oxygen is delivered at the outlet pipe.
A FILTER FOR RAIN WATER

" I wish to make a filter for rain water,
so as to make it fit for drinking. I have been
told animal charcoal powder is suitable, and
would like your advice on how to use this.
I have thought of sinking a well, but under-
stand that the water contains a lot of iron.
Can anything be done about this.? " (W. B.,
Devon.)

Efficient filtration, unless operated by
mechanical means (that is, pressure filtra-
tion) is necessarily slow ; animal charcoal
in powder is extensively used in filter
charges on account of its adsorptive
properties. Such charges can be purchased
at any laboratory fitters, and can be readily
dropped into place in the filter chamber.
We cannot vouch that filtration through
charcoal would free rainwater of acquired
bacteria, although it would remove absorbed
gases and debris. We consider that the
pasteur filter would be far more effective,
although slower.

Regarding the proposed well-any iron
present in the water as hydrated carbonate
must be removed if the water is to be used
for washing clothes ; this is accomplished
by the addition of washing soda and borax
stirred until dissolved and left for a few
hours in order that precipitation of the iron
may be complete before either the soap or
goods are introduced ; if the soap is
dissolved before or with the alkali, it will
take part in the precipitation and give
sticky particles containing iron and calcium
salts of the soap acids. These sticky
particles would subsequently oxidise and
create iron -mould in the fabric.
PHOTO-ELECTRICS

" With reference to your article on
photo-electrics, I have made, as instructed,
a wet cell, with the two copper plates well
cleaned.

" On connecting it in series with a pair
of 'phones and an accumulator, I obtained
no result.

" I took a voltmeter reading and it read
1 volt. Putting a 50 -watt lamp an inch
away made no difference.

There was a young
hubby named Lunn

Claimed HE was a
born plumber's son!

And we're bound to relate-
He kept a real

plumber's mate-
Always handy-a
FLUXITE SOLDERING GUN!

See that FLUXITE is always by you-in the
house-garage-workshop-anywhere where
simple speedy soldering is needed. Used for
30 years in government works and by the
leading engineers and manufacturers. Of all
Ironmongers-in tins, 4d., 8d., 1/4 and 2/8.
Ask to see the FLUXITE SMALL -SPACE
SOLDERING SET-compact but substantial-
complete with full instructions, 7/6.
Ask also for Leaflet on CASE -HARDENING
STEEL and TEMPERING TOOLS with FLUXITE

THE FLUXITE GUN
is always ready to put
Fluxite on the soldering job
instantly. A littl: p essure
places the right quantity on
the right spot and one charging
lasts for ages.

The Gun also serves for
grease as an oil -can does for
oil. Price 1/8.

ALL MECHANICS HAV

FLUXITE
IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

WRITS "OR FREE ROOK ON THE ART
OF :OPP " SOLDERING-Dept. P.M.

FLUXITE LTD., DRAGON WOMEN BERMONDSEY ST.. S.E.1

An Absorbing Hobby
Another
model to

fascinating
build is the

STUART
Centrifugal
Pump.

For a
fountain in
the garden,

etc.

Complete set of Castings and all
materials, including instructions 6/6

Finished Pump - - 20/ -
Electrically driven £4 : 7 : 6

Full description of this and all
Stuart models in Catalogue No. 3,
72 pages, profusely illustrated,

6d. post free.

STUART TURNER LTD.
HENLEY - ON - THAMES
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PATENTS,
TRADE MARKS
AND DESIGNS

ADVICE, HANDBOOK
AND CONSULTATIONS

FREE!
KINGS PATENT AGENCY LTD.
Director: B. T. King, c.r.u.e., Reg. Pat. Agent G.B.,

U.S.A. k can.
146a Queen Victoria St., LONDON, E.C.4
and 57 Chancery Lane nearPatent Office), W.0.2.

49 Years TELEGRAMS:a GeoLoom, LONDON.
References. PHONE: CITY 6161.

PRACTICAL HINTS ON PATENTING
and the development of inventions.

Sent free on application.

THE IMPERIAL PATENT SERVICE
First Avenue House, High Holborn, W.C.1.

Preliminary Consultation Free.

FROST & CO.
70 Old Compton St., London, W.I

Engineers, Tool and Model Makers.
Models of all descriptions.

Inventors, Scale and Advertising.
Patterns, Castings, or Finished Parts, Small

Stampings and Press Tools.
Experimental and Repetition Work.

PATENTS, DESIGNS
AND TRADE MARKS
A VALUABLE GUIDE ON INTERNATIONAL

PROTECTION OF INVENTIONS.
100 Pages - - Post Free, 6d.

The TECHNICAL ADVERTISING AGENCY
253 (D) Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1

ROSS for HEIGHT/
11.131.11.T8 SPEAK for THEMSELVE No Appli-
Pupil, men*, gains V Ins. in 8 wks. antes - No

21, 5 ins. in 5 nibs. Drugs. No
.. 20, 81 ins. in 16 dye. Dieting.

80, 2 ins. in 4 wks.
40, 11 ins. in 6  ROSS SYSTEM

Increased my own height to 6' 3r. NEVER PAILS
Hundreds of Testimonials from all over the work/
Pee: £2 Se. complete. Details free. Write NOW.

,MALCOLM ROSS, HEI
ISOPUEGCIA L I SaT

HAVE YOU A RED NOSE?
Send a stamp to pay postage, and you will
learn how to rid yourself of such a terrible

affliction free of charge.
Address in confidence-

P. TEMPLE, Specialist,
"Palace House, 128 Shaftesbury Avenue, W.1

(Est. 30 gears.)

Send to FOYLES I
FOR BOOKS !

New and second-hand books on every subject.
Over two million volumes in stock. Catalogues

free on mentioning your interests.
119-125 Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.2

Telephone-Gerrard 566o (ten lines).

ELECTRICAL ENGRAVING MACHINE
FOR WRITING, DESIGNING ON METAL. ETC.
Aluminium frame, pure silver contacts, Power-
ful 2 v. model. Stand and switch, 3/6 extra.

45 a. accumulator, 5/9.
MATERIALS & MACHINERY FOR DRY BAT-
TERY MANUFACTURE. Rock bottom prices.

10/6
Technical information free. List, lid. stamp.
We design and manufacture hand machines
for small repetition work. All trades.Post Inquiries invited.

Free E. H. GILES (Dept P.M ), 310 MARXHOUSE
C.O.D. ROAD, LONDON, E.17.

BLUSHING
FREE to all sufferers, particulars of

a proved home treatment that
quickly removes all embarrassment, and per-
manently cures blushing and flushing of the
face and neck. Enclose stamp to pay postage
to Mr. M. Temple (Specialist),  Palace
House," x28 Shaftesbury Avenue (2nd
Floor), London, W.I. (Est. 3o years.)

" Why should it read 1 volt ?
" Could you tell me my mistake "? I tried

it with an amplifier and a 60 -volt polarising
battery.

" Please could you also tell me the best
material for making loudspeaker cones ?

" Is a screen -grid input to an amplifier
advisable ? and is it better than an ordinary
L.F. valve ? Would an H.F. screened grid
do (Mullard PM12) ?" (W. M. L., Bishop's
Waltham.)

Many experimenters have difficulties
with the working of simple (photo -cells of
the liquid type at first, but, after experience
has been gained, these troubles pass away.

Your difficulty with the copper cell which
you have constructed may be due to several
causes :-

(1) Are you sure that your solution of
copper sulphate in which you " formed "
the copper plates was not stronger than
1 per cent. copper sulphate ?

(2) Are you sure, also, that the two
copper plates forming the cell are not
touching each other but are kept apart by
the plate of ebonite between them ?

(3) Are you sure that the " window " in
the box in which the cell is placed is an
effective one ? That is to say, are you
sure that the window does not allow light to
obtain access to both sides of the cell at the
same time, instead of only to the one side ?

The above points must be carefully
attended to, otherwise the cell may probably
not function.

You do not require an accumulator in
the circuit. It is obvious that if you include
an accumulator in the circuit, current will
leak through the liquid in the cell, thus
giving a very appreciable voltage reading,
as you yourself have discovered.

What you want to do, having first of
all attended to the above three points, is to
connect a pair of headphones directly to the
output leads of the cell, that is to say,
without the interposition of any battery or
accumulator.

You ought then to get a result, using a
50 -watt lamp. If the cell is but poorly
formed, however, it will require the intense
illumination of burning magnesium to give
a result.

You can, of course, employ a radio
amplifier in place of the 'phones. This will
enable the clicks " resulting from the
intermittent illumination of the cell to be
heard at loudspeaker strength.

The best material for loudspeaker cones
is coarse linen cloth. This should be well
dried in a warm oven and then varnished
with any convenient varnish in order to
render it more rigid and, also, moisture -
proof.

For the simplest working in an ordinary
amplifier, the usual L.F. valve is to be
recommended, on account of its relative
cheapness and efficiency. In certain cir-
cumstances a screen -grid valve may be
preferable, but without further details it
is quite impossible to give any definite
opinion.

PLOTTING A GRAPH
" In your June issue you published a

graph of the flow of water over a V notch of
90 degrees. Would you please send me the
formula for plotting the graph, as I have just
come in contact with a measuring notch of
60 degrees which formula seems to carry a lot
more gallons per minute than the 90 degree
notch published ? " (P. C., Norfolk.)

Regarding the flow of water over a " V "
notch, the graph given in our article in the
June, 1934, issue of PRACTICAL MECHANICS
was based on information given in " Moles -
worth's Pocket Book of Engineering
Formula3."

MICROFU GOLD FILM FUSES
<10

Specified for the
" MONARCH "
TWO VALVER
You need one Type F2,
100 m/A Fuse an d

Holder.

20 Stock Ratings.
Type F.2, suitable for Battery
sets, 150 m/A blows at 300
m/A. Resistance 7+ ohms.
Voltage 260 Volts D.C.
Type F.2, suitable for Mains
sets, 600 m/A blows at I amp.
Resistance 14 ohms. 260 Volts
D.C. Now FUSES 6d.available 2

4/-, 1 HOLDERS 6d.
m/A, 4/6.

MICROFNES LTD., 4 Charterhouse Bldgs.,
Geswell Rd., London, E.C.1. 'Phone : (ILE 4049 "se

CASTING MOULDS
Make your own lead soldiers, animals,

Indians, etc.
Illustrated Catalogue free.

d. Toymoulds,18 Kenyon M., Birmingham

NERVOUSNESS
Every nerve sufferer should send for my interesting book,
which describes a simple, inexpensive home treatment for
Self - consciousness, Blushing, Depression, Worry, Insomnia.
Weak Nerves, Morbid Fears, and similar nervous disorders.
This wonderful book will be sent in a plain sealed envelope to
any sufferer without charge or obligation. Write NOW and
learn how to conquer your nervousness before it conquers you.

HENRY J. RIVERS gteltillittntit'472.1

THE SECOND ANNUAL
SKYBIRD LEAGUE RALLY
AND MODEL COMPETITION

THIS
interesting event open to all

members of. the Skybird League will be
held from April 11th to the 20th. In addi-
tion to the Club competition for the
Challenge Cups there will be an open com-
petition for individual members, both Club
and Associate. Captain W. E. Johns,
Editor of Popular Flying, has kindly con-
sented to make the final decision in judging
the competition. Full particulars and con-
ditions are published in The Skybird maga-
zine, February and April issues. The latest
date for dispatch of models will be April
5th. The winning models will be exhibited
at Hamleys, Regent Street, from April 11th
to the 20th. The Presentation of Trophies
and prizes will take place at the Poly-
technic, Regent Street, on Tuesday,
April 16th, 2.30 for 3 p.m. Sir Harry
Brittain, K.B.E., C.M.G., eto., President
of the Skybird League, will make the
presentations.

Captain J. Lawrence Pritchard, Secre-
tary of The Royal Aeronautical Society,
will give a lecture on " The Aeroplane and
its Uses " (illustrated with slides). Admis-
sion will be by ticket on application to
Skybird League Headquarters.

A. J. HOLLADAY & CO., TAD.

WESLEY AIR PISTOLS
Marvellously
accurate for
target practice.
No license required to purchases
Senior 45/-, Mark 1 30/-,
Junior 20/-. Entirely British.
Write for Litt. WESLEY & SCOTT LTD.,
108 WEAMAN STRIGKT, BIRMINGHAM, ENO*

WHEN REPLYING
TO ADVERTISERS, PLEASE

MENTION
'PRACTICAL MECHANICS'
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS

Private or trade announcements can be inserted in
this column at the price of THREEPENCE per word
PREPAID.
All communications should be addressed to
THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,

NEWNES PRACTICAL MECHANICS,
8/st SOUTHAMPTON ST., STRAND,

LONDON, W.C.2.

TO BECOME a Sanitary Inspector, Weights,
Measures Inspector, Woodwork or Metalwork Teacher,
School Attendance Officer, etc., write, Chambers
College, 335 High Holborn, W.C.1.

CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS.-Standard size from
6d. 100 feet. Machines, Accessories. Sample Films,
1/- and 2/6 post free Catalogues free.-" Filmeries,"
57 Lancaster Road, Leytonstone, EAU

NEW 3 -INCH Precision, Toolroom, Back Geared,
Screw Cutting Lathes. L6/716. Photo. Stamp.-
John P. Steel, Bingley.

SUPER A.C. MOTORS. All sizes at bargain
prices.-A. Musham, Killinghall Road, Bradford.

STAMPS FREE!! Twenty Unused, Colonials,
" Neurope", H. Barnett, Limington, Somerset.

YOU CAN USE YOUR SPARE TIME
to start a Mail Order Business that quickly brings you a
full-time income. Follow the lead of others who are
averaging EI2 per week net profits. Get away from a
drudging routine job-join the big -money class. No
previous experience necessary. Few pounds capitalonly
needed. No samples or outfits to buy; no rent, rates
or canvassing. New method makes success certain.

Write to -day for FREE BOOKLET to
BUSINESS SERVICE INSTITUTE, Dept. 885a,

6 Carmelite Street, London, E.C.4.

MAKE METAL TOYS I Easy, profitable, with
"SUCCESS" Moulds. List Free.-LEE'S, BEN-
TINCK ROAD, NOTTINGHAM.

INVENTORS' and ENGINEERS' Drawings,
Models, Patterns.-Bland, 105a Crawford Street,
London, W.1.

MOVIES AT HOME. How to make your own
Cinema Projector. Particulars free.-Moviescope (N),
116 Brecknock Road, London.

SMALL PRINTERS.-Cut-Paper Service for small
jobbing Printers. Handbill blanks from 1/- 1,000.
Other papers and cards equally cheap. Sample Set sent
on application.-COLDBECK, LIVERPOOL ROAD,
LYDIATE, LIVERPOOL.

£5 5s. Od. LOCOMOTIVE 37/6. NEW illustrated
catalogue secondhand models 41d. Models bought.-
Central Handl ' Supplies, 11 Friars Street, Ipswich.

VACANCIES for 500 BOYS
The ROYAL AIR FORCE requires 500 boys of

good education (who must have attained age of 15 and
be under 17 years on 1st August, 1935), for training as
aircraft apprentices in skilled trades. No experience
required. Good training, pay and prospects. Examina-
tion at local centres. Particulars from Royal Air Force
(Dept. P.M.), Gwydyr House, Whitehall, S.W.1.

A MAGAZINE of Electrical Progress. Amazing
developments in Electrical Engineering are rapidly
revolutionising industry and bringing new benefits to
the whole community. To keep in touch with all
the latest in Electrical progress read this live Maga-
zine. Written by experts, it is indispensable alike to
the technician and the ambitious student, while the
"layman" will find it full of interest and inspiration.
"THE PRACTICAL ELECTRICAL ENGINEER."
1/- monthly." Obtainable at all Newsagents and
Bookstalls, or by post 1/3 from George Newnes Ltd.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.

THE ONLY BOOK of its kind. Compiled by an
acknowledged expert, this volume forms a complete
guide, in alphabetical order, to the construction,
operation, repair, and principles of every type of
wireless receiver, with a special section on television,
and complete instructions on the making of various
wireless components. 392 pages, 490 illustrations.
"The Wireless Constructor's Encyclopaedia." By F.
J. Canon (Editor of "Practical Wireless ").
Obtainable at all Booksellers, 5/-, or by post 5/4 from
George Newnes Ltd., 8-11 Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU
COUPON

This coupon is available until April 30th,
1935, and must be attached to all letters con-

taining queries.
PRACTICAL MECHANICS, APRIL, 1935

All applications respecting

-SOUKS worth
01 ENDING

The Styles of English Architecture
BY ARTHUR STRATTON. Published by

B. T. Botsford Ltd. A series of wall
diagrams for schools, etc., with explanatory
handbooks. Series I.: The Middle Ages,
13s. net (paper) ; £1 12s. net (mounted).
Series II.: The Renaissance, 12s. net
(paper) ; £1 108. net (mounted). Students
of architecture have here at their disposal
two excellent series of wall diagrams to
guide them in dheir studies of English styles.
Those who study alone may consider that
the explanatory handbooks containing
small-scale reproductions of the wall
diagrams may be sufficient for their
purpose. These may be obtained separately,
price Is. 6d. net (paper wrapper), or 2s. 6d.
net (bound in cloth) each. There must be
many otherwise well-educated people who
would like to feel a little more sure of their
ground as regards the differences between,
for instance, Anglo-Saxon, Norman and
Perpendicular styles of architecture, and to
them particularly these well -illustrated
booklets may be recommended.

Design in Woodwork
By PERCY A. WELLS. Published by B. T.

Botsford Ltd. 6s. net. Now that there is a
persistent demand for better design in
industry and commerce, the foundations
for it should be laid at the offset, during the
period of training. " All things made for
use should do their job well," says the
author of this readable book, " as with a
saucepan, a spade, or a typewriter . . . but
in things of permanent human interest
fitness should combine beauty-that is,
good design-with utility. A chair may be
comfortable and still be ugly in form, in
which case it does not completely suit its
purpose, for it should add its quota of
beauty and dignity in a room." The second
principle is sound construction, which
includes the right use of material. In this
well -illustrated book will be found a sound
guide to woodwork construction for all who
appreciate simple beauty in everyday things.
The construction of articles in wood at
every stage, from the simple and elementary
to the far advanced, is admirably dealt
with.

Drawing, Design and Craftwork
By F. J. GLASS. Published by B. T.

Batsford Ltd. Third edition. 12s. net.
Not only is this authoritative book magnifi-
cently illustrated-it contains no fewer
than 2,000 illustrations on 52 plates,
including 20 in colour-but it is also most
interestingly and even fascinatingly written.
The outcome of some fourteen years'
teaching experience, it was first suggested
by the author's work in connection with
the training of teachers. His advice to
them to keep the student interested, is
carried into practice in each succeeding
chapter, the subject being dealt with in so
attractive a way as to whet the appetite of
any student to improve both his concep-
tions and performance of artistic work.
The book will be found of special interest
to those interested in the elements of
design and ornament with a view to the
practice of Industrial Art. It will com-
mend itself no less to students of every type
than to teachers and lecturers.

FREE SERVICE

FOR READERS

READERS requiring infor-
mation concerning goods or

services advertised in
PRACTICAL MECHANICS
should give names of Advertisers
from whom particulars are
desired. Any number of names
may be included and we will
obtain for you catalogues, lists,
and any other information you
may be wanting. THERE IS
NO CHARGE FOR THIS
SERVICE.

Readers desiring particulars from a
number of Advertisers will, by this
method, save time and postage. Half-
penny stamp only is required if your
envelope is left unsealed. If any Adver-
tiser stipulates that stamps or postal
orders are necessary before samples or
catalogues are sent, please enclose the
necessary amount with your instruc-
tions. You are cordially invited to
make full use of this Service.

Post this to

ADVERT. SERVICE DEPT.,

PRACTICAL MECHANICS,

8-11 SOUTHAMPTON STREET

STRAND, W.C.2

Please obtain and send to me
particulars from the Advertisers
in your April issue whose names
I give on list attached.

Advertiser Page No. I Information Required.

Attach sheet of paper, with par-
ticulars, and your name and
address (written in BLOCK
letters), with date, to this
announcement.

Advertising in this Publication should be addressed to the ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER, GEORGE NEWNES Ltd.,
8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2. Telephone: Temple Bar 7760.
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Reconciles
selectivity

with quality!

Sharpest tuning receiver
ever described for home
constructors!

THE 1935 A.C. Stenode " is the last word
I in super -selective, super -sensitive, long-

range receivers. It employs the remarkable
Stenode principle in the development of which
" WIRELESS MAGAZINE and Modern Television "
has been the pioneer. All -mains operated.
Very large undistorted output. Provision
for gramophone pick-up. Described in full
in the April number of WIRELESS

MAGAZINE and Modern Television."

Other big features in the April
WIRELESS MAGAZINE and

Modern Television

Complete Guide to Car Radio in 1935

Tuning and Selectivity

Tests of Five New Sets.

Problems of Short -Wave Amplification.

THE APRIL

WIRELESS
MAGAZINE
AND MODERN TELEVISION

80 Big
Pages !

Now on Sale at
all Newsagents
and Bookstalls 1

WHAT IS
TELEVISION?

Explained
so YOU can

Understand it !
LEAD TO DI -POLE AERIAL

PADOULATION ELE&TACCE

CATHOOE GUN DEFLECTOR PLATES

POWER R.CIAS AND
DOUNLE TPAE ELL SES

CATHODE -RAT TUBE

,1111111 BSI

TELEVISION
PICTLRE
APERTURE

FRONT
Fl inow-ENT
SCREEN

SOUND FAG*
RECEIVER

CONTROLS

VISION RADIO
RECEIVER

WHAT is Television ? Everyone wants
to know to -day, because very soon

we shall have in our homes receivers like
the one shown in the clever illustration
above-sound and sight all in one cabinet.
But how is this possible ? PRACTICAL
TELEVISION tells you in language you
can understand. And PRACTICAL
TELEVISION is the one magazine keeping
you in touch with everything that is

happening in the realms of the thrilling
new radio miracle.

Special contents of the April
PRACTICAL TELEVISION

* EXCLUSIVE ARTICLE BY J. L. BAIRD,
AND TOUR OF THE BAIRD TELEVISION

STUDIOS

Ultra -Short Wave Television in Natural
Developments Colours

Some Disc Receiver
Hints

Special Series for the
Beginner

THE APRIL

PRACTICAL TELEVISION
Now on Sale at all 6DNewsagents and Bookstalls

Published by GEORGE NEWNES LIMITED, 8-11 Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C.2, and Printed in Great Britain by THE WHITEFRIARS PRESS LTD.,
London and Tonbrldge. Sole Agents for Australia and New Zealand-Gordon .16 Gotch Ltd. Sole Agents for South Africa-Central News Agency Ltd.
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